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FOREWORD

A transition from analogue to computer based I&C systems in nuclear power plants
enabled the industry not only to make use of the advantages of computers for the control of
technological processes, but also transferred the unusual short innovation cycles in computer
technology to become a constraint on the process I&C. The driving factor for the rapid
development is the progress in hardware and software technology and the associated increase
of functionality, with a considerably enlarged potential for new system designs. Consequently
one is frequently faced with outdated hardware disappearing from the market quite rapidly.
Therefore, it is more difficult to match the new designs to the actual requirements, than to
realize even complex new functionality required for the process to be controlled.

The situation outlined above has led the IAEA to provide an international forum for the
presentation and discussion of the involved thoughts and problems, and to invite I&C and
computer experts to a Specialists' Meeting dealing with all important aspects of rapid
technological change in the field. The IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Design and Assessment
of Instrumentation and Control Systems in NPP Coping with Rapid Technological
Change was organized jointly by the IAEA and the Institut fur Sicherheitstechnologie
(ISTec) GmbH in Garching, Germany, and was held from 6 - 8 October 1998 on the premises
of ISTec. The meeting was organized in the framework of the IAEA International Working
Group, on Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI). 41 participants
from 16 countries attended the technical sessions presenting 16 papers. Within a meeting
programme a technical visit to Siemens, Erlangen was organized.

The basic objective of the meeting was to elaborate the management, engineering and
economic problems arising from rapid technological changes, to point out solutions, and to
discuss the future trends in the field. The Year 2000 Issue was also inside of the meeting
scope. Typical problems were technology changes provoking major I&C concept changes,
spare part availability, compatibility in refurbishment processes.

The present volume contains papers presented by national delegates and the conclusions
drawn from the final general discussion.
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Specialists 'Meeting
on

Design and Assessment of Instrumentation and Control Systems in NPP
Coping with Rapid Technological Change

6 - 9 October 1998 - Garching, Germany
Welcoming Address

W. Bastl
Germany

On behalf of Dr. Wurtinger, Director of the Institute for Safety Technology, I should

like to welcome you in Garching to the Specialists' Meeting "Design and Assessment of In-

strumentation and Control Systems in NPP Coping with Rapid Technological Change", or-

ganized by the International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumen-

tation of the IAEA. I thank you for coming here and wish you three fruitful days, gaining a lot

from the presentations and from the - hopefully - lively and intensive discussions.

As we all know, digital I&C is an issue for manufacturers, users and licensing and

authorities, and the gap between applications in process industries and conventional power

plants on the one hand, and NPPs on the other hand is evident. But also the status of digital

I&C application in nuclear power plants differs substantially from one country to the other.

E.g. in Canada this technology is used since the midth of 1965, and today in the NPP Dar-

lington 86% of the operational I&C and 85% of the safety I&C has been digitalized.

Let me now explain in brief the situation in Germany: While digital I&C for special

purposes like neutron flux or DNB measurements is used since 1991 and later on Teleperm

ME was applied for reactor control systems (meanwhile 50 accumulated operation years),

"complete" digital solutions were chosen for conventional power plants (e.g. Staudinger,

Schkopau) and certainly in many cases for the process industry.

Because of the excellent operational experience with conventional I&C systems and

the involved licensing risk with digital I&C, especially for safety relevant systems, the Ger-

man utilities hesitated for a long time to go the digital way more rigorously, though the ad-

vantages have been certainly recognised. But the spare part production of the installed I&C

systems was stopped or will be stopped in the near future. For compensation special produc-

tions have been introduced and successfully performed.
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In following this way the reliable operation of the installed I&C is guaranteed at least

until 2005. Nevertheless all the special measures tend to become costly. In addition the

amount of I&C grows in order to cope with the rising requirements in automation, diagnosis

and surveillance, and man-machine communication in general. Since several years this fact

led to new installation of advanced process computer systems (to replace the central "plant

computer"), and digital I&C was certainly used for refurbishment projects with clearly limited

tasks and minimal amount of interface to other systems (e.g. fuel loading machine control).

More recently two projects have been started to replace the I&C of the reactor limitation sys-

tem. Last year a new digital I&C system of this type went in operation in KKU, another one

will be in operation this year in GKN. Further on the new research FRM II in Garching near

Munich will be equipped with a digital reactor protection system.

All these new digital I&C systems have been assessed and licensed, or they are in the

licensing procedure. But though the revised guidelines of our Reactor Safety Commission

(RSK) provide a sound basis for assessing digital systems, we have certainly the situation, that

the licensing procedure has not yet stabilised. However, since we are faced with high integrity

systems it is quite evident that such a stabilising process takes time. Bearing this in mind the

"natural" rapid change of technology can be seen as a de-stabilising factor.

In this context I remember a statement of William T. Russel, Director Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, NRC, at the occasion of the 1996 ANS International Topical Meeting on NPPCI.

He suggested to consider the rapid technology change by introducing a basic licensing for the

process and the I&C structure, which then could remain valid even when employing new

hardware modules. I do not know how successfully this idea has been followed by the NRC.

But it is in any case important to introduce some higher level basic licensing, in order to keep

the procedures economical even in the case of rapid technology changes.

To conclude with, may I remind you (and I repeat what was said in the call for papers):

The basic objective of the meeting is to elaborate the management, engineering and economic

problems arising from this rapid technological changes and to point out possible solutions.

Gentlemen, I thank you again for coming here and I do wish all of us a successful meeting.
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Specialists' Meeting
on

Design and Assessment of Instrumentation and Control Systems in NPP
Coping with Rapid Technological Change

6 - 9 October 1998 - Garching, Germany

Welcoming A ddress

A. Kossilov

International Atomic Energy Agency

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency I would
like to welcome you to this Specialists' Meeting on "Design and Assessment of Instrumentation
and Control Systems in NPP Coping with Rapid Technological Change".

The meeting is being held within the framework of the programme of the International
Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation. The meeting is convened
with the support of Institut fur Sicherheitstechnologie (ISTec) GmbH. On behalf of the Agency, I
wish to also acknowledge the Government of Germany for hosting this meeting and for
providing the opportunity for participants from many nations to attend the meeting to exchange
their information and experiences.

I begin with a summary of trends in global energy supply. Today the growth of nuclear
power is at a standstill in Western Europe and North America, while expanding in parts of Asia
and Eastern Europe. At the end of 1997, 437 nuclear reactors operating in 31 countries provided
about 17 per cent of global electricity supply, slightly lower than the previous year. In the past 18
months, construction has commenced on six new plants. In addition, six plants have been
connected to the grid, but eight plants have been taken out of service. Several existing reactors
are now approaching the end of their design life. Decisions must be made to extend their time in
service, to replace them with new plants or to find other options. And decisions must be made as
well with respect to the accumulation of spent fuel and radioactive wastes.

Instrumentation and Control is an essential element for the safe and economic operation
of all aspects of nuclear based industries. Good operational performance coupled with excellent
safety records are being achieved in most countries of the world. This records are firmly based on
the quality of the Instrumentation and Control systems and equipment. This quality needs to be
evident in the conceptual design, manufacture, application, testing, operational use and
maintenance of Instrumentation and Control if high standards are to be maintained. These factors
are very relevant when considering the refurbishment or replacement of I&C as many nuclear
plants reach mature operating ages. This replacement aspect of I&C systems is an important
consideration in many Member States.

As we are all aware considerable advancement has been made in computer and
information technology in the last decades leading to extensive and large-scale implementation
of digital control systems in the process industry and conventional power plants. The
implementation of modern control systems allows these plants to operate more productively and
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efficiently than the ones using analogue technology. Similar trends have been observed in the
nuclear industry.

A transition from analogue to computer based I&C systems in nuclear power plants
enabled the industry not only to make use of the advantages of computers for the control of
technological processes, but also transferred the unusual short innovation cycles in computer
technology to become a constraint on the process I&C. The driving factor for the rapid
development is the progress in hardware and software technology and the associated increase of
functionality, with a considerably enlarged potential for new system designs. This ranges from
the amount of signals which can be handled to the application of new methods for information
management and the introduction of advanced automation concepts. Consequently we are
frequently faced with outdated hardware disappearing from the market quite rapidly. Therefore, it
is more difficult to match the new designs to the actual requirements, than to realize even
complex new functionality required for the process to be controlled.

The situation outlined above has led the IAEA to provide an international forum for the
presentation and discussion of the involved thoughts and problems, and to invite I&C and
computer experts to a Specialists' Meeting dealing with all important aspects of rapid
technological change in the field.

The objective of the present meeting is to provide an international forum for presentation
and discussion on the management, engineering and economic problems arising from rapid
technological changes, to point out solutions, and to discuss the future trends in the field.

A week ago the IAEA General Conference has adopted a resolution on "Measures To
Strengthen International Co-Operation In Nuclear, Radiation And Waste Safety Measures To
Address the Year 2000 (Y2K) Issue". The General Conference noting that many Member States
are faced with the prospect of problems with digital systems in their civilian nuclear power
plants, fuel cycle and/or medical facilities which use radioactive materials as a result of the Year
2000 problem, understanding that many Member States may not be able to fully diagnose and
remediate problems identified through testing of digital systems in those facilities, concerned
with the prospect that many Member States may not be aware of actions being taken elsewhere to
diagnose and remediate problems associated with the Year 2000 problem in nuclear power
plants, fuel cycle and medical facilities which use radioactive materials, and aware that time for
corrective action and contingency planning is growing short, has urged Member States to share
information with the Secretariat regarding diagnostic and corrective actions being planned or
implemented by operating and regulatory organizations at their nuclear power plants, fuel cycle
and/or medical facilities which use radioactive materials to make those facilities Year 2000
ready; and encouraged the Secretariat, within existing resources, to act as a clearing-house and
central point of contact for Member States to exchange information regarding diagnostic and
remediation actions being taken at nuclear power plants, fuel cycle and/or medical facilities
which use radioactive materials to make these facilities Year 2000 ready. The General
Conference has emphasized that, if they have not done so already, Member States should take all
necessary efforts to have contingency plans in place at operating and regulatory organizations
well before December 31, 1999 in order to handle potential problems which may arise at that
time at those nuclear facilities.
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The Year 2000 (Y2K) Issue is in the programme of our meeting and I would highly
appreciate your enthusiasm and readiness to assist the Agency on such a very important subject.

It is expected that this meeting would promote fruitful discussion on the results,
development methods, and approaches related to the use of newly designed I&C, system related
aspects, hardware and software related aspects, regulatory aspects, and further developments and
trends. It would be very much appreciated if the discussion could help us to summarize the
current situation in this area as well as to give possible recommendations to the Agency for
further activities in this field, and more active support of international cooperation in this matter.

Concluding, I wish to express our gratitude to the Institut fur Sicherheitstechnologie
(ISTec) GmbH for all arrangements which have been made, especially to the representative of
Germany to the International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and
Instrumentation, Dr. W. Bastl, also to Dr. D. Wach and Dr. G. Schnurer and their colleagues who
all did an excellent job in organizing the meeting.

And to all of you I wish a successful and productive specialists meeting.
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BACKFITTING OF I&C SYSTEMS IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

F. STECKENBORN
Gemeinschaftskernkrarrwerk Neckar
Neckarwestheim, Germany

J. SCHENDEL
Siemens Energieerzeugung (KWU)
Erlangen, Germany

Abstract

Replacing existing I&C systems requires special planning. This aims at significantly
reducing those work that is to be carried out when the system is installed in the plant. With
the new digital I&C TELEPERM XS system functionality can be extensively validated
beforehand in various simulation environments and tests can be transferred to the test bay.
This renders possible to backfit a system in a time which could not be attained with
conventional technology. The individual steps of a successful integration and installation are
presented for the example of the backfitting in the nuclear power plant Neckarwestheim unit
1. Together customer and supplier elaborated a schedule in close cooperation thus making
possible a backfitting without having to extend the planned revision period.

2 Introduction

In case of an I&C replacement, the customer usually requires the shortest possible
installation time in the plant to be able to manage with normal revision times. This
necessitates to carry out as much of the work as possible before starting commissioning in the
plant.

The proceedings that made it possible to complete the backfitting in the period of 19
days scheduled for the revision of 1998 are exemplified for the backfitting of limitation and
control functions with the new I&C system TELEPERM XS in Neckarwestheim.

3 Motivation

The instrumentation and control systems installed in older nuclear power plant is in
operation for up to 25 years now. Here, problems with spare part supply because of
components that are no longer available grow more frequent. This and also possible savings
of stock-keepinp cost when a smaller number of different modules is used lead to
considerations about a replacement of existing I&C functions by modern systems. In the
course of those backfittings, process engineering improvements which could not be realized
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with old technology because of its limited functionality or often also because of a lack of free
slots became possible as well.

Requirements regarding electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) which have arisen more
frequently in the last years and regarding decoupling of the systems also speak in favor of a
backfitting.

4 Scheduling of the entire GKN1 project

At the beginning of the project in 1994 a planning study was conducted which
examined the feasibility of a replacement of parts of the existing I&C with the digital I&C
system TELEPERM XS. This included questions like scope of replacement, interfaces, space
requirements and also improvements of process engineering tasks.

Schedule for the overall

Planning study

Change submittal
documents

Concept
qualification report

Licensing
documents

Engineering

Test bed / Test bay
commissioning

Figure 1

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

i
Revision 98

Selecting the scope of replacement is an important decision as it substantially
determines the interfaces to the adjacent systems. Digital I&C systems add to this that the
expenditure for a four-channel basic system with all necessary communication components
are comparatively high, whereas an extension of the existing systems only requires a
supplementation of peripheral modules and perhaps additional computer modules. The
functional scope of a first installation should therefore be adequately large to make the cost
benefit ratio reasonable.

As the GKNl backfitting was a pilot project at the beginning (for a backfitting with
digital I&C in a system important to safety), a concept assessment was claimed by the
responsible TUV Sud-West.
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After this the licensing documents were prepared and the process engineering tasks
were realized. The individual steps of the subsequent commissioning are described in detail in
the following.

5 Quantified project scope

The reactor limitation I&C was determined as functional scope. This includes bank
movement limitations, rod insertion, reactor power limitations, the entire control rod control
and several reactor and primary system controls. In this course, 24 existing cabinet were
replaced by 19 new ones though at the same time functionality was considerably enlarged
and, moreover, sufficient spare space for further supplementation is available now. Thus, it
can be assumed that approx. 35 % of space is saved.

Structure of the digital saftey I&C system

Acquisition
computers

Function
computers

Actuation
computers
(voters)

Monitoring and
service
computers

1.1

i
Figure 2

A four-channel structure with acquisition, processing and actuation level was chosen for
the'new I&C system. In addition one monitoring and service computer for annunciation
conditioning, processing and signaling was installed. Control and limitation functions are
executed distinctly on the same system.

6 Commissioning phases

Tests were divided and assigned to the main commissioning phases as agreed upon with
the assessorate and the licensing authority. Several of these tests aimed at verification and
validation.

6.1 Phase A in the simulation environment

The individual parts of the application software were tested by the manufacturer during
the design phase. Separate tests were performed for the individual, self-contained tasks.
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The functional tests (open loop) were carried out with the complete application
programs linked to the simulation environment. This made it possible to check the specified
I&C functions prior to the installation of the system.

A plant simulator for GKN1 (N-LOOP) was integrated into the simulation environment
and linked to the application programs of the I&C specification for transient and incident
analysis. This configuration was used to precalculate the plant test intended for power
operation.

6.2 Phase A in the test bay

The entire I&C system was installed for the tests in the test bay, which took 6 months.
All input and output signals of the interface were connected to a simulation computer by
means of about 3500 single wires. This rendered possible to set any input states and to scan
and monitor the behavior of the I&C system. By means of this installation, predefined test
runs could be executed in real-time with the real I&C system. The individual functional test
for task validation which had been performed in the simulation environment were repeated in
the test bay with the real system. This way it was possible to execute the tests in the same way
for both cases.

Schedule for the activities in the test bay

6 m

Engineering

Software module test

Test bed

Test bay

Figure 3

Hardware test

Functional test in a test bed

Functional test

Simulation N-LOOP

Instruction and training of I&C and workshop staff

07/97 [Phase A]

Simulation in
the test bay

01/98

open-loop

closed-loop

A plant simulator was linked to the simulation computer in the test bay, too, and the
respective closed-loop tests were carried out under real-time conditions.

6.3 Phase A in the plant

In order to reduce the amount of work to be done during the actual revision, it was
necessary to assemble the cabinets and to lay most of the cables beforehand during power
operation. The cabinets were mounted in the plant and connected to the power supply in
02/98. Fiber-optic links were laid and connected and the system was checked to be installed
correctly.
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The TELEPERM XS system was connected and cables were run to the target functions
or the sub-distribution boards as far as possible. After this, a signal pre-test was performed to
exclude sources of error in the cabling as ever possible in advance.

During the revision of 1997, the necessary modification measures for parallel operation
of a selected function (power distribution control) had been carried out. Thus it could be
changed over between the old control system and the new, digital one in the period remaining
until the revision of 1998.

6.4 Phase C

Immediately after plant shutdown, disconnection of the old signal lines and connection
of the new ones began. At the same time, the control room was modified in the area of core
cross-section. As the TELEPERM XS system was already completely operational, it was
possible to test the signals of one area as soon as they were all reconnected while in the other
areas work was still going on. After 14 days, interface tests were finished and the system was
fully operational. The time remaining was used to optimize control behavior, test the process
display and trial periodic tests.

6.5 Phase D

The individual control and limitation measures were trialed according to the
commissioning program at zero power and in the course of start-up. These included among
others temperature and neutron-flux control, unscheduled rod drop detection and bank
movement limitations. At full power, failure of a main coolant pump and load rejection to
station load were performed as well. These tests were part of licensing conditions and also
served for checking the plant behaviour monitored in simulation runs against reality.

Schedule of start-up during the revision of 1998

19 days of revision

Parallel operation

Signal change-over

Change of
control room equipment
r> --'• ' ' ' "• ' \ Signal test

^ B Mounting

|~lTest

System ready
for operation

Optimization, Trial

10.05.98
[Phase C]

100%

Start-up after refueling
with plant tests

Plant
\tests

29.05.98
[Phase D]

Figure 4
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7 Summary of the experience gained

The successful backfitting in Neckarwestheim has shown that it is possible to test a
complete area of a limitation and control system to such a degree that a backfitting during
shutdown task less then three weeks. The simulation, capabilities of TELEPERM XS which
made it possible to validate the tasks beforehand played the decisive part in this. The plant
tests, which were performed in this scale in agreement with the assessorate and the licensing
authority because it was a pilot project, have confirmed the plant behavior shown in the
simulations.
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FOUR PARTY REGULATORY CONSENSUS REPORT ON THE SAFETY
CASE FOR COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

P. J. HUGHES
HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
Nuclear Safety Directorate
Health and Safety Executive
Bootle, Merseyside, United Kingdom

Abstract

The use of software-based systems in safety-important roles on nuclear power plants
is a steadily growing trend, now almost without exception for new plant designs and
increasingly evident for the replacement of obsolescent systems in older plants. This trend is
fueled by the more sophisticated functionality per unit of cost which the technology affords,
with the economic attractiveness of enabling higher plant outputs whilst acceptably
preserving (even, arguably, enhancing) plant safety. It would be of obvious value to both
supplier and user if international regulatory agreement could be established as to the
constituents of an acceptable safety-case demonstration for a computer system in a safety-
important role on a nuclear power plant. Representatives of the nuclear regulatory authorities
from Canada (Atomic Energy Control Board), France (Direction de la Surete des Installations
Nucleaires / Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire), United Kingdom (Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate) and United States (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) have met to
compare regulatory approaches, experiences and learning in this area. A body of consensus
has been successfully developed and presented in a report with supporting background
information to enable an appreciation to be gained of the regulatory systems applying in the
four countries. While the report should not be regarded as official regulatory guidance, it
nevertheless does serve to identify the basic set of commonly agreed demonstration elements,
compatible with the individual countries' regulatory requirements, which all four regulatory
bodies would expect to see addressed in a safety case for a software-based system intended
for safety-important usage on a nuclear power plant. The purpose of this paper is to raise
awareness of the consensus report and the guidance it provides.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of software-based systems in safety-important roles on nuclear power plants is
a steadily growing trend, now almost without exception for new plant designs and
increasingly evident for the replacement of obsolescent systems in older plants. This trend is
fueled by the more sophisticated functionality per unit of cost which the technology affords,
with the economic attractiveness of enabling higher plant outputs whilst acceptably
preserving (even, arguably, enhancing) plant safety. However, until there emerges an
acceptable technique for analysing the integrity of computer software, the regulatory
judgment of fitness for purpose must be based principally upon an edifice of qualitative
demonstration elements.

It would be of obvious value to both supplier and user if international regulatory
agreement could be established as to the constituents of an acceptable safety-case
demonstration for a computer system in a safety-important role on a nuclear power plant.

2. BACKGROUND

Since about 1992, representatives of the nuclear regulatory authorities from Canada
(Atomic Energy Control Board), France (Direction de la Surete des Installations Nucleaires /
Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire), United Kingdom (Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate) and United States (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) have met to compare
regulatory approaches, experiences and learning in this area. This gathering presented an
ideal opportunity for capitalising upon this knowledge by attempting to identify, in the form
of a consensus report, a common denominator of safety case elements which all could agree
should be sought. It was recognized, of course, that this basic set could well be supplemented
by the levying of additional requirements specific to individual countries. This work has now
been completed and has been published as a report [1].

The basic requirement for a rigorously documented safety justification for a system of
this kind on a nuclear power plant is apparent in all the four countries, although the
mechanics of its elicitation and processing differ between the separate regulatory regimes.
Nevertheless, a common underlying pattern of approach was discerned. As a starting point
each regulator, with reference to the licensee's proposal, focuses on a specific set of design
and operational safety principles, standards and/or criteria applicable to the type of system
and the type of technology. From this the basis for acceptance is determined, after which the
licensee/applicant must then provide a corresponding documented demonstration (the safety
case) for the system to be licensed. It is this demonstration which the regulator reviews. The
regulatory review in all countries recognizes the fundamental importance of the evidence
provided by a deterministic case. The added value of the evidence from a probabilistic
analysis (where achievable) is also generally recognized but the weight given to this varies
from country to country.

With the agreement between the four countries that there was a common basic
requirement for a safety case, the discussions moved to determine what the demonstration
elements should be in the safety case. The successful formula for the discussions was to
concentrate on establishing a consensus on what needed to be demonstrated in the safety case,
not on the detail of how the demonstration should be conducted. This approach allowed
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efforts to be concentrated on setting out the areas of common understanding and agreement
while givieng due recognition to the differences of detailed approach between the four
countries.

The consensus report achieves the aims of identifying; the common ground between the
four regulatory bodies in relation to the required safety elements for the types of computer-
based systems used on, or envisaged for, nuclear power plants; a common basis of approach
compatible with the individual regulatory requirements; and possible measures that would
strengthen existing safety demonstration practice.

3. CONSENSUS REPORT

The body of the consensus is provided in Sections 4, 5 and 6 of the report, preceded in
Section 2 by clarifications of key terms and concepts associated with the topics, and in
Section 3 by a discussion of the importance that standards play in the development of systems
important to safety.

Background information is provided specifically in Appendix A to enable an
appreciation to be gained of the regulatory systems applying in the four countries, and of the
approaches to the computer systems' topic which have emerged. Descriptions are given of the
legal basis of the regulatory framework applying in each of the four countries, and also the
regulator's expectations of the licensee in the context of software-based safety systems.
Wherever possible, information in Appendix A has been linked back to the paragraphs of the
main text of the consensus report. This degree of visibility allows a better appreciation of the
depth of consensus that has been achieved, and emphasizes the similarities that exist between
the four countries. In Appendix B the standards relevant to each country are identified more
fully.

The term integrity (rather than reliability) is used throughout the report to reflect the
importance that is placed on the qualitative attributes of a computer-based system, as
demonstrated by the total evidence assembled within the safety case. Integrity is defined as
the quality of completeness, dependability and freedom from defects. The terminology in
relation to "safety" and "safety-related" systems, as set out by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) [2], is adopted in the report as the basis for distinguishing relative
safety importance (See Figure 1). Thus, the role of safety system, as of the highest safety
importance, implies the need for a confident demonstration of (normally) high integrity
performance. However, whilst the emphasis of the report is on safety systems, there is
inclusion also of the commensurate demonstration requirements for safety-related systems, as
appropriate to establish confidence in the dependable deliveries of their assigned safety
functions.

In Section 4 specific attention is given to those aspects which, from experience, need to
be considered, and approaches agreed, at the earliest stage of the project. These cover:

• the determination of the system's safety importance;
• the extent to which there are claimable defense-in-depth provisions;
• clarification of the proposed system's boundaries and interactions;
• the identification of novel features of design and/or technology;
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• the establishment of an effective licensee/regulator interface;
• the extent and form of the independent assessment and;
• the applicability, or relevance, of demonstration evidence associated with a previous

system.

Hence,

• the overall basis of the safety case.

In Section 5 there are identified fourteen general demonstration areas which are
considered applicable to all systems important to safety; nevertheless for systems with higher
safety importance - e.g. safety systems, a commensurately increased rigour of application
should be evident.

Aspects covered include:

• the need to demonstrate that the system performs all its specified functions;
• the need to demonstrate the correctness of the requirements specification and the

tracing of its development through to a design solution;
• minimising faults in the design;
• fail-safety;
• the provisions to ensure the systems in-service integrity;
• a strategy to ensure every required function has been tested;
• the use of well defined standards;
• the need for competent staff and team organization;
• quality assurance;
• security;
• a controlled change process;
• document management;
• consistency with assumptions in the safety case;
• and the design of the human/system interfaces.

Considering the first of these as an example, safety functions are derived from the plant
safety analysis. When the safety functions are implemented there is, in general, a trend to
include system functions in the design to enhance the design integrity e.g. self-checks. It is
important that such added functions, or features of the design, do not prevent the safety
function from being carried out. A demonstration is called for that encompasses these types
of added features. The features and the means of demonstrating that they are acceptable will
depend on a specific application, however the intent remains the same, i.e. to ensure that the
system performs its required functions.

For a nuclear power plant the foregoing demonstration elements would be sought
irrespective of the importance to safety of the computer-based system. For a safety system,
however, especially one for which a high integrity is specified there are additional
demonstration elements which would be sought, namely:

• a demonstration, for the computer hardware, that the single failure criterion is met [3];
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• the need for a diverse means of delivering a safety function to overcome the possibility
of common cause failures;

• the application of a structured development process and appropriate design standards;
• complete verification and validation using both testing and static analysis and extensive

in-situ testing;
• the use of valid and controlled tools.

For tools it should be noted that evidence is sought on the fitness for purpose of the use
of tools, the extent of the evidence is dependent of the significance of the tool in the
development of the software. The concepts of in-line tools (those which are part of the
production process e.g. compiler) and off-line tools (those that are used to analyze, or support
the production process) are used to make the distinction.

In Section 6 there is discussion of important associated topics:

• the need for an Independent Assessment separate from the suppliers and procurers - its
planning, extent, and organization;

• the need for defense-in-depth and the provision of back-up systems;
• the regulatory approach to the licensing of commercial off-the-shelf systems (COTS);
• the value of formal methods and;
• the procurement and feedback of operation and performance data.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, whilst the consensus report should not be regarded as official regulatory
guidance, it nevertheless does serve to identify the basic set of commonly agreed
demonstration elements, compatible with the individual countries' regulatory requirements,
which all four regulatory bodies would expect to see addressed in a safety case for a software-
based system intended for safety-important usage on a nuclear power plant.
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Figure 1 Exampl'i of I&C systems important to safety (based on figure I of IAEA
Safety Guide 50-SG-D8)
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Abstract

A significant feature of EDF's latest 1400MWe « N4 » generation of pressurized water
reactor (P WR) is the extensive use of computerized instrumentation and control, including a
fully digital system for the reactor protection function. For the safety assessment of the
software driving the operation of this digital reactor protection called SPIN, IPSN has
developed and implemented a set of methods and tools. Using the lessons learned from this
experience, IPSN has worked at improving those methods and tools, mainly trying to make
them more automatic to use, and has participated to an international assessment exercise to
test some other methods and tools, either new products on the market or self developed
products. As a result of these works, this paper presents an up to date overview of the IPSN
methods and tools used for the assessment of safety critical software. This assessment which
consists in an analysis of all the documentation associated with the technical specifications
and of a representative set of functions is usually carried out in five steps: (1) critical
examination of the documents, (2) evaluation of the quality of the code, (3) determination of
the critical software components, (4) development of test cases and choice of testing strategy,
(5) dynamic analysis (consistency and robustness). Theis paper presents also methods and
tools developed or implemented by IPSN in order to: evaluate the completeness and
consistency of specification and design documents written in natural language; build a model
and simulate specification or design items; evaluate the quality of the source code; carry out
FMEA analysis; run the binary code and perform tests (CLAIRE); perform random or
mutational tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A significant feature of EDF's latest 1400MWe « N4 » generation of pressurized water
reactor (PWR) is the extensive use of computerized instrumentation and control, including a
fully digital system for the reactor protection function.

For the safety assessment of the software driving the operation of this digital reactor
protection system called SPIN, IPSN has developed and implemented a set of methods and
tools.

Using the lessons learned from this experience, IPSN has worked at improving those
methods and tools, mainly trying to make them more automatic to use, and has participated to
an international assessment exercise to test some other methods and tools, either new
products on the market or self developed products.

The first part of this article describes the main steps used by IPSN for the evaluation of
safety software. Then, in the second part, each method and its associated tools are briefly
explained and commented.

The approach presented here relies on IPSN's belief that a technical evaluation of a
software performing IE classified functions is only possible if all the documentation,
including the source and the binary code is available.

2. METHODOLOGY USED BY THE IPSN FOR EVALUATION OF SAFETY
SOFTWARE

The technical support body (IPSN) of the safety authority (DSIN) is responsible for
carrying out any investigations deemed necessary in order to ensure that the methods and
techniques used by the manufacturer and operator guarantee that a safety software reaches the
expected level of safety and exhibits an adequate degree of testability and maintainability. In
order to do this, IPSN pays particular attention to the following issues:

- rational and thorough methods of developing software by following a specific quality
assurance plan (documentation and code);

- strict programming rules for producing a testable and maintainable program (code);

- tests carried out to ensure sufficient coverage both in the manufacturer's premises and on
site (simulation).

The assessment carried out by the IPSN does not cover all the equipment, in view of its
relative complexity. It is usually decided to limit the analysis to:

- all documentation associated with the technical specifications,
- a representative set of functions.
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The software associated with this representative set of functions processes one or more
items of data from the process, from acquisition to the input terminals of the actuators. The
methodology adopted to analyze safety software proceeds in successive steps to evaluate the
various technical solutions put forward by the operator. Currently, there are five different
steps involved in the evaluation of safety software:

- step 1, critical examination of the documents ,
- step 2, evaluation of the quality of the code ,
- step 3, determination of the critical software components ,
- step 4, development of test cases and choice of testing strategy
- step 5, dynamic analysis (consistency and robustness)

Some of these steps are carried out in parallel, as is the case with steps 2, 3 and the
beginning of step 4. Steps 1 and 2 are more specifically focused on a so-called static analysis,
because they do not require running the program. Steps 3 and 4 are a transition between static
analysis and the dynamic analysis itself performed at step 5. In order to ensure an acceptable
approach for the tasks to be performed and to provide the analyst with technical elements,
special tools have been developed:

- a tool for modeling text in natural language to evaluate the completeness and consistency
of specification and design documents,

- a tool which is used to determine the critical components in terms of the safety objectives
which the software must meet,

- a static analysis tool which is used to evaluate the quality of programming and which, with
its semantic analyzer, is an aid for generating test cases,

- a simulation atelier which consists of the following tools:

- a simulation and testing tool for carrying out dynamic analyses,

- a tool for describing environment programs for the simulation,

- a tool for processing the results which gives a graphical readout of the results of
dynamic analyses.

- a platform to perform random testing and other testing techniques.

The methods and tools set out in the following sections enable IPSN to meet the
objectives stated above.

3. METHODS AND TOOLS FOR STATIC ANALYSIS

3.1. Critical examination of documents

An evaluation of the safety of programmed systems is leading IPSN to pass judgment
on the relevance of information contained in the software specification and design
documents, in respect of technical knowledge of the project and the standards relevant to the
facility using these systems.

The examination of a safety system carried out as part of this evaluation takes account
of the safety requirements of the installation, the system architecture and its specifications.
The examination therefore consists in verifying the presence of all the functions needed to
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ensure that the installation is safe and to comply with the functional diversity which will
make it possible to protect against common mode failures.

This documentation consists of documents written in natural language (specifications,
design, tests) and the source program itself.

The documentation is produced over a long time-scale, owing to the extent of this type
of software.

Each document is analyzed, not just to understand the functions performed, but mainly
to check that there is no superfluous information (causes for complexity), or information
which is inconsistent or missing from the software documentation.

After establishing that careful reading was practically the only mean used for such
document review, IPSN decided in 1992 to search for a more rigorous and systematic
approach [1]. This lead to the AVIS method and its AVISO computer tools. This method can
be carried out at two levels of details.

At the first level, the analyst uses to'ols that automatically browse the document and
highlight some portions according to specific criteria. For instance, a tool named Focus
pinpoints fuzzy expressions and another named Exigencia extracts potential requirements. In
addition, the analyst is provided with a guide that lists points to check and reminds of usual
linguistic pitfalls. Another tool extracts automatically all the expressions used in a text (for
example « loss of coolant ») and is useful to help comparing the content of two documents.

At the second level, the analyst builds a graphical model out of the information
contained in the text. This sort of modeling is more useful than a discursive or mathematical
language, because it shows the relationships existing between the information contained in
the text. The resulting overview can be used to focus attention both on the meaning and on
the details of each piece of information.

This representation simplifies the task of examining the completeness and consistency
of this information.

Besides, the references drawn up between the text and the graphic allow any anomalies
picked out during the modeling process to be linked to the original text.

So, analysis of documentation produced over a long period of time and modified with
each version of the software is more powerful by the ability of this tool to store information
contained in the different texts together with observations and comments raised by the
analysis.

The AVIS method has been applied, in particular for the evaluation of the SPIN N4
software and is now being tuned. The main lesson learned is that building a model that
represents an entire document requires a great amount of effort. That is why the « first level »
tools were developed. Those tools give less information than building a model but are
considerably quicker to use. Nevertheless, building a model is useful for high level
requirements documents.
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3.2. Determination of critical software components

In preparation for the analysis of a representative subset of the software, IPSN has
turned to a study of potential failures adapting for the software a method called Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [2].

This approach consists in evaluating the effects of postulated failures on each function
of the software. An important aspect of this adaptation is that it takes into account the effects
of multiple potential software failure.

An index of relative importance can then be established for each function, by taking
into account the number and severity of the consequences of the failures, and hence
categorize them.

This categorization is part of the basis used to determine the representative set of
software functions on which the following steps of the analysis will be performed.

In addition, once the potential failures that could lead to dangerous malfunctions are
identified, it is checked that there is no error in the software that could lead to theses failures.
This is done by verifying that there exist at least one validation test performed by the
manufacturer that would have detected this error.

If these tests are not sufficient for ensuring that the postulated failures cannot occur,
these critical functions performed by the components which are called up will be the subject
of additional tests made by IPSN as part of the consistency and robustness studies.

This method was used to analyze 20,000-25,000 lines of the SPIN N4 software and
showed a sufficient test coverage of the critical components. A specific tool is now under
development to help the analyst propagating and combining the effects of potential failures.

3.3. Source code analysis

The source programs of the representative set of functions are analysed to:

- search for any constructions dangerous for the type of language used:

- data flow anomalies (definitions and uses of variable values, types of variables etc.),

- arithmetic expressions (parentheses, division by zero),

- search for an incorrect or over complex structure in the programs:

- multiple input or output loops,
- variable index loops,
- inaccessible code,
- unnecessary code,

- verifying compliance with those provisions of IEC 880 deemed important by the IPSN.

The components from which the programming anomalies were detected become so-
called sensitive components. The testability and maintainability of these components are in
turn evaluated. Some of these components, mainly those containing variable index loops,
could be tested during the robustness study of the program, thereby allowing the verification
of their behaviour under these conditions.
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For such structural analysis, IPSN has used the Malpas tool [3] during the safety
evaluation of the SPIN N4. A first campaign of analyses was carried out using a static
analysis tool (structural analyzers of the MALPAS tool) on the program of one of the SPIN
functional units. These results showed some features of the code which could affect the
testability and maintainability of this program.

Since, other tools have been used (e.g. QAC) which do not require the time consuming
translation in an intermediate language. As for semantic analysis, IPSN's experience on the
SPIN N4 with Malpas showed that such an analysis requires a huge amount of effort and
should only be carried out on very restricted critical components of the software.

4. METHODS AND TOOLS FOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

4.1. The Claire simulation tool

A dynamic analysis requires by definition the execution of the binary code. To do so,
the most direct mean is to employ the equipment (CPU card, peripheral cards etc.) used on
site. However, this solution has some drawbacks : laboratory facilities required, expensive
maintenance cost, and most of all, limited internal observation and fault injection capacities.

For those reasons, IPSN has developed a set of tools which can simulate operation by
execution of a binary program without recourse to equipment used on site [4]. These tools,
which are supported on a computer, make it possible to:

- compile an environment which reproduces the exchanges between each microprocessor
and the circuits (clocks, communication circuits, memory etc.) which are associated with it
in each unit of the protection system installed on site,

- run the binary programs of the units of the protection system by means of a
microprocessor simulator, generating special files which track all interactions between the
microprocessors and their environments, with a statement of the run time,

- present, in mimic form (time diagrams, curves etc.), the values assumed by the different
variables monitored, in order to analyze simulation results.

The environment of the binary program and the microprocessor which runs it is
simulated by developing special programs which replace the equipment called up by these
programs. This development is carried out mainly by using a graphical description based on
the SADT method.

This tool is currently used for the assessment of the N4 software. It is of great help to
confirm some conclusions issued from the static analysis about the behavior of the software.

In a first stage, the normal operating conditions of the protection system have been
selected to ensure that the model obtained using the environment developed for the purposes
of this study was adequate. In a second stage, the program was run to check the behavior of
the system in specific operating situations (degradation of the two-out-of-four voting logic,
for instance) provided for in the specifications.

The simulated system and the associated tests series will be reused to verify that each
future version of the software works as well as b fore and a study to simulate several CPU
units of the SPIN N4 functioning together is in progress.
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4.2. Consistency and robustness testing
Consistency study

An evaluation of the programs of the representative set of functions gives rise to a
dynamic analysis which can determine, in'a first stage, how consistently these programs
perform with regard to their specifications.

The consistency study is used to verify, for the representative sample cited earlier, the
output values from these channels (for instance controlling a scram) when the input values are
selected by the analyst from the nominal operating range of the protection system. This study
verifies the most significant aspects of the behavior of the binary program which is actually
used at the site.

Robustness study

The main purpose of this study is to judge the behavior of the programs of the
representative set subjected to series of tests, defined in advance, which represent abnormal
situations for the protection system or of the systems which provide it with information. The
series of tests are focused on the critical or sensitive components detected during the previous
steps.

This study makes use of the model set out for the consistency study, in order to create a
more complete environment, making it possible in particular to arrive at certain internal
program variables which are representative of the abnormal situation selected.

The results of the simulations obtained using the different series of robustness tests
must be analyzed to identify the state of each output variable of the system representative set
of functions. This implies ascertaining the values which should be obtained for each test case.
Special semantic analyses are carried out to calculate the expected values (Oracle).

An analysis of the simulation results is carried out to identify, for system outputs, the
consequences of malfunctions introduced and to draw conclusions on the adequacy of system
behavior with respect of the missions it must perform.

4.3. Random testing
Random testing consists in randomly generating test values that can be automatically

fed into the software. This technique requires to build an Oracle in order to evaluate the
correctness of the answer given by the software.

Putting this technique into practice, IPSN has had to cope with two main issues. First,
building and validating an Oracle requires a great amount of effort, especially to build a
coherent set of rules. However this effort, because it requires a thorough examination of the
requirements document, happens to be an efficient mean to validate the completeness and the
coherence of the requirements.

The second issue concerns the operational profile. It is necessary to gather sufficient
information about the environment of the software (e.g. the plant process) in order to be able
to characterize the operational profile. The next step is to decide how the randomly generated
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inputs shall cover this profile, whether it shall be a uniform coverage or should some events
corresponding to failures or outside validity range occur at amplified rates.

IPSN is currently studying how and to what extent the results of a random testing
campaign could be used to determine a software reliability figure.

4.4. Mutational testing

This technique consists in recompiling the software after having introduced an error
into it. All the validation tests performed by the manufacturer are then automatically
performed on this corrupted copy. The whole process is repeated as many times as possible
introducing various random errors, the goal being to check if the test campaign would have
been able to detect the error. The results are then analyzed in terms of proportion of
undetected errors. Then, an examination is carried out for each undetected error to find out
why it was not detected.

There are two major difficulties in using this technique. First it requires to have enough
elements (compiler, source code and libraries,...) to be able to recompile the software and to
automatically perform the validation tests. Second, it may require long computation time.

Despite those difficulties, IPSN thinks that when it can be applied, this technique has
some advantages. First, it doesn't requires to build an Oracle. It can also be relatively easily
automated, thus requiring only computer time. But the main advantage is that the analysis of
the non detected errors quite often reveals problems either in the software or in the test
coverage.

IPSN has used this technique in an international assessment exercise and has adopted it
as an alternative means in its safety assessment procedure.

4.5. Finite state machine coverage

The first step of this technique consists in building a finite state machine representing
the behavior of the software as it is described in the specification document. This step doesn't
necessarily encompass the whole functionalities of the software but can be focused on some
safety aspects.

Then, the code is instrumented and the whole validation campaign is re-played, the
instrumented software allowing to record a trace. This trace is then used to evaluate if the
finite state machine is correctly covered by the validation tests (e.g. are all the nodes and
branches of the finite state machine reached a sufficient number of time).

As for mutational testing, this technique requires sufficient elements to be able to
instrument the code and perform validation tests. Nevertheless, when it can be used, this
technique is interesting because it allows to evaluate the test coverage regarding a specific
behavior chosen by the analyst.
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5. CONCLUSION

The tools mentioned earlier are in operation or in the experimental stage and are based
on technologies currently available. Improvements are being made continually in this area
and could lead to the resources used to carry out one or more of these analyses to change.
IPSN is devoting a considerable share of its efforts to develop research programs into these
issues.

However, the evaluation methodology set out in the above sections can be considered to
be a satisfactory basis for examining the various aspects of safety software. This is an
evolutionary approach, and other possibilities are explored. A study on the interests and limits
of formal methods is nearly completed and the extension of the methodology to other types of
"real time" system is being looked at in greater detail.
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Abstract

This paper describe the main concerns detected during the licensing processes performed by
the Mexican Nuclear Regulatory Commission [CNSNS] for the NUMAC-PRNM, the Integrated
Computer Systems at the Laguna Verde Nuclear Power Station (LVNPS) and for the Digital
Control Console of the Triga Mark III Research Reactor (TMRR). The review and approval process
was performed following the guidelines of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission [USNRC]; the
regulatory frame applied includes the Code of Federal Regulation [10CFR50], some Regulatory
Guides, such as: RG 1.152, RG 1.153, some Industrial Standards, for example: IEEE-279, IEEE-
603, IEEE-7.4.3-2. Also, based on the operational experience taken from the LVNPS License Event
Report (LER's) reported under the 10CFR50.72 and 10CFR50.73 USNRC rules and from the
Report of Events to be Analyzed (REA's) issued for a CNSNS agreement with the utility stated by
the necessity to determine failure rates digital equipment's, some study cases and a preliminary
failure cause classification is showed. The Event Report evaluation covered topics related with the
software, hardware and firmware issues. Finally, the lessons learned from the licensing assessments
and from the operational experience of the digital applications implemented are presented. It will
also give the regulatory activities related to an IAEA international cooperation project on I&C
digital upgrades concerns.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Mexican nuclear facilities includes two BWR-5 Mark II units located at the Laguna Verde
Nuclear Power Station (LVNPS) and one Triga Mark III Research Reactor (TMRR) installed at the
National Nuclear Research Institute (ININ). At this moment, the LVNPS Unit 1 is working in its
sixth fuel cycle and the Unit 2 is in its third fuel cycle. The design of LVNPP was made by General
Electric Co. in the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) and by Ebasco Services in the Balance of
Plant (BOP), in the other hand, the TMRR was designed by General Atomics Co. For the nuclear
regulatory framework, Mexico adopted the regulations from USA, in these cases, the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) part 10 "Energy" [1], Additionally, some IAEA Safety Guides and some
Mexican Safety Standards were incorporated into the Mexican regulatory framework.
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The review of the LVNPS Ul and U2, and the TMRR original designs were evaluated by the
Mexican Regulatory Body (CNSNS) and a Final Safety Assessment Report (FSAR) was issued in
each case. These reports includes, besides of the plant component and system description, the
considerations on the risk and safety operation, also contains the Operational Technical
Specifications (Tech Spec), and the questions and corresponding answers issued during the
licensing processes.

The first fuel loading date, that represent the zero time for the equipment operational aging process
of the LVNPS 1 was 1988, for the LVNPS 2 was 1994, meanwhile for the TMRR was 1968.
Nowadays, the analog equipment shows the degradation effects that can produce malfunctions, also,
their maintenance has become more complicated and expense, and the difficulty to obtain
replacement parts increases because is no more fabricated these components. This situation produce
the necessity to perform diverse improvements which involve the changes from analog equipments
or systems (E/S) to their respective digital E/S or digital upgrades.

Into the United Mexican States, following the USA regulatory framework, the "generic license"
usually is obtained by the designer-vendor, who submits for evaluation their E/S design [the design
information is contained in a document called: "Topical Report"] to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (denominated "the Commission"), then a "property information exchange agreement"
is established. In this way, the Commission perform the safety assessment and issue a report called
Safety Evaluation Report (SER), in this document is stated if the E/S is founded acceptable or not.
In the acceptable case, this SER can be included by the designer-vendor in their Topical Report,
calling now this document a "Licensing Topical Report" (LTR).

The licensing process performed to licensee digital equipments or systems allows to get an "generic
licensee" and/or an "particular licensee" [for an application on a specific nuclear facility]. Some
times, the specific licensee is obtained in a less difficult way if the (E/S) already have a generic
license. In this case, the review-approval process can be based on the assessment and approval of
the generic design of this E/S issued by the regulatory organization, resting to evaluate features
related to the specific configuration of the NPP in which will be installed.

The situation is such that no matter if the E/S already have or not a "generic approval", the
proprietary of the nuclear facility in which the E/S is planned to be installed, will perform under the
10CFR50.59 rule [2] an "safety analysis" on this concern and then submit it to evaluation by the
Commission, making this submittal process as an Operational Licensee Amendment Submittal
under the guidelines of the 10CFR50.90 [3] and 10CFR50.92 [4]. During the evaluation process, the
Commission also can have an interaction with the supplier manufacturer with the purpose of
evaluate the general features of the design, this activity can be performed through interviews,
request for information or questions denominated: Request for Additional Information (RAI's),
facility inspections or programs and documents audits. In this way, it can be developed an
evaluation process that include the review of the generic design and the analysis and assessment of
the NPP specific application. The Figure No.l shows the interaction between the regulator, the
licensee and the vendor during the licensing process.
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Figure No.l DIGITAL EQUIPMENT/SYSTEM LICENSING PROCESS
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2. iMEXICAN NUCLEAR REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS TO THE NUCLEAR
FACILITIES

For the important to safety applications at non-power reactors, CNSNS decided applied the same
regulations applied in this matter to the power reactors, in this way, the LVNPS and the TMRR
design changes are considered under the guidelines of the 10CFR50.59 rule. Because the digital
applications were considered feasible to create a new failure modes not considered in the analog
original design, according to the USNRC safety concerns criteria stated initially in the draft of the
GL 95-02 issued on August 14 1992 [5], any digital change will be evaluated case by case and will
be approved by CNSNS before their implementation. Recently, the USNRC have finalized some
improvements in their regulatory framework, following this direction, CNSNS is now involved in
an IAEA international cooperation project, working with an USNRC expert to adequate, in function
of the Mexican national development and necessities, the topics addressed in the new version of the
USNRC Standard Review Plan (SRP) Chapter 7 issued in 1997 [6] in order to be applied
appropriately.

In accordance with this new regulatory guidance, the points to be reviewed in any digital
implementation are as follow:

The Software Design Development Program, containing:
The Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP), also including:
The Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP),
The Software Management Plan (SMP), and
The Verification and Validation Plan (SV&VP)

The Commercial Grade Parts (HW/SW) Dedication Method
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The Equipment Environmental Qualification, including:
Temperature, Pressure, Humidity and Radiation operational conditions.
Electromagnetic Interference (susceptibility and compatibility).
Electrostatic Discharge protection and prevention action.

The Equipment Seismic and Dynamic Qualification.
The Isolation and Interaction between the IE Class and Non IE Class parts, considering:

Physical Separation and Independence criteria.
The Power Supply criteria (Reliability, Availability, Redundancy, Fail to the Safe State).
The Equipment Test Capability
The Defense In Depth (DID) considerations, including:

Reliability, SW Common Mode Failure (CMF) and Single Failure Criteria (SFC)
The Training Program to the personal involved in their operation and maintenance.
The Operational Technical Specification Changes.
The Affected Procedures (Management, Operation, Maintenance, Training, etc.)
The Installation and Validation in Site, considering:

The site installations details and the in-site testing with "life signals" (functional
tests) taking into account the Human Factors Program and Tasks Analysis results.

I&C DIGITAL APPLICATIONS AT THE MEXICAN NUCLEAR FACILITIES

The Mexican nuclear facilities are implementes several digital Safety and No Safety Related (SR
and N-SR) applications. The Tables 1 and 2 describes briefly these applications.

TABLE No.l DIGITAL APPLICATION AT THE TMRR
DIGITAL

APPLICATION
Digital Control
Console (DCC)

SR/ NS-R

SR

FUNCTION

Reactor Operations
Controller

SYSTEM

Reactor Control
System

LOCATION

Main Control Room (MCR)

TABLE No.l DIGITAL APPLICATION AT THE LVNPS Ul & U2
DIGITAL

APPLICATIONS
NUMAC-PRNM

NUMAC-SRNM

NUMAC-LRM

NUMAC-LDM

NUMAC-RWM

NUMAC-ATIP

SR/N-SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

N-SR

N-SR

FUNCTION

Power range
neutron

monitoring

Start up range
neutron

monitoring
Radiation

monitoring
Temperature
monitoring
Rod worth
minimizer
LPRM's

calibration

SYSTEM

Neutron Monitor System
(NMS)

NMS

Process Radiation System

Leakage Detection System
(LDS)
NMS

NMS

LOCATION

VB-21

VB-34
VB-35

VB-34
VB-35
VB-25
VB-27
VB-37

VB-20

LVNPS
UNIT

U2

U2

Ul
U2
Ul
U2
Ul
U2
U2
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SPDS

MOORE

FANUC

WKTAKER

WESTRONICS

PCARMS

TRANE

LPMS
SIEMENS
SEISMIC

KINEMETRICS

N-SR

N-SR

N-SR

SR

SR

N-SR

N-SR

N-SR

N-SR

Critical process
variables

monitoring
Feedwater
controller

Recirculation
HPU's controller

Oxygen/
Hydrogen
monitoring

Temperature
recording
Drywell

atmospheric
radiation

monitoring
Chiller unit
controller
Loose part
monitoring

Seismic
monitoring

Integrated Computer
System (ICS)

Feedwater Control System
(FCS)
RCS

Primary Containment
Monitoring System

(PCMS)
PCMS

PCMS

HVAC

Loose Part Monitor
System (LPMS)

Seismic Instrumentation
System

MCR special
platform

ICS building
BB-12

VB-42

VB-102

VB-52
VB-53

VB-105A

Reactor
Building
VB-121

VB-57A

Ul
U2

U2

U2

U2

U2

Ul
U2

U2

U2

Ul

4. CNSNS I&C DIGITAL APPLICATIONS ASSESSMENT

Based in the information of the Tables 1 and 2, the CNSNS activities are the follows:

For the TMRR DCS, the design specification, modular and integral tests had been evaluated and
accepted. The validation through the functional test in site will be performed at the end of this year,
after that, if the results are founded satisfactory with respect to the acceptance criteria, the DCC will
be licensed. The main concerns detected during this licensing process are related to the definition of
appropriate acceptance criteria according to the design specifications, also, besides the necessity of a
good Quality Assurance and Quality Control Programs, is important to remark the control and
recording of the points opened and closed during the testing phase, and the enforced application of
an adequate Configuration Program.

For the LVNPS, CNSNS had reviewed the implementation of the Safety Parameter Display System
(SPDS) which is part of the new Integrated Computer Systems, designed, developed and provided
by the General Electric Co. (GE) and installed in the LVNPS Ul and U2 by the Mexican Electrical
Research Institute (HE). The ICS (VAX) replace the old process computer (HONEYWELL) and
improve the plant monitoring process functions. The SPDS have a generic license by the USNRC,
so CNSNS evaluated the specific application to LVNPS, from the design specification to the
functional test in site as part of the validation process. An important concern observed during this
implementation process assessment was the use of life signals in most of the phases of the
functional test and the configuration control of all the open points issued during the tests and their
respective actions and final state.
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The Nuclear Measurement Analysis and Control (NUMAC) family of instruments based on
microprocessor, also was designed, fabricated and provided by GE to the Mexican Electricity
Federal Commission (CFE) for their installation in the LVNPS. For this family, the following
activities had been performed:

CNSNS had reviewed the LVNPS specific application of the Power Range Neutron Monitor
(PRNM) had issued the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) [7] (this equipment never had been
submitted for review and approval to the USNRC in the past, now the PRNM plus stability trip
function is accepted by the USNRC). The PRNM integrated the Average Power Range Monitor
(APRM) and the Rod Block monitor (RBM) from the old analog design. The main topics detected
during the licensing process were related to the backup and redundancy concepts application to the
PRNM design, the diversity criteria was showed to be fulfilled through a Job Task Analysis using
the LVNPS Simulator, with respect to the Seismic Qualification, an additional testing on the 5-bay
cabinet was performed by the WYLE laboratories, for the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
concern, still are pending the Main Control Room EMI survey map, unless an authorized generic
envelope map will be available in the near future. Also was remarkable the fact to enforce an
improved LVNPS configuration management program improved, in order to deal with the firmware
changes executed by the vendor before to finish the functional tests and during the commercial
operation.

The application of the Source (or Wide) Range Neutron Monitor (SRNM or WRNM) which replace
the Source Range Monitor (SRM) and the Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) from the old analog
model, and the Logarithmic Radiation Monitor (LRM) were reviewed and accepted by the USNRC
in a generic way corresponding to CNSNS the LVNPS installation process review, including the
following and evaluation of the functional tests. The concerns to this assessment process were the
necessity to get some international operational experience information before their installation and
enforced of the the LVNPS changes configuration control program applied on these equipments.

The Leak Detection Monitor (LDM) replaced the RILEY temperature switches which monitoring
temperature in some parts of the RHR, RWCU and RCIC, and send isolation signals to the NS4, for
this case, CNSNS evaluated the LVNPS Operational Technical Specification changes, also
reviewed the installations and followed and assessed the functional tests results. During the
assessment process no one important concern was detected.

For the SR applications into the Primary Containment that includes the Oxygen/Hydrogen monitors
(WHITAKER) and the temperature recorders (WESTRONICS), and for the N-SR applications in
several systems like the Loose Part Monitor System (SIEMENS), the Primary Containment
Accident Radiation Monitoring System (PCARMS), the Ventilation and Air System (TRANE), and
the Seismic Instrumentation System (KINEMETRICS); CNSNS had performed walkthroughs to
determine the location of this equipment's and then evaluated the potential impact that could be
produced on a SR system by failures in a NS-R system.

During the assessment process, the main concerns were related to the absence of operational
performance information and to the enforced of the LVNPS configuration management of these
equipments.
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5. IAEA INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION PROJECTS

All the above mentioned digital applications had been liberated on the operable state after their respective
functional tests, continuing their performance monitoring by a CNSNS-CFE agreement stated in 1994 due to
the absence of international or national operational experience data, with the objective to follow up the
operational performance of the SR and N-SR digital applications and then know more about thiese new
equipments.. In order to accomplish this agreement the LVNPS start to use the "To Analyzed Event
Report's" (REA's) to deal the digital problems that not reach the 10CFR50.72 and 73 report level. Also,
CNSNS start to look for international experience, in this way, an international cooperation project sponsored
by the IAEA started in 1997, providing training in digital licensing matters and expert support assistance,
that enforce the exchange information and their analysis process. Nowadays, the first mission of the expert
assistance has been done in June 1998, and the second will be performed in November of this year, after
that, so many tasks can be concluded, like the enforcement of the updated regualtion for the quality of
software at Mexican facilities and the definition of the bases to create a nuclear digital failures database that
allows to determine digital failures rates and the digital equipment reliability.

6. I&C DIGITAL OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

In the last 4 years, the operational experience of the NUMAC family (PRNM, SRNM, LRM, LCRM,
ATIP, RWM) and the other digital applications (see Table No.2) installed in both units shows that these
equipments have benefits to the safety and operation of the NPP, however, the implementation of these
equipment have been produced a new kind of safety culture, that introduce new operation precautions and
require a more detailed considerations in the root cause analysis of the safety concerns for the new digital
equipments, such as the Hardware (HW) environmental susceptibilities to the temperature, electromagnetic
Interference (EMI), smoke, etc. and the software (SW) precautions related with the Common Mode Failure
(CMF) and the Defense-In-Depth (DID) aspects.

CNSNS had been performed technical visits to LVNPS and observed some problems in the digital
equipments, must of them not cause a Licensee Event Report (LER) under the 10CFR50.72/73 rule [50],
however, produced the issuing of a REA, that enforced the necessity of a root-cause analysis by the licensee
with the support of the vendor.

The problems detected are related with generation of spurious half isolation and half SCRAM signals during
the testing of one system division by the Tech Spec requirements. The immediate corrective actions
performed by the licensee with the advise of the vendor have been the resetting of the testing function and
then the repetition of the tests, and in few cases, after some seldom recurrences, the replacement of one slot
card and the repetition of the test. In a number of instances changes to the firmware installed in the
instruments corrected the anomalous behavior. An interesting failure pattern had developed, there had been
a number of failures after the system was first installed and then the failure rate practically went to zero.
This phenomena was questioned with the utility staff and a discussion ensued regarding the apparent cause
and effect which was believed to be a high rack temperature. The installation of additional venting and
forced venting resolved the problem. Also a vendor information letter had addressed other kind of problems
related with the voltage power supply, and the equipments affected had changed their voltage sources.

These events shows the kind of problems that were not detected during the V&V tests and in the site
functional tests, and are observed during the operation and maintenance activity phase of the SW Life Cycle.
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6.1 Digital I&C Failures Preliminary Root Cause Classification

The Figure No.2 shows a preliminary classification of the anomalies detected from August 1995 to
June 1998, the final root cause analysis and their respective classification will be concluded in
December 1998.

Figure No.2 Digital I&C failures [preliminary root cause classification]

(A) Events dues to seldom slot failure in which some module failed and their replacement and
recalibration was required. Preliminary root cause classification: internal communication problems.

(B) Events in which during testing activities a spurious signal produce a blockage or a half
isolation or half SCRAM, then when the test is repeated or the system is turned off-on the failure
disappears. Preliminary root cause classification: FIRMWARE issue.

(C) Events dues to failure on the connection cable and/or analog module, most of these problems
had been cleared by a power cycling action. Preliminary root cause classification: HARDWARE
problem.

(D) Events dues to deficiencies on training and calibration activities (adjustment procedure after
some replacement or maintenance). Preliminary root cause classification: HUMAN FACTOR error.

(E) Events dues to problems in the computer data base (engineering units, input-output
transformation link instructions) Preliminary root cause classification: CM issue.
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7. LESSONS LEARNED FROM LICENSING PROCESS AND OPERATIONAL
PERFORMANCE OF DIGITAL APPLICATIONS

• In countries like Mexico in which is non usually to develop SW for SR applications, but so many
important to safety digital applications have been implemented at the nuclear facilities, the
evaluation activities of Regulatory Body will be focused in the validation, installation, operation
and maintenance phases of the SW Life Cycle.

• During the licensing process, special attention will be done in the V&V processes, in particular
in the validation phase trough the in-site functional tests. In this sense, will be clearly specified
in the test program procedures the important roll that have the tests execution using "life
signals" in all the operational condition required to validated their functions.

• For each kind of reactor configuration, specific site installation environmental evaluation will be
performed to any digital implementation, putting special attention in the similarity analyisis
performed. The above comment apply to the Environmental and Seismic Qualification
assessment, including the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) aspects.

• The Commercial Off the Shell SW (COTS) applications will be treated using the guidelines
stated in the USNRC new version of the SRP Chapter 7, BTP-14, Appendix 7.0-A and the
EPRI-106439 [8] andNUREG/CR-6421 [9].

• The enforced application of a SW Configuration Management Plan (SCMP) into the utility QA
organization, especially during the development, operation and maintenance stages, will prevent
problems.

• For accomplish the D&D-I-D position, manual controls and displays independent and diverse
from the digital applications will be located in the MCR, and will provide for manual, system-
level actuation of critical safety functions and monitoring of parameters that support the safety
functions. In this sense, the Job and Tasks Analysis can be used to assess the effectivity of the
diverse manual controls and display.

• For a sample of 38 anomalies detected in the digital applications at the LVNPS Ul and U2 from
1995 to 1998, a preliminary root cause analysis and classification indicate that the 53% (20)
represent internal communication problems, the 18% (7) are related to FIRMWARE issues,
other 18% (7) are associated to HARDWARE problems, the 8% (3) correspond to human
factors error, and the 3% (1) is related to a CM issue.

• The preliminary events analysis shows that the majority of anomalies represent the kind of
problems that were not detected during the V&V tests and in the site functional tests, and are
observed until the operation and maintenance phase of the SW Life Cycle. (For example, realted
to the importance of the definition of the design specification, the high temperature inside the
cabinets not was considered in a adequate way during the design and installation phases,
producing recurrence problems).
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This sampling exercise shows the fact that an excellent SQAP estrongly minimize, but never
can eliminate the SW errors.

A significant number of the problems were detected in N-SR digital aplications, is
recommended to put more attention on this kind of systems.

For the digital failures root cause analysis is remarkable the utility dependency from the
designer, so is recommended a better preparation and training in order to state corrective actions
that will prevent recurrences and also, enforce the application of a good maintenance program.

Based on the new SRP, the quality of SW is based on the 3 follow acceptance criteria: (1) the
confirmation that the SW was developed in accordance with acceptable SW developments
plans, (2) the evidence that the plans were followed in an acceptable SW life cycle process, and
(3) the evidence that the life cycle process produced acceptable design outputs.

For future important to safety digital applications, is recommended to the utility and to the
regulator, a more in depth interaction with the designer-vendor during the integration and
factory test phases, and a more participation during the installation, validation, operation and
maintenance phases of the SW Life Cycle.
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Abstract

In parallel to the technological development, the authorities and expert organisations are
preparing the application of computer-based I&C to NPPs from the regulatory point of view.
Generally the associated world-wide procedure follows steps like identification of safety
issues, completion of the regulatory framework particularly regarding the licensing
requirements and furthermore, recommendation of an appropriate set of qualification methods to
prove that the requirements are met. The papers' intention is to show from the regulatory point
of view that the choice as well as the combination of the qualification methods are depending on
system design features and development strategy. Similar as for the safety system design
required, a defence-in-depth qualification concept is suggested to be helpful in order to prove
that the computer-based system meets the licensing requirements.

The implementation of computer-based instrumentation and control (I&C) important
to safety into nuclear power plants (NPPs) is proceeding, including both, safety-related
application (e.g. reactor power control and limitation) as well as safety-critical functions (e.g.
reactor shut down). On base of national and international standards vendors are developing
their qualification strategy for computer-based I&C covering the whole I&C system life cycle
including the safety categorisation of the distinct I&C functions and associated equipment.

In parallel to the technological development, the regulators and expert organisations
are preparing the application of computer-based I&C to NPPs from the regulatory point of
view. In Germany, the RSK-guidelines are complemented [1]. Generally the associated world-
wide accepted procedure follows steps like identification of safety issues, completion of the
regulatory framework and furthermore, recommendation of an appropriate set of qualification
methods to prove the requirements. The papers' intention is to show both, the choice as well
as the combination of the qualification methods, are dependent on system design features and
development strategy; similar as it is required for the safety system design, a defence-in-depth
qualification concept is suggested to be helpful in proving the systems appliance against the
licensing requirements. As an example to show the regulator's perspective the qualification
concept described in [2] is used.

The issues of qualification and licensing of computer-based safety I&C are identified
in publications like [3,4], whic>> involve the recent results of international specialists'
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meetings. From our point of view, the main issues are listed in Table 1. On the way to
establish licensing criteria, the international positions are growing more and more together.
For example, deterministic criteria become dominant because of the difficulties in proving
high reliability goals. Furthermore, there is a uniform understanding that the qualification
methodology has to cover the whole system life cycle and that the I&C critical to safety shall
govern the common mode failure.

To prove that the I&C system meets the licensing criteria there are several qualification
methods that can be combined regarding different qualification concepts. Consequently, also
the qualification concept in [2] varies from other experienced concepts regarding certain
aspects as pointed out in Table 1.

From the regulatory point of view following aspects of the concept in [2] are of
particular interest:

- According to the nuclear regulatory framework, the safety I&C shall not determine the
unavailability of the safety system. Therefore the single failure and the common mode
failure are to be governed also by the safety I&C.

- As high reliability goals are claimed for safety critical I&C functions, they can not be
proved solely by analytical qualification measures; in addition, constructive as well as
administrative qualification measures should be applied.

- A defense-in-depth concept is applied for qualification: During design and implementation
phases, faults can be avoided by application of approved methods of quality assurance;
after each phase of the life-cycle model. The most remaining faults will be detected and
eliminated applying analytical qualification measures. In the last level of the defense-in-
depth concept, constructive qualification measures are responsible for failure tolerance;
for details see Table 2.

Within the defense-in-depth qualification concept, constructive and analytical
qualification measures will be combined dependent on the distinct life-cycle phases, and the
results of previous phases will be taken into account during later phases. For instance, it is
suitable to execute the distinct functions of reactor protection by small software modules with
strong restricted functionality (constructive measure). Such modules can be verified nearly
completely, e.g. in the frame of type testing. Consequently these modules can be treated to be
exact in the following qualification steps. Taking advantage of this, the analytical qualification
effort in later phases can be reduced significantly. As a further analytical measure, the
software modules are coupled for executable software routines using specification and coding
tools on base of a graphical specification language. Due to these measures of fault avoidance,
the integration tests can be restricted to essential test cases as well as robustness tests, by
which the deterministic functional behaviour of the I&C system is demonstrated to be not
susceptibly to random input signals. To our opinion this test strategy has the potential to lead
to a sufficient test coverage. Particularly this strategy may be helpful in the case that the
spectrum of all possible scenarios following failures and disturbances is too extensive for
detailed testing.

Primarily, the German qualification concept takes into account deterministic
requirements and the quantification of software reliability is not necessarily required. Anyway,
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the process of hidden software faults are becoming active is not of probabilistic nature. In the
case there is a hidden software fault, it is present permanently and not caused by a temporary
mechanism like ageinp Because a hidden software fault mostly will become active only if a
seldom parameter configuration occurs, the activation wrongly seems to follow a stochastic
process. Instead of reliability in the quantitative meaning, dependability requirements are
more useful for the software licensing process. Constructive requirements like redundancy or
diversity are contributing to dependability.

Nevertheless, also in the German qualification concept an I&C system reliability
analysis is involved, particularly in order to prove the balance of the I&C system design.
Because of the accuracy of the reliability analysis results is mainly dependent on derived data
from operational experience, in future such data will be gained using the safety I&C for safety
related functions, e.g. from the modernised reactor power limitation and control systems. In
order to ensure that future reliability assessments will be successful, the aspect of data
collection should be stressed in more detail. Therefore, the data collection should be
completely built up as well as appropriately structured in order to derive the necessary data for
reliability analysis including the main data to characterise the plant status and spent time for
corrective actions, etc. An other topic of reliability analysis consists of establishment of an
appropriate reliability model in order to consider the common cause failure. Such models are
in developing state.

The qualification concept in [2] supports the design goal, that the I&C system is
applicable to different reactor systems. Due to the I&C modularisation, type testing of
software and hardware modules as well as the application of a graphical design language, a
flexible adaptation of the I&C system is possible with moderate effort in design and
qualification. We think, this basic concept is even useful in order to qualify the I&C in the
frame of modernisation of older plants with distinct design.

In order to optimise the qualification effort, in [2] it is assumed that a great portion of
the qualification effort will be spent for type testing (static analysis and functional testing of
modules), and furthermore, that the functionality of the I&C system can be demonstrated to be
correct regarding the requirements specification of a representative part of the I&C system
(like modules for the one complete signal processing line from sensors over signal processing,
voting (e.g. 2v3) till safety system actuation). From the regulatory point of view such
qualification steps can support the general understanding of the functional and non-functional
properties of the I&C system. On the other hand, regarding a distinct I&C application, this
step can not substitute the functioning testing for the complete system. System functioning
testing mainly consists of simulation, test field testing and on-site testing. Coming back to the
defence-in-depth concept of qualification, constructive qualification measures can be used to
postulate the most probable system behaviour for operational and accidental modes, in order
to select the main test cases and predetermine the test and simulation results.

Regarding software, the above described qualification concept is particularly suitable
to application-specific software. Regarding codes of the shelf (COTS), mostly the main steps
of development are finished before the COTS will be implemented in a plant simulator or
even in the plant. Often the former qualification measures are not traceable. Methods for post-
delivery qualification of COTS are in developing state.
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In the frame of associated research projects of the Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (Bundesministerium fur Umwelt,
Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit - BMU) following aspects are considered particularly:

- Proposals for the further elicitation of harmonised international safety requirements on
computer-based safety I&C

- Approaches towards a general qualification concept in order to prove computer-based
safety I&C against these safety requirements

- Gain generic plant-non-specific conclusion from experience in I&C modernisation of
existing plants

- Elicitation of qualification requirements for the safety-related use of application-specific
I&C (ASIC) in NPP.

[1] RSK-Leitlinien fur Druckwasserreaktoren, 3. Ausgabe vom 14.10.1981, Neufassung des
Kapitels 7, Elektrische Einrichtungen des Sicherheitssystems und der anderen Systeme mit
sicherheitstechnischer Bedeutung", Bundesanzeiger, 23. August 1996

[2] H.-W. Bock, Governing of Common Cause Failures, Proceed, of IAEA Specialists'
Meeting on Computerised Reactor Protection and Safety Related Systems in Nuclear
Power Plants, Budapest, Oct. 1997

[3] Results of Workshop and Special Issue Meeting on Technical Support for Licensing of
Computer Based Systems Important to Safety - Final Draft; OECD/NEA; Issy-le-
Moulineaux, May 1996

[4] European Nuclear Regulators' Current Requirements and Practices for the Licensing of
Safety Critical Software for Nuclear reactors, European Commission, Nuclear Science and
Technology, draft Report Version 8, EUR 18158 EN, Luxembourg 1998



Issue

Regulatory framework:
guidelines, standards

Categorisation
of I&C functions

Common cause failure
(CCF); diversity

Quantitative reliability
requirement

Aspects of the German
Qualification Concept

Aspects of Further Harmonisation
of Qualification Requirements .

Extended RSK-guidelines; i International standards (e.g. IEC) are not mandatorily
KTA-Standards with detailed requirements, j involved into the German nuclear regulatory framework;
but without distinct requirements on computer-'Guidelines for European Pressurized Water Reaktor (EPR)
based systems being in discussion

Categorisation of functions and equipment
according to RSK-guidelines [1]

CCF is supposed to one of several (2 or 3)
systems processing diverse signals;
functional diversity as the main precaution
against CCF; deterministic cyclic-
asynchroneous processing mode;
defense-in-depth qualification concept

No distinct licensing criterion,
however, a reliability analysis is
recommended

Mostly categorisation of functions and equipment according
to IEC 1226; or just categorisation of equipment;
in certain cases categorisation involves uncertainties
(e.g. manual emergency safety features actuation);
different plant safety goal concepts

World-wide, there are different design concepts, including
e.g.
- functional diversity
- analogue or digital backup
- diverse safety-related functions performed by

operational I&C
as well as different qualification concepts

In some countries quantitative licensing criteria are
established;
there are controversial discussions regarding the proof of
this criteria
approaches to reliability analysis being under dicussion

I

Table 1: Aspects of further harmonisation of qualification requirements on computer-based safety instrumentation and control



Issue

Qualification of application
specific software

Qualification of codes of the
shelf 'COTS)

Qualification of tools

System qualification

Operational experience
regarding computer-based
l&C

Aspects of the German
. Qualification Concept

Structured according to life cycle; in general tool-
supported;
graphical specification language;
type testing applied also to SW

Focal point: operating systems and data
transmission

Focal point: target software testing;
combination of several development steps on the
way to software implementation

Early testing of system design specification
(e.g. using a one-unit workstation);
lab tests at a representative test bay;
random testing;
on-site commissioning and testing;
comprehensive application of self-monitoring

In application to safety-related (non-critical)
functions like reactor power limitation

Aspects of Further Harmonisation
of Qualification.Requirements

World-wide: tool support; different methods for SW-qualification,
e.g. with different ratio of static analysis to testing; different
positions regarding the application of formal methods;
independend assessment

Concepts for qualification and proof of dependability are in
developing state

Either the tool or the target software is subject to verification

World-wide structured according to life-cycle model;
different combination of (in general) comperable qualification
methods;
there aren't any distinct criteria to terminate testing at sufficient
coverage;
random testing and/or detailed failure analysis

International exchange of experience is very useful, particularly
regarding safety-critical applications;
experience gained using non-safety applications are of limitted
value;
requirements on log, e.g. in order to support later reliability
analysis;

Tabelle 1: Aspects of harmonisation of qualification requirements on computer-based safety instrumentation and control (continuation)



Defense-in-
depth Concept

Constructive Measures Analytical Measures 'Administrative Measures

Categorisation of I&C functions;
Fault simple Hardware/Software (HW/SW)
avoidance construction;

deterministic functionality

j Application of a (graphical) specification
| language;
| general tool support for SW development

I Accepted/certified quality assurance
methods for SW/HW-development;

! complete documentation of HW/SW-
; development and application (manuals);
configuration management

jComprehensive verification and validation 'Independence of I&C development and
iaccording to life-cycle model; jqualification;

Fault detection Constructive precautions to ensure the | application of formal or semi-formal methods; j complete test documentation
itype testing applied to HW and SW; I (including findings);
i simulation; representative off-site test bay; I audition;
!commissioning tests, maintanance 'configuration management

and removal system testability

Failure
tolerance

Redundant trains are spatial and
energetical decoupled;
(functional) diversity;
state-independent computer operation
(e.g. due to cyclic-asynchroneous
operating mode)

I Comprehensive I&C self-monitoring during
!operation, together with fail-safe failure
! reactions

Table 2: Defense-in-depth qualification concept (selected qualification marks)
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Abstract

Digital technology is being applied to control systems in nuclear power plants.
Especially in Japanese BWRs, control systems is being digitized both in constructing plant
and in retrofit of operating plants.

Digital technology has many advantages compared with analog technology. However,
its high performance and flexibility may result in too complicated software structure, which
will cause long design time and long testing time and increase cost. In introduction of digital
technology, it is most important to restrict unnecessary flexibility of software.

The function of control system can be divided to standard part and variable part.
Standard function may be common to every plant while variable function should be designed
for each plant. Even in current design, standard design is preserved to be reused in next
application. However, this design approach is not always effective because standard function
may be changed by customer and nothing is considered for variable part even if it is large.

To keep reliability and reduce cost by software reuse, Toshiba adopts modular design
of control software, where standard part is designed as a set of standard functional modules
and variable function is designed as a complex of standard functional modules and plant
unique modules.

Toshiba firstly applied modular design method to fuel handling machine control system.
In this application the design work has been reduced to 30 percents by reusing of functional
module which was developed in former applications. This remarkable reduction of design
work has enhanced reliability with less cost. In addition, software has been produced and
tested according to the functional module. These qualified software modules will be applied
to next system and will realize highest reliability and least cost. And Toshiba is now
planning the application of this modular design method to every digital control system.

1. INTRUDUCTION

Toshiba has introduced digital technologies to Japanese BWRs since the end of 1970's.
At the first stage, the digitalization scope was limited to local and minor portion such as
turbine local control and RW control. In the second stage, the digitalization was expanded to
stand alone system. Such as reactor control system in order to improve reliability. In the third
stage optical multiplexing technology was introduced to RW C&I system. With these
experiences, non-safety system was fully digitalized in 1993. And as the final stage, fully
digitalized C&I system including digital safety system had been implemented for the first
ABWRin 1996.

In the introduction process of digital control systems, these have been some problems
related to design quality and design cost.
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TOSHIBA developed the modular design method as a solution of the problems. This
paper introduces the modular design method in the designing of fuel handling
machine(FHM) control system of BWR plant.

2.PROBLEMS IN CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the problem of designing FHM(Fuel Handling Machine) control system.

FHM System Structure;

I =Basic Structure

i i i i i

Man-Machine
Interface

Automation &
Supervisory

Logic&ControI

Several Machines

X
Several Driving

Modes

Plant Specification Complicated
Operation

Variable User's
Specifications

Complicated & Variable Control Logics

Lower Quality & Higher Cost

Figure 1 The problem in the control system design

FHM holds and carries fuel, CR(Control Rod) and DBG(Double Blade Guide) using
three main driving equipments as bridge, trolley and hoist. And FHM control system
provides man-machine interface, automatic control function, supervisory function,
equipment control function and necessary interlock function.

The function of FHM control system should be designed according to the requirements
of plant specification, such as number of fuels and size of pressure vessel, operation mode
and customers peculiar specification. The control logic of FHM system become to be
complicated by many kinds of combination of driving equipment, carried equipment and
operating mode, and many moving paths to carry fuel, CR and DBG. And the difference
parameters decided by plant specification which are the number of fuels, size of pressure
vessel and equipment arrangement around fuel and CR should be considered to the
complicated control logic. And various utility requirements make it more complex.

Therefore, this complicated FHM control logic could not be standardized and cause
quality to lower and system cost to go up.

3.INDENTIFICATI0N OF PROBLEMS IN DIGTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

This section clarifies the problem of FHM control system design. Figure 2 shows the
system configuration of fuel handling machine control system which consists of man-
machine interface, automation & supervisor function and logic & control function.

The command signals from operator are transmitted to automation and supervisory
function through Man-Machine Interface. After receiving operator's command signals,
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automation & supervisory function outputs control demand signals to logic & control
function according to the operating procedure. Logic & control function manipulates each
equipment such as bridge, trolley and hoist according to command signal from automation
and supervisory function and control logic.

View Points to
Solve Problem,

Customer's
Requirement

Plant
Specification

Complicated
Operation

Showing the degree
of above problem

M i i i

Man-Machine
Interface

It
Automation &
Supervisory

Logic &
Control

I variety I I Complexity I I
Figure 2 Analysis of Problems

Figure 2 shows the analysis result of the problem degree for the variety and the
complexity of FHM control system.

Man-machine interface function could be evaluated as high variety degree which
majority is customer's requirement and high complexity degree which majority is
complicated operating requirement, because the man-machine interface design should be
integrated based on both customer's requirement and complicated operating requirement.

Automation and supervisory function could be evaluated as low degree for both the
variety and the complexity because of simple design requirement.

Logic and control function could be evaluated as low variety degree and high
complexity degree which majority is complicated operating requirement, because logic and
control design would not be influenced by customer's requirement, but should meet the
complicated operating requirement.

4. THE APPROACH TO SOLYE THE PROBLEMS

The best way to keep high quality and low cost for control system is applying standard
design to each control system. However, it is difficult to apply standard design to all systems,
because individual design requirement of each control system is different from other system
design requirement as described in section 2 and 3.

If control system design could be divided properly, the part of divided design could be
commonly applied to other plant design. Figure 3 shows the outline of the modular design
method for control system design.

This method can be applied to hardware design and software design of control system.
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quired Function Required Function Required Function

B-PIant

Un-match
A " ^ C

Un-matc

Function Dividing

Mate*

Required Function Required Function Required Function
Match

Variable part
Standard part
Variable part

Not Applicable to all plants

Applicable to all plants

Applicable to several plants

Figure 3 Design Method "Dividing to Standard/Variable Parts

There are two major problems in the design of digital system, that is, complexity and
variety.

As explained before, MMI function is complicated and variable. Old computers did not
have so high performance to process human interface function as now. Currently,
information industry provides powerful computers & microprocessors and sophisticated
middleware. They can cope with functional variety caused by customer favor.

However, information technology will vary frequently and rapidly.
So, it cannot be applied to critical logic and control function, which will not change

frequently. Dedicated digital controller which has long life cycle is applied to the logic and
control function.

5.APPLICATION OF MODULAR DESIGN METHOD

It is necessary to examine the modular design method for complicated and invariable
software. As example of application of modular design method, examination of control &
logic in fuel handling machine control system is described as follows. Detailed contents of
blocks for bridge control & logic in fuel handling system is shown in figure 4.

In the control flow of fuel handling system, at first, automation function selects the
equipment to be manipulated. In the logic and control function, permission condition block
judged the conditions of othef.' equipment are permissible or not. Then manipulating block
begins to control motor. If equipment protection block detects some anomaly, manipulating
signal is cut. Each equipment like bridge, trolley, hoist has each flow.

In permission condition block, these have several smaller function blocks and each
smaller block has several blocks according to driving modes. In the logic and control
function, permission condition block judged the conditions of other equipment are
permissible or not. Then manipulating block begins to control motor. If equipment
protection block detects some anomaly, manipulating signal is cut.

Each equipment like bridge, trolley, hoist has each flow.
Some of these small blocks have even smaller blocks. We name these blocks function

module.
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:The unit to reuse the Function

Real logic in the module

Figure 4 Detail Functions in Logic & Control

Module is the unit that just can be reused to another plant. It is useful to divide into
smaller module if divided smaller module can be reused. For example, operable area
detection block is small block. There is rare opportunity that all operable area can completely
correspond with other plant area. On the other hand, even smaller module sometimes can be
reused like reactor well area.

In this way, module is evaluated to be standard or variable.

6.EFFECT.

The modular design method reduces the amount of traditional engineering. We
assessed the effect with an example of FHM.

In this evaluation, the function of fuel handling machine control system can be divided
into 500 modules. In next ten years, we have ten plants where this modular design can be
applied. So total volume modules often plants will be 5,000.

In our evaluation, the numbers of standard modules are 150. The value of applicable
module is not change if this module is applied to a lot of plant. These can be applied to ten
plants. So, its workload is 150.
80 modules can be commonly applied to 9 plants. In this case, workload for 9 plants is 80
and for remaining plant, 80 modules should be prepared. This value is based on the
following calculation.

80 + 80 X (10: All plants - 9:Number of remaining plants) = 80 + 80 = 160
In consequence, total volume of workload is 1500. 70 percents are reduced and necessary
workload is 30 percents.

7.SUMMARY

There are two main problems in control system. These are variety and complexity.
These are the cause of lower quality and higher cost.

For variable function, we adopted the information technology to cope with functional
variety. For complicated logic, we apply the modular design to make clear the unit to reuse
former function, and the dividing to standard or variable parts to make clear the scope to
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reuse former function.
This design method has remarkably reduced the design workload. This minimum

design workload will realize highest quality and lowest cost.
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Abstract

With putting in operation the first digital TELEPERM XS I&C systems for functions
important to safety in nuclear power plant, ensuring long-term availability and reliable
operation of TELEPERM XS systems gains increasing importance. On the one hand, the
modular structure of TELEPERM XS has alrady been optimized during system developement
such that the application-specific functions are independent of the version of hardware
components and system software. On the other hand hardware-independent, tool-based
engineering procedures ensure that the application software of installed I&C systems can be
flexibly adapted to modified plant requirements while at the same time the very high software
quality is retained. Quality-assured procedures and an actively organized configuration
management guarantee that the functionality and the availability of the I&C systems are
keeping their qualified standard.
This paper discusses aspects of the configuration management for TELEPERM XS I&C
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first digital I&C systems on the basis of TELEPERM XS are in operation. This
vividly proves that digital systems can be qualified for use in nuclear power plants and that
they are technically superior in the field of nuclear power plant I&C, too.

Experiences gained from the licensing of TELEPERM XS for I&C backfittings were
subject of a lecture in the course of the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 7th to 9th September in
Vienna. [1] It was already mentioned here, how important it is to ensure the long-term
availability and reliability of TELEPERM XS systems, which problems exist and how they are
solved by the manufacturer.
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This paper describes, how TELEPERM XS copes with the particularities of I&C
system life cycle through its system characteristics and additional measures of the
manufacturer, which mainly

1) ensure the always reliable operation of the I&C and

2) render possible

a) to adapt I&C functions to modified requirements and experiences gathered
from plant operation in an effective and quality-assuring way without
necessitating a new validation of the behavior of the entire I&C system and

b) to integrate future versions of hardware components and system software
efficiently without causing effects on the overall functionality or the behavior
of the I&C, i.e. especially without having to change the application software
(engineered I&C functions).

2. ENSURING RELIABLE SYSTEM OPERATION

The essential pre-requisit for ensuring the always reliable operation of an I&C system
is the regular monitoring of its operating states. A service and diagnostic environment adjusted
to plant requirements is included in the scope of supply of digital safety I&C systems
providing the means for monitoring the boundary conditions for reliable system operation.

TELEPERM XS I&C systems are designed as project-specifically configurated,
distributed multi-computer architectures. The computers are mounted in I&C cabinets and link
via serial optical data busses. Spatial separation being possible if required. The computers are
connected with the central service unit via specially provided data busses which are
independent of those busses that ensure the automatic safety functions.

The service and diagnostic environment installed on the TELEPERM XS service unit
(called Service Monitor) is based on the self-monitoring and diagnostic functions implemented
in the system and supports the conduction of periodic tests as required. All computers of the
I&C system can be monitored and service activities (adjustment of operational parameters,
conduction of periodic tests, localization of faults in the I&C and so on) can be performed
from a central work place. Project-specific routine tasks can be prepared on the service unit
such that they can be executed as automaticly as possible when the required releases are
present.

Access rights to the service unit and releases for service interventions into the safety
I&C are scaled according to persons and performed tasks and are controlled by technical
devices. They can be adapted to the individual adminstrative regulations of the respective
plant.
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3. FEATURES OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING FOR TELEPERM XS

The functions to be implemented in TELEPERM XS I&C systems are specified by
means of the engineering system SPACE in graphical form. This results in I&C function
diagrams, module location diagrams and a network diagram that shows the redundant structure
of the system and the communcation links. These diagrams are system documentation, basis
for verification and validation activities and also afterwards the basis for the entire project-
specific software.

Both the graphical engineering of the I&C functions on function diagrams and their
software realization (application software) as result of automatic code generation are designed
to be hardware-independent. To let the application software run on the hardware of a
distributed TELEPERM XS target system, it is embedded into a system software and then
loaded individually on the processing modules. The term system software is used for the plant-
independently programmed and qualified software which is loaded identically on each
processing module of the I&C system controlling the execution of the project-specific
application software.

Figure 1 gives a short survey of the software engineering with SPACE. The diagrams
prepared with the graphical SPACE Editor are subjected to formal consistency checks and
stored in a project database. The project database is the central data basis for all phases of the
engineering process with SPACE and is furthermore available as online documentation when
the TELEPERM XS I&C system is in operation.

SPACE Editor

Hardware-
Specification

(Network diagram,
j Arrangement diagrams)

Software-
Specification
(Function
diagrams)

Consistency check

INGRES
database

Code generator I Code generator
for l&C-functionsJ for runtime

fdgm I environment rte

functional validation ANSI C source code

I
C compiler

make

> • • •

TXS target system

MicroSCOPE
(data transfer

to target system)
^

(compile, link, locate) \

TELEPERM XS software

Figure 1: Software engineering with SPACE
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The code generators convert the engineered I&C functions into source code (of the
application software) and provide configuration information for the runtime environment (a
component of the system software) needed for the control of processing cycles and data
communication. The source code of the application software is compiled with a C compiler
proven in use and linked with the application software to make up one loadable code module
for each processing module. The software is loaded into each processing module separately
using a portable PC.

4. ADAPTION OF I&C FUNCTIONS TO CHANGING REQUIREMENTS

The facts that the project-specific application software is realized in a hardware-
independent way and that it is independent of the plant-independently developed and serviced
system software permit separated life cycles of these software products. As for the application
functions, this means that a validated and proven application software can be gradually
adapted to new requirements or experiences gained from plant operation if required without
necessitating a renewed validation of the behavior of the overall I&C system (hardware with
integrated software).

The system software of the computers operates independently of the specified tasks of
the application software and is thus not (or only irrelevantly) influenced by the state of the
processes controlled. Modifications to the I&C functions, therefore, have no effect on the
behavior of the system software of the computers and on data communication within the
system as the limits of system performance are observed. The certificate TXS-AUST-0798-02
for the plant-independent system test confirmes among others, "the following system
characteristics ... provided that the design criteria which were the basis of the configuration
mentioned in the test report are complied with:

14. The system behavior with respect to I&C functionality is entirely defined by
the applicaton software. The minimum response times of the system are
determined by the cycle times of the processing units involved, if the processing
time of Junction digram /function diagram group modules plus the processing
time required for execution of service commands do not exceed cycle time."
,,2. Processing and communicaton cycle times are not degraded by external
process states (measurement signals, amount of alarms and monitored
information."

Intended modifications to I&C functions are prepared in a quality-assured procedure
with the engineering system and verified by an experienced process engineer. In addition, the
qualification of new versions of the application software requires an appropriate validation
process but this can be performed by means of a functional simulation independent of the
target system hardware.

In the course of several I&C projects of Siemens KWU, TELEPERM XS application
software was subjected to numerous functional tests by integration in a 1-CPU simulation
environment on the one hand and based on the TELEPERM XS hardware on the other with the
results being compared. Besides open loop tests also a closed-loop validation of the
application software was performed outside the plant in both cases by connecting available
process models.
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Experience shows that expenditure in the plant for acceptance tests of future versions
of the application software of installed TELEPERM XS systems can be significantly reduced
when this software is subjected to a simulation-based validation beforehand. The acceptance
tests then concentrated mainly on aspects of the integration of the I&C functions into the fluid
/ mechanical process.

5. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT -
THE BASIS FOR LONG-TERM AVAILABILITY

Safety I&C systems have a comparably long operating time. For the total operating
time, it has to be ensured that the system operates as reliable as possible. Nevertheless, it
cannot be avoided that after some years of operation future versions of hardware modules will
have to be integrated, just as advanced system software modules will be required.
Therefore configuration management has a special importance for I&C systems like
TELEPERM XS focussing the following objectives:

• to preserve the consistency and transparancy of the I&C system consisting of
integrated hardware and software components

• to ensure that documented and implemented functionality of the system components
are identical

• to allow future versions of hardware components developed for manufacturing
reasons as well as adapted system software to be integrated efficiently while keeping
the overall functionality and the qualified system properties of the I&C system
unchanged

The supplier's comprehensive, plant-independent configuration management for the
TELEPERM XS system forms the basis for meeting the availability and reliability
requirements on digital safety I&C systems.
The hierarchical modular structure of TELEPERM XS defined during the development phase
is the technical precondition for adapting the system to changing requirements and for
integrating technical innovations.

It is important for economical reasons as well as for the preseveration of the qualified
system properties that the effects of intended changes on the system and its components can be
specified, limited and evaluated. The areas affected by changes to individual configuration
items can be reduced by identifying and documenting long-term stable interfaces between
certain components and thereby creating artifical independencies of system components.
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Figure 2: TELEPERM XS product structure - survey

Picture 2 presents an overview on the product structure of the TELEPERM XS system
broken down hierarchially into configuration items. The picture shows the decomposition of
the system to component level in a somewhat simplified form. Naming and allocation of the
hardware and software components mirror the modular structure and the basis functional
principles of the system. But apart from this, the main objective of the picture is to represent
the interfaces existing between the system components and the confinement areas tolerable in
case of modifications to individual configuration items.

Lines are used to represent interfaces which have to be considered when evaluating
consequences of changes. The direction of arrows stands for the direction of effects permitted
in case of modification to the component at which the arrow begins. Following the direction of
arrows a modification of one component can influence certain interfaces of that component
and thus (possibly) force other system components to be adapted to that modification. The
influence of such a modification on the overall functionality of an I&C system has to be
evaluated individually because it differs for the various interfaces shown in the picture.

All other internal system interfaces, i.e. those interfaces not shown in picture 2 but also
those in reverse to the direction of arrows, are defined to be long-term stable. Incompatible
changes which effect on those interfaces are excluded for future versions of any configuration
item of the TELEPERM XS systems. Interface definitions fixed in the development
documentation are used to benchmark future versions of system components.
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The engineering system SPACE shown on the left side of picture 2 provides the tool
support for the engineering process described in chapter 3. That process results in a project-
dependent specification of the hardware structure of a certain I&C system and in the required
application software. The principle of strict feed-foreward documentation used here ensures
that the functions implemented by the application software are identical to those in the
specification of system functions contained in the project database.

The application software is based on a hardware and plant independently prepared
library of type-tested function blocks, which implement elementary functions of open-loop and
closed-loop control technology as well as functions specific for nuclear power plants.

The interface between application and system software is realized by a configuration
module that is automatically generated for the runtime environment of each processing
module. This module encapsulates all information on the project-specific system structure of
an I&C system need in the system software of a particular processing module and thus
guarantees the high degree of independency between application and system software. The
separation of the life cycle of the application-specific functions from the life cycle of the
TELEPERM XS system achieved in this way is an essential prerequisite for ensuring the
demanded long operating time of safety I&C systems (>20 years) while requirements change.

The system software is structured into a TELEPERM XS-specific runtime control
system and an operating system software providing services. Future advanced versions of these
configuration items and also of the entire system software can be integrated in existing I&C
systems, as our strategic configuration management ensures that the interfaces of the system
software are maintained.

Direct access to the TELEPERM XS hardware and hardware-specific functions are
limited to a few components of the system software (Hardware Organization Tool HOT,
hardware-specific BIOS services, I/O drivers for modules for input and output of process
signals). The chosen product structure thus makes it possible to integrate future versions of
hardware components into existing systems without effects on the specified and qualified
system functions (application software). Adaptions to modified hardware are limited to certain
components of the operating system software or the runtime control system, depending on kind
and scope of the modification. Qualification of such changes can therefore be performed in a
plant-independent way.

The backplane busses of the TELEPERM XS computers and the transmission protocols
of the serial bus systems used for communication between the computers are treated as long-
term stable interfaces in the system. This enables the common use of different qualified
versions of pin-compatible and function-compatible hardware components and also different
computer generations in one system if required.
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Besides these technical aspects the following measures and procedures are
employed to master the tasks of configuration management:

• full identification of the configuration
• documentation of the interfaces in the development documentation of the

configuration items,
• definition of compatiblity requirements for new versions,
• active configuration planning,
• a change procedure monitored by a configuration control board (CCB),

evaluation of technical, economical and qualification aspects of changes,
• reviews of changed development documents, check on technical correctness and

consistency of the interfaces,
• use of a powerful configuration management tool,
• organization and operation of an integration and test center for performance of

integration and regression tests as well as software acceptance tests,
• formalized release procedure,
• provision of tools for configuration tests,
• implementation of online configuration check in software components of the

TELEPERM XS system,
• agreement on the procedures for modifications to type-tested components with

external assessors.

The plant-independently handled TELEPERM XS configuration management at the
manufacturer is the common basis for a project-specific configuration management for the
different installed I&C systems. The latter includes the identification and check of the
configuration of all software and hardware components employed and concentrates especially
on a supervision of the project-specific application software configuration.

The use of digital safety I&C on the basis of TELEPERM XS gives the utility the
possibility for intended changes to the I&C functions according to a quality-assuring
procedure. On the other hand he then takes over the responsibility for a correct configuration
and functionality of the application functions. We now develop a service concept for the
maintenance of digital I&C systems and also for planned changes. So utilities can employ the
manufacturer's services also in the field of configuration management.
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6. CONCLUSION

With the digital safety I&C system TELEPERM XS, the idea of realizing a specified
I&C functionality in a software that is independent of the hardware and the corresponding
system software was put into practice. Thus the utilities can be sure that an investment in a
backfitting with digital safety I&C systems has lasting effects. Hardware and function
diagrams elaborated from the process engineering specification retain their full value when
after several years of operation innovated hardware has gradually to be integrated into the
system.

The configuration management ensures that the qualified TELEPERM XS
characteristics which have been proven in the plant-independent system test are preserved.
This makes the procedures for necessary modifications to project-specific application
functions or the system configuration clear and easy and the expenditure for the validation and
re-qualification of such changes remains calculable.
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Abstract

We present an ongoing research activity concerned with measuring the effect of an
increased level of formalization in software development. We summarize the experiences
from a first experimental development. Based on these experiences, we discuss a number of
technical issues; in particular, problems connected to metrics based on fault reports. First of
all, what is a fault? Secondly, how should the fault counting be integrated in the development
process? Thirdly, any reasonable definition of fault depends on a notion of satisfaction.
Hence, we must address the question: What does it mean for a specification or an
implementation to satisfy a requirement imposed by a more high-level specification?

1. INTRODUCTION

The OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) is an international cooperative effort
involving 20 countries and more than 100 nuclear organizations. The research of the HRP is
specialized towards improved safety in the design and operation of nuclear power plants. The
use of formal descriptions in software development, validation and verification is an active
research direction at the HRP. Earlier this research was specialized towards small safety
critical systems with very high reliability requirements. More recently, the scope has been
extended to cover also other kinds of software; in particular, distributed systems for plant
control and supervision. HRP member organizations have identified the need for this kind of
research. They have also identified the need to know more about the practical consequences
and effects of an increased level of formalization in software development. This paper
describes our attempts to tackle problems connected to the latter issue.

Arguments in favour of an increased level of formalization in software development can
easily be formulated. For example:

• Formalization of requirements raises questions whose answers may eliminate weaknesses
and inconsistencies.

• Formal requirements are easier to analyse with respect to consistency, completeness and
unintended effects than informal ones.

• Formal requirements reduce the number of design faults because the developers obtain a

better understanding of what the requirements actually mean.

• Formalization allows faults to be identified early in the development process.

• Formalization is a prerequisite for mechanized validation in the form of animation,
exhaustive exploration and mathematical reasoning.

• Formalization allows precise strategies for decomposition and design.

These arguments all sound reasonable, but are they valid in practise? And if so, are there
other less desirable effects of formalization? For example, does a higher level of
formalization increase software development and maintenance costs? These questions are not
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easily answered. We are not aware of convincing experimental evidence with respect to the
effects of formalization. In the literature there is not much to find on this subject. Two
notable exceptions are [1], [2]. They present results from small scale experiments where
conventional developments are related to developments based on formal development
methods like VDM [3] and B [4]. Both papers report on evidence in favour of increased
formalization. This evidence is, however, weak. As pointed out by [1]: "Conclusions drawn
from this experiment should be moderated by the small size of the development and the
correspondingly small number of faults detected. The development team was also small and
staffed by self-selected individuals who, being keen to make a success of the experiment,
were perhaps better motivated than average. It would not be wise to extrapolate these results
to larger projects."

In 1997 the HRP initiated a research activity which, in addition to several other tasks,
tries to address issues related to the effects of formalization. This paper sums-up some
preliminary experiences from this research activity; in particular, based on what we learnt
from an experimental development, it identifies and discusses problems connected to metrics
based on fault reports:

• In order to report on faults we need a clear definition of what a fault is. This definition
must be such that it does not force the alterations resulting from the kind of trial/failure
experiments that is a desirable part of any software development to be counted as faults.
Moreover, this definition should not depend on a software process that does not mirror
how software is developed in practise.

• Any definition of fault is highly dependent on some notion of satisfaction: what does it
mean that a specification or an implementation satisfies some requirement imposed by a
more abstract specification? This notion of satisfaction must be sufficiently liberal to
allow software to be developed in a natural manner; it must be clearly defined, and it
must be expressed in such a way that it can be understood and used by ordinary system

engineers.
The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections: Section 2 gives some

background on formal techniques (FTs) and computer aided systems engineering (CASE-)
tools; Section 3 describes our area of specialization — the kind of systems, specification
techniques and tools we are interested in; Section 4 outlines the set-up of an experimental
system development; Section 5 summarises the conclusions from this development; Section 6
discusses practical problems related to fault reporting and the comparison of different kinds
of software developments; Section 7 draws some conclusions and describes future plans.

2. FORMAL TECHNIQUES AND CASE-TOOLS

There is already a multitude of formal languages and notations available. Most FTs are
tuned towards particular system domains or specialized application areas. They can be
classified into three main categories:

• Semi-Formal Description Techniques (SFDTs).
They are called semi-formal because the grammar and meaning of specifications
expressed with the help of these techniques are not always fully defined. Typical examples
of SFDTs are the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [5], the Object Modelling
Technique (OMT) [6], and Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) [7].

• Formal Description Techniques (FDTs).
The FDTs differ from the SFDTs in that their specifications have a well-defined grammar
and a meaning captured in some wel) understood mathematical structure. Typical
examples of FDTs are the Specification and Description Language (SDL) [8], Statecharts
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[9], the Language of Temporal Ordering Specification (LOTOS) [10], and Message
Sequence Charts (MSC) [11].

• Formal Development Methods (FDMs).
The FDMs differ from the FDTs in their support for the logical deduction of
implementations from specifications. Any FDM contains a FDT for specification
purposes. Typical examples of FDMs are the Vienna Development Method (VDM) [3],
Unity [12], the Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [13], and B [4].

It is widely recognized that the successful use of FTs in software development is not
possible without effective tool support during the whole development cycle. Tools that
underpin software development throughout the development process are known as CASE-
tools. CASE-tools based on SFDTs and FDTs are already commercially important within
several fields. Well-known examples of such CASE-tools are Cinderella, ObjectGEODE,
ObjectTime, Rational Rose, Rhapsody, SDT and Statemate. Commercial CASE-tools for
FDMs are also becoming more common these days. Atelier B, the B-Toolkit and the VDM
Toolbox are examples of such. CASE-tools based on FTs typically offer:

• Editors specialized towards the formal specification languages on which the respective
CASE-tools are based; most CASE-tools employ several specification languages — for
example, one language for the requirements capture and another language for the design.

• Syntax and type-checkers.

• Automatic generation of executable prototypes from specifications.

• User-friendly, often graphical simulators (animators) allowing bugs and inconsistencies in
requirements to be discovered and mended early.

• Automatic generation of test-scenarios from requirements.

• Facilities for exhaustive exploration (also known as model checking) allowing the
automatic detection of undesirable features like for instance deadlock, livelock etc.; some
tools for exhaustive exploration also support verification of design with respect to
requirements.

• Automatic generation of proof obligations. Such tools normally also offer facilities for the
automatic and/or interactive verification of proof-obligations.

• Complete code-generation of design towards commercially important programming
languages like C and C++.

3. AREA OF INTEREST

As mentioned in the introduction, the research activity on which this paper builds is
concerned with several tasks. One objective is to develop strategies to measure or estimate
the effect of formalization, and to try out these strategies in real system developments at the
HRP. Other objectives include giving recommendations with respect to:

• the training of personell in the use of formal approaches;

• the choice and use of FTs and CASE-tools;

• the integration of FTs in a conventional software process.

This paper is concerned only with the first objective.

Industrially interesting FTs are always tuned towards particular system domains or
specialized application areas. Therefore, it seemed natural to specialize our research activity
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to one particular application area, one particular kind of FTs, and one particular kind of
CASE-tools. We decided to concentrate on:

• Systems in which interaction and communication are essential features. The components
may be distributed in space, but this is not a requirement: Logical concurrency is
sufficient. The systems will typically be real-time and based on object-oriented
technology.

• FDTs supplemented by SFDTs when this falls natural. Formal verification of design steps
in the style of FDMs will not be considered. The requirements capture will be based on
sequence charts (as, for example, in MSC or UML), and the design will be based on
communicating state machines (as, for example, in SDL or Statecharts). We will also use
class-diagrams (as, for example, in OMT or UML).

• State-of-the-art commercial CASE-tools supporting the whole development cycle. The
CASE-tools should offer editors for the chosen FTs, facilities for verification and
validation based on exhaustive exploration, and complete code-generation from design to
commercial platforms.

We refer to [14] for a more detailed motivation for the specialization of our research activity.
[15] compares eleven specification languages, including the ones mentioned above, in a more
general setting. [16] evaluates leading tools for interactive verification and exhaustive
exploration.

4. SET-UP OF EXPERIMENT

Since we had little experience with empirical experimentation connected to software
developments, we decided to try out the metrics and techniques for the collection of
experimental data employed in [1] in a real system development at the HRP. [1] is concerned
with FDMs like VDM and B. However, the metrics and data collection techniques of [1]
carry over to our area of interest, straightforwardly. The metrics and data collection
techniques of [1] are summarized below:

• Four metrics are used to compare a formal development process with a conventional one:

Number of faults per thousand lines of code found during unit tests and integration tests.
Number of faults per thousand lines of code found during validation test.
Number of faults per thousand lines of code found during customer use.
Person months of effort per thousand lines of code produced.

• Faults are registered throughout the development process to compare the relative
effectiveness of the various stages of the formal development process. For each fault, it is
recorded at which stage/activity the fault was introduced and at which stage/activity it
was discovered.

• The notion of fault is defined as follows: A fault is found when a change is required to a
design decision made at an earlier development stage. A design made and corrected
within the same stage is not considered as a fault.

The system development in which these metrics and data collection techniques of [1] were
tried out, was connected to another HRP research activity [17] aiming at the development of
an analytic design methodology supported by a computerized tool, the so-called FAME tool.
The task of the FAME tool is to help determine the optimal allocation of tasks between man
and machine in the control of advanced technical processes. Our initial system development
was to design a communication manager for this tool — referred to as the FAME
Communication Manager (FCM) in the sequel.
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Five persons were involved in the FCM development:

• Two research scientists who worked out the informal system requirements and thereafter
were available for questions and discussions concerning the formalisation, design and
implementation of these requirements.

• Two systems engineers responsible for the actual development.

• One FT expert who gave advice on the use and integration of FTs, and supervised the
collection of experimental data.

With the exception of the latter, none of the participants had earlier experience in the use of
FTs. Moreover, the FT expert had used FTs only in system developments of academic size.
None of the participants had background from the use of commercial CASE-tools.

The following FTs were employed:

• The use-case diagrams of UML, the sequence charts of MSC — including hierarchical
ones, and OMT class-diagrams to capture the abstract requirements.

• SDL with C embedded to describe the design.

The tool support was SDT (from the Swedish company Telelogic). We employed the
SDT facilities for editing, animation, exhaustive exploration and code-generation. The FCM
development was based on a waterfall process. This was in accordance with [1] and also
consistent with the software quality assurance manual at the HRP [18] (which is based on the
international standard ISO 9000-3).

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT

As already mentioned, one objective with the FCM development was to test out the
metrics and data collection techniques of [1] in a real system development. Thereby we
hoped to gain a better understanding of their suitability and usefulness in a practical context.
The system development was successfully completed and resulted in about 10 000 lines of C-
code (adjusted number correcting for automatic code generation). The experimental results
(together with the experiences and recommendations connected to the other objectives of the
research activity) will be published in a technical report [19] currently in preparation. The
main conclusions with respect to the experimentation is summed up below:

• The experimental data gained from the FCM development is not very valuable as such.
There are several reasons for this:

The FCM is a prototype to be used in a scientific experiment. It was therefore not tested
out and will not be maintained in the same way as a commercial product.

A very large percentage of the person hours was invested in learning to use the FTs and,
in particular, SDT.

There was not a clear separation between the scientists responsible for the experiment
and the systems engineers who carried out the software development.

Experimental data collected from only one, relatively small software development is of
course insufficient.

• We identified several problems connected to metrics, fault counting and notions for
satisfaction. The most important of these are discussed below.
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6. DISCUSSION

To investigate the effects of formalization by experimental means is a very challenging
task. This we already knew at the start up. The FCM development made this even clearer; in
particular, it highlighted a number of problem areas. Some very important ones are discussed
below.

6.1 Measuring the right thing

To compare formal and conventional development processes, great care must be taken
to ensure that we measure the effects of formalization, and not the effects of something else.
One central question is: To what degree should the activities in the formal development
process be mirrored in the conventional one, and vice versa? The answer depends, of course,
on the exact purpose of the experiment. This purpose must be clearly defined, and both the
formal and conventional developments must be configured with respect to this purpose. If we
are interested only in the effects of formalization, it seems the experiments should be
organized in such a way that the formal and conventional developments differ with respect to
the formalization and the immediate effects of the formalization only.

For example, in the FCM development, the formal and informal requirements
specification were validated against each other based on a review where all involved parties
were present and forced to decide whether they accepted the specified requirements as correct
or not. In those cases where a mistake was identified, the involved parties were required to
agree on how it should be corrected. This proved very efficient, and considerably improved
both the informal and the formal requirements specification. Such a review would of course
be helpful also in a conventional development, although there would then be only an informal
requirements specification on which the review could be based. In order to compare a formal
development process with such a review at the requirements level with a conventional one, it
seems reasonable that also the conventional process has such an activity.

6.2 Integration in the software process

To define a fault is not as easy as one might think. Anyone with at least some
experience from software engineering knows that both specification and programming
involves a lot of experimentation based on trials and failures. Clearly, we need a definition of
fault that does not force the systems engineers to report on the large number of alterations
resulting from this kind of activities — activities that are desirable and play an important role
in any practical software development. The fault definition of [1], from now on referred to as
the definition of fault, seems well-suited in this respect. Since a change to a design decision
made and corrected within the same development stage does not count as a fault, the creative
experimentation mentioned above is not constrained.

The FCM development was based on a waterfall process. Initially, we intended to
complete each stage before the next was started up, since this is consistent the definition of
fault. In the FCM development the requirements stage was completed before the other stages
were initiated. However, for practical reasons, the design and implementation stages
overlapped in time. Does this indicate that the definition of fault has to be modified? We do
not think so. The problem was not really the definition of fault, but rather our very strict
implementation of the waterfall process. The overlap of the development stages occurred
because the development of clearly separated sub-components progressed at different speeds.
In our next experimental system development we will try to adapt our routines for the
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collection of faults to an iterative, component based development process in the tradition of
[20], [7].

6.3 Satisfaction

The dependency on the development process is, however, not the only problematic
aspect in connection with fault reporting. We may view the activities within one development
cycle as a sequence of steps from one specification to the next where the final
implementation is seen as just another specification written in a format suitable for efficient
mechanized execution. In order to decide whether we have found a fault or not, we need to
know what it means for a specification to satisfy a requirement or design decision imposed by
a more abstract specification. In other words, we need a clear understanding of the term
"satisfy" — or, more scientifically, a well-defined notion of satisfaction.

The FCM development made it perfectly clear that in the context of MSC, OMT, SDL
and UML there is no generally accepted notion of satisfaction. In fact, we are not aware of
any design methodology based on this kind of FTs that defines the notion of satisfaction in a,
for our purposes, fully satisfactory manner.

In the context of step-wise software development the term "refinement" is often used
instead of "satisfaction". A specification A can be refined into a specification B if the
specification B satisfies A. Within the FDM community there is a large literature on the
formalization of refinement principles. Pioneering papers were published in the early 70ies
[21], [22], [23]. These papers were mainly concerned with the development of sequential
non-interactive software. Recent proposals concerned with the formalization of refinement
are directed towards more complex systems — in particular, systems based on interaction and
concurrency.

FDMs for interactive and concurrent systems like TLA [24] and Focus [25] distinguish
between three notions of refinement of increasing generality, namely property refinement,
interface refinement and conditional refinement. Property refinement allows a specification to
be replaced by another specification that imposes additional functional and non-functional
properties. Property refinement supports step-wise requirements engineering and incremental
system development in the sense that new requirements and properties can be added to the
specification in the order they are captured and formalized. Property refinement can be used
to reduce the number of behaviours allowed by a specification. Property refinement does not
allow behaviours to be added; nor does it allow modifications to the external interface of a
specification. Hence, property refinement characterizes what it means to reduce under-
specification.

If software developments were based on property refinement alone, the inability to
change the external interfaces would basically enforce the same level of abstraction
throughout the whole development. As a result, the developments would often be
unnecessarily complex and inflexible. To avoid this, we may use the notion of interface
refinement.

Interface refinement is a generalization of property refinement allowing a specification
to be replaced by one that has a different syntactic interface under the condition that all the
runs of the refined specification can be translated into runs of the original one. Interface
refinement supports the replacement of abstract data types by more implementation
dependent ones, it allows the granularity of interaction to be modified, and it supports
changes to the communication structure in the sense that, for example, one channel can be
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represented by several channels, or vice versa. Interface refinement also captures what it
means to adapt the interface of an already completed system to allow reuse in another
environment or software development.

In the final phases of a system development, many implementation dependent
constraints and restrictions must be considered. This may require the introduction of
additional environment assumptions. Unfortunately, property and interface refinement do not
support this. Instead, we may use the notion of conditional refinement, which can be
understood as property or interface refinement with respect to additional conditions or
assumptions about the environment in which the specified component is supposed to run.
Conditional refinement supports the transition from system specifications based on
unbounded resources (unbounded buffers, memories etc.) to system specifications based on
bounded resources. It allows purely asynchronous communication to be replaced by hand-
shake or time-synchronous communication, and it supports the introduction of exception
handling.

In TLA specifications are logical formulas written in linear time temporal logic. If A is
the more abstract specification and B is the more concrete specification then the three notions
of refinement described above are all captured by the following formula:

C A B = > A

Hence, in order to verify a step of refinement it is enough to show that the abstract
specification A is a logical implication of the logical conjunction of the concrete specification
B and some additional formula C. In the case of property refinement, C is logically
equivalent to true and therefore not needed; in the case of interface refinement C
characterizes the relationship between the concrete and abstract interfaces; in the case of
conditional refinement, C also formalizes the additional environment assumptions. Hence, if
we think of A as the abstract requirement specification and B as the concrete implementation,
then C describes their relationship and gives together with A the required system
documentation.

In Focus this notion of refinement can be described graphically as in Figure 1. The
downwards mapping D translates the abstract input to the concrete input; the upwards
mapping U translates the concrete output to the abstract output; the condition C imposes
additional environment assumptions; the arrow from the output of A to C indicates that the
assumption about future inputs may depend on what A has produced as output so far.

The close relationship between Focus and SDL is well-documented in the literature
[26], [27]; in fact, Focus can be seen as a formal foundation on which a SDL based
methodology can be built. For example, the definition of refinement given above can easily
be translated into a SDL setting (as proposed by [28]). Assume A and B are SDL
specifications, then B is a refinement of A if we can specify C, D and U in SDL such that for
any abstract input history generated by C, the abstract output history generated by the block
consisting of the piped composition of the SDL specifications D, B, U is a possible output
history of A.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of refinement

The interesting question at this point is of course: Can we base our definition of fault on
this notion of refinement? This is not quite clear. Firstly, this definition is certainly not
sufficient on its own. The reason is that it considers only the external black-box behaviour —
in other words, requirements on the externally observable behaviour. Hence, so-called glass-
box requirements, namely requirements on the internal design that have no effect on the
external behaviour, are not captured. This may have nontrivial consequences. For example, in
the FCM development we recorded, on the one hand, a very low number of design faults with
respect to the external black-box behaviour of the requirements specification. Hence, if we
define a notion of satisfaction that considers only the external black-box behaviour, this could
be interpreted as experimental evidence for the claim that formalization reduces the number
of design faults (there are of course a wide range of alternative explanations). On the other
hand, the organization and relationship of classes and objects in our design specification was
not at all in accordance with the requirements imposed by the class-diagrams of the
requirements specification. Hence, if we had used a notion of satisfaction requiring the glass-
box constraints imposed by these class-diagrams to be mirrored at the design level, we would
have recorded a very high number of design faults, and our experiment could be interpreted
as experimental evidence for the invalidity of the claim that formalization reduces the number
of design faults (again there are of course alternative explanations).

Secondly, although we believe that this definition, with some minor generalizations, is
well-suited to describe what it means for an SDL specification to refine the black-box
behaviour of another SDL specification, we are less convinced that this definition captures
the relationship between two MSC specifications, or between a MSC specification and a SDL
specification. The Focus definition works well for SDL because a SDL specification, as a
specification in TLA or Focus, describes the set of all allowed behaviours. Under the
assumption that C, D and U have been specified correctly, we are satisfied with the SDL
specification B from a black-box point of view, if its set of behaviours is a subset of the
behaviours allowed by the SDL specification A with respect to C, D and U. The SDL
specification A may, however, allow additional behaviours. An MSC specification, on the
other hand, describes a set of behaviours (example runs) the system is required to support —
at least this seems to be consistent with how the MSC language is used, traditionally.

The problem areas identified above are important. They are of course not *he only ones.
For example, the issue of defining and selecting the right metrics on size, effort, and the
various quality characteristics has not been mentioned. How to motivate the systems
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engineers to provide the required fault reports etc. in a consistent manner, is another slightly
different, but nevertheless very important, issue.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The lack of experimental evidence for scientific claims seems to be a general problem
within computer science. [29] argues: "There are plenty of computer science theories that
haven't been tested. For instance, functional programming, object-oriented programming, and
formal methods are all thought to improve programmer productivity, program quality or both.
It is surprising that none of these obviously important claims have ever been tested
systematically, even they are 30 years old and a lot of effort has gone into developing
programming languages and formal techniques." That the level of experimental evidence is
much lower in computer science than in the more classical sciences has been confirmed by
several studies. In a random sample of all the papers the ACM published in 1993, [30] found
that 40 percent of the papers with claims that needed empirical support had none at all. In
software related journals, this fraction was 50 percent. The same study also analysed a non-
computer science journal, Optical Engineering, and found that the fraction of papers lacking
quantitative evaluation was merely 15 percent. [31] found similar results.

To set up experiments and collect experimental data is not difficult. To do this in a way
such that interesting and scientifically valid conclusions can be drawn is, however, in many
contexts very challenging. This was highlighted by the FCM development. [31] classifies
experimental approaches into three main categories:

• Observational method — collects relevant data as a software development develops.

• Historical method — collects data from developments that have already been completed
using existing data.

• Controlled method — provides for multiple instances of an observation in order to
provide for statistical validity of results.

The method employed in the experiment on which this paper reports belongs to the first
category, but this does not necessarily mean that we will restrict ourselves to observational
methods in the future.

Our objective is to come up with a strategy allowing at least some aspects connected to
the effects of formalization to be measured. Hence, what we expect to achieve are better
techniques and strategies for this kind of experiments.We will try out these techniques and
strategies in software developments at the HRP. The empirical data collected from these HRP
experiments will, however, hardly be sufficient as experimental evidence for very general
claims. There are several reasons for this:

• The HRP is a research project and not a software house. System developments at the HRP
normally result in prototypes that are used for scientific purposes only. The resulting
prototypes are not tested out and maintained in the same way as the products of
commercial tool vendors. Hence, the data collected from our experiments will not give a
realistic picture (except, of course, for HRP like research projects).

• System developments at the HRP are usually rather small, and there are not very many of
them.

• There should be a clear separation between the scientists who set up and run the
experiments, and the system engineers who carry out the developments. This is not easily
achievable at the HRP.
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Hence, what we expect to achieve are recommendations for how to carry out
experiments of this kind. What we hope to achieve is significant experimental evidence with
respect to the effects of formalization, but this requires that we find commercial partners that
are willing to try out our proposals and provide the required amounts of experimental data.
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Abstract

The soft-controller, as a key man-machine interface device to realize the compact
workstation, is being developed for the SMART design to replace the hardwired switches and
the process controllers in conventional plants. To establish the design concepts, the design
requirements applicable to the control and protection systems design using digital technology
and the human factors concerns were studied in detail, since the controller is operated as a part
of both control and protection systems and MMI devices. The system configuration proposed
here is developed not to compromise the safety, but there is still one concern in the aspect of
reliability due to the use of a common device. Also, the methods for display design and
navigation were studied to reduce the operator workload. To prepare the base for display
design of the controller, performed was the function analysis for SMART from high level
functions to detailed level functions. The controller grouping and the information displayed on
the controller are based on the result of this analysis, which is similar to the SMART
monitoring display design. This paper summarizes the details for development of the soft-
controller.

1. Background

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is developing a small sized integral
passive reactor for industrial purposes like power generation or desalination, which refers to
the System-integrated Modular Advanced ReacTor (SMART). For the SMART design, the
man-machine interface system (MMIS) design group established the design concepts for the
main control room (MCR) under the goal of "one-man operation at power" with a seated-type,
compact workstation.fi]

During the discussion on MCR design concepts, it is found that it is necessary to reduce the
number of MMI devices installed on the operator workstation, without compromising their
inherent functions. Through the survey, we could see many researches and experiences in
monitoring displays using CRT or other electronic devices, but found few experiences in
controls regardless of advances in the technology of display device. So, we decided to develop
a new type of controller referring to a soft-controller. Its function is to provide the means for
controls through a common device, instead of a conventional hardwired controller or switch
dedicated to each process component, so as to maintain the SMART safely and efficiently.
The manual system-level actuation switches are excluded, which are required by regulation to
use the hard-wired switch.

The soft-controller will be developed to be an important MMI device leading to the
completion of compact workstation design and the enhancement of operator's work
performance. But there are many design issues in the application of a soft-controller to nuclear
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plants, which are technical and licensing issues arising from the use of common devices based
on the digital technology and the human factor considerations. Therefore this study includes
our efforts to resolve these issues.

2. Design Concepts

The soft-controller is an electronic device that performs an operator's control action by a
software-driven device. [2] In the SMART design, it provides the functions of switches,
process controllers, operator modules, and other means for operator's input for test and
maintenance. It is going to be designed using commercial digital devices and designed to meet
the current requirements to ensure its reliability, safety and operability. This design will
leaves room to accommodate new technologies developed in the future.

The key design concepts established are 1) the use of digital devices driven by software
considering the limited space on compact workstation, 2) the provision for the function-based
controller which contains both controls and information 3) the acceptance by the regulatory
requirements including digital equipment qualification and human factor concerns.

To implement the design concepts, we reviewed in detail the design considerations in two
aspects, in which one is I&C related, the other human factors (HF) related.

2.1 I&C-related design considerations

The controller is generally treated as an element of the control and protection systems in
nuclear plants and has been designed in accordance with their design requirements. These
I&C related requirements should be, needless to say, applied to the design of the soft-
controller to the same degree. For the application in control grade systems, there will likely be
no severe problems, except for the degradation of availability or reliability which can be
predicted by the failure of a common controller. But for the safety grade system, in particular
using digital technology, the design requirements are more critical.[3][4][5] The typical
requirements are considered as follows;

• Maintain the channel redundancy against single failure criteria and the channel
independency through the physical and electrical channel separation not to
compromise its safety and reliability.

• Maintain the hardware and software diversity against common mode failure (CMF).
• Meet the equipment (hardware and software) qualification requirements through the

well-defined development process and the systematic verification and validation
(V&V).

Digital technology is being widely used in industry, while there has been hesitation to
introduce it to the nuclear industry due to the difficulties in licensing and the uncertainty in its
reliability. But with the wide availability of digital technology and the obsolescence of analog
devices it is unavoidable for use in the nuclear industry. For this reason, many studies have
been carried out around the world, and many design guides have been published showing the
design process for licensing. It is also a fact that the p-ocess is too complicated to be applied
and requires too much engineering man-power, even though some experience exists in new
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NPP design.

To apply digital technology systematically to the SMART design, we are preparing a
methodology for digital system development. It will represent the hardware qualification
methods, the software design and its V&V procedures, and the dedication procedure of
commercial hardware and software, etc.

2.2 HF-related design considerations

Several MMI design guidelines show the HF-related problems in the design of controller
and recommend the methods to solve them. But these mainly deal with the problems of a
conventional controller. Thus the design of a soft-controller should additionally consider the
human factor concerns as follows;

• Incorporate human factor design principles and considerations to assure the
operational safety and efficiency.

• Integrate control function with monitoring.
• Ensure optimal navigation to access the target controller.

3. Design Details

3.1 Configuration

The configuration of the soft-controller is closely dependant upon the I&C-related design
considerations as described above. We designed two types of controller, the safety grade
controller for safety systems or component controls and the non-safety grade controller for the
others. The former incorporates the requirements, 1) use of 4-channelized redundant design
against a single failure 2) secured channel independency through physical and electrical
separation among safety channels and between safety systems and non-safety systems 3)
prevention of common mode failure through maintaining diversity and dual system design.

The latter has a different feature in the navigation method, that is, the operator can access
the target controller by pointing out the component to be controlled on the CRT displays of
the monitoring system, while the former has no direct access from the monitoring displays. In
case of any failures in the monitoring system, the function of the controller should be
maintained. The controller is interfaced with control and protection systems via a channelized
data network.

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of non-safety grade controller developed.

3.2 Controller Display Design

3.2.1 Function Analysis

Even though the SMART is automated to a large degree, including auto startup, the manual
control means should be provided separately. For this reason, the number of controllers
needed for manual control of each component becomes a deterministic factor in the compact
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workstation design. Therefore the soft-controller using a common device is an essential device
to be developed in the SMART design. However, it is necessary to seek a navigation method
to access the target controller from the soft-controller as well as an effective display design.
From the discussion we decided to develop a function-based soft-controller so that the
operator can perform a major function from one display page of the controller.

For the function-based design we first reviewed the results of SMART function analysis
which identifies the SMART functions systematically from high level functions to detailed
component level functions.[6] It provides a base of SMART MMIS architecture, information
and control design. Table I presents a part of the function tree for power production of
SMART. Then we identified the control systems to perform each function, the components
consisting of each control system and the associated operating information. This analysis
gives a basis for controller grouping and information the controller provides.

Table I. A Part of Function Analysis Tree for Power Production

Function Goal: Power Production

Critical Function Major-function Sub-Function System Function

Create Fission Energy
Control Reactivity

Control Rod
Regulate Shutdown Rod
Regulate Regulating Rod

Control Boron
Inject Borated Water

Control Moderator Density
Control Moderator Temp.

Control FW Flow
Control Moderator Pressure

Control PZR Pressure

Transfer Fission Energy
Maintain Coolant Inventory

Control Coolant Flow
Align V/V's
Control Makeup Water

Maintain Coolant Purification
Connect Filters/Ion Exchanger

Maintain Sub-cooled Margin
(Maintain Coolant Temp. Maintain PZR Temperature
& Press.) Control PZR Pressure

Control Main Coolant Pumps
Regulate Control Rods

Circulate Coolant
Maintain Forced Circulation

Control Main Coolant Pumps
Maintain Natural Circulation

Control PZR Pressure
Maintain Secondary Heat Sink

Supply Feed Water Regulate Feed Water Flow
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Table II. Assigning Control Systems to Functions

Function Goal: Power Production

Major-function
Control Reactivity

Control Moderator
Density

Maintain Coolant
Inventory

Circulate Coolant

Maintain Secondary
Heat Sink

Sub-Function

Control Rod
Absorber

Control Liquid
Absorber

System Function

Regulate Shutdown
Rod.
Regulate Regulating
Rod

Inject Boron

Control Moderator
Temperature Control FW Flow

Control Moderator
Pressure

Control Coolant
Flow

Maintain Coolant
Purification

Control PZR Press.

Align V/V's
Control Makeup
Water

Connect Filters/Ion
Exchanger

Maintain Sub-cooled
Margin

Maintain Forced
Circulation
Maintain Natural
Circulation

Supply FW

Maintain PZR Temp

Control PZR Press.
Control Main
Coolant Pumps
Regulate Control
Rods

Control MCP's

Control PZR Press.

Regulate FW Flow

Assigned Control Sys.

Rod Control Sys

Rod Control Sys.

Boron Inject. Control Sys.

Feed Water Control Sys.

PZR Control Sys.

NSSS Comp. Control Sys.

Makeup Control Sys.

Coolant Purification. Control
Sys.

. CCW Control Sys.

PZR Control Sys.

MCP Control Sys.

Rod Control Sys.

MCP Control Sys.

PZR Control Sys.

FW Control Sys.

Components

Shutdown Rods

Regulating Rods

2 Makeup Pumps,
Several V/V's

3 MFWP's,
2 SFWP's,
2 Cont. V/V's

5 V/V's

Several V/V's

2 Makeup Pumps,
Several V/V's

Several V/V's

V/V's to each
component
5 V/V's

4 MCP's

S-Rods, R-Rods

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above
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3.2.2 Controller Grouping

The grouping is a method to represent the information effectively, which has been generally
used in display design. From the similar concept, the controllers are grouped to provide the
effective navigation as shown in Table II. Table II identifies the assigned control systems and
components for each function, and its basis is the results of function analysis. Each function-
based controller displayed on a page is grouped by multiple systems, and each system
controller has several component controllers.

For example, Table I shows that the moderator temperature is regulated by feedwater flow
control and pressurizer pressure control. Therefore the screen for moderator temperature
control provides the controllers related to the systems to control feedwater flow and
pressurizer pressure. Another example is the primary coolant temperature and pressure
controller. From Table I, it can be seen that the function of maintaining sub-cooled margin is
one of sub-functions for maintaining primary coolant inventory and that this function is
regulated by pressurizer pressure and temperature control, main coolant pump control and
control rod control. Therefore these controllers to maintain the sub-cooled margin are shown
on a display. As results, the operator need not to navigate to find the target controller.

Generally, a system supports multiple functions within the plant process. This means that
the system-level controller can be accessed from each function while the information shown
on the controller is different from the function that the selected system supports. Fig. 2 and 3
present the controller displays preliminary designed for the moderator temperature control and
the coolant temperature and pressure control.

3.2.3 Information

In a conventional control room, the operator takes a control action looking at the related
displays and it is evaluated to be adverse to the operator performance when the controllers and
displays are not closely located. Actually it is not easy to arrange them closely considering the
needed information is different from the function to be performed.

The soft-controller is being developed to minimize for an operator to search for the related
information on the other display devices by providing them on the controller. We identified
the operational information necessary to perform each function from the function analysis.
Table 3 shows an example for extracting the information needed to perform each function.
The information on the controller consists of plant information like reactor power and
electrical output, function related information, information for each system operation and the
status of the component to be controlled.

3.2.4 Navigation Method

The soft-controller has two navigation methods. For non-safety grade controllers, the
operator can access the target controller directly from the displays of the monitoring system. It
is a simple and efficient method for accessing the target controller. In addition, another
method to access through navigation on a controller itself, considering CRT failure or other
purposes, is provided. The main menu on a controller display shows all controllers grouped by
the function to guide the operator to the target controller easily. But, in safety grade controller
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Table III. An Example of Key Operational Information Needed to Perform a Function

Function Goal: Power Production * Plant Information : Rx & Elect.

Major-function

Control Moderator
Temp.

Maintain Coolant
Inventory

Sub-Function System Function

Control Moderator Temp.
Control FW Flow

Control Moderator Press.
Control PZR Press.

Maintain Coolant
TempVPress.

Maintain PZR Temp.
Control PZR Press.
Control MCPs
Regulate Control Rods

Required Information

Tavg, Steam Flow

Th, Tc, PZR Temp.
FW Flow, FW Temp.

PZR Press. (Trend)
PZR Press. (Indication)

Sub-cooled Margin
Steam Flow,
Rx Level
PZR Temp.
PZR Press. (Trend)
Pumps Speed
Th, Tc, Tavg, Tref

Output

Component Status

Pumps Discharge
Press.

V/V's On/Off Status

V/V's On/Off Status

Rod's Position

there is no way to directly access the target controller from the monitoring system and the
operator must navigate on controller itself. It is due to a critical requirement of the safety
system design, the requirement for channel separation between safety channels and non-safety
channels

In our previous design, we didn't adopt the direct access from CRT displays in non-safety
grade controller. But the human factor engineers recommended its use to reduce the delay
time accessing the target controller. [7] Another concern was that when the operator selected a
component or system on the CRT displays, which function controller should be provided ? It
is due to this that a system consisting of the selected component supports multiple functions.
In this case, the principle for navigation is to provide the controller which has the same
function as the CRT display function the selected component or system belongs to.

3.2.5 Operator Interface

There are many ways for operator to interface with the display device and each has its own
merits.[8] In this design we selected the touch interface method for simplicity of operator
interface design. We also consider the recommendations by design guides about the
navigation and control button layout, its color and size, distance between buttons, letter size
and acronyms, etc.

3.3 Prototype

To verify the design, we are constructing a prototype. At present we are concentrating on
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the validity of display design and the navigation method. The color FPD is selected for the
controller considering experiences in control systems and the SL-GMS for a GUI tool. An
IBM-PC is used as a display processor.

The display has a main menu on the top showing all controllers based on major functions
identified by SMART critical functions. As shown in Fig.2 & 3, the controller display is
divided into four regions, heading, information, control and system menu. The heading
contains function name and plant information like reactor power and electric output and the
information region shows the key parameters described in Section 3.2.3. The control region is
the actual controller providing the means to control the selected component and gives also
some component status information. In this region, an EXECUTE button is provided to
reduce the operator's input error and the actual control action is activated by pressing this
button after inputting the operator's command. The system menu button region provides the
selection buttons to lead to the controls of components. The Fig. 2 and 3 present the typical
process controller and switch design.

We are now in discussion of the display design and navigation method with engineers in
several fields. In the next version of the prototype, the system performance test will be added
to verify the I&C related design requirements as well as an integration test with a monitoring
system.

4. Conclusions and Further Works

The soft-controller becomes an important MMI device in the design of video display unit
(VDU) based control room. For the soft-controller design, it should proceed to establish a
systematic development methodology and also prepare the way to resolve the design
consideration issues. Through this study, we found that the key issue in soft-controller design
using digital technology is to secure its safety and reliability. Keeping this in mind, we
developed the configuration to meet the current requirements and further work will specify the
detail design requirements. In addition, the grouped controller and information, based on
function, is believed to be helpful for operation by reducing the operator response time when
using a common device on a compact workstation. At this time we recognize there will be
unanticipated defects in the introduction of function-based design to controller design, and
will include the verification of improved operator performance in the next work.
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Abstract

Systematic management of different plant systems throughout their whole lifetime
is a crucial ingredient in safe and economic operation of a nuclear power plant.
Documentation is one of the key issues in this activity, both on a strategic and on
an operational level. Present nuclear power plants were designed and built during
the seventies and early eighties. At that time it was natural to base the plant
documentation on paper. However, managing the large amount of information is a
difficult task. Even a simple plant modification may introduce the need for a
change in dozens of documents, and it is often very difficult to be sure that all
changes have been done correctly. The rapid development of information
technology has increased the number of modifications needed in plant computers
and instrumentation and control systems. On the other hand, it has provided some
means to tackle the information management problem. Computers are now used to
produce also the simplest piece of paper, and records are often kept with an
electronically readable master copy. Efficient utilisation of intelligent databases
can provide valuable support to ensure a timely and correct modification of plant
documentation. In all operating modes there would also be a benefit of an easy
access to plant documentation, e.g. in the control room. This would be still
enhanced if it can be presented in a way which is adapted to users' needs. The
paper goes through some recent development trends in information technology
with the intent to point to some of the most promising ideas.

Problems and needs

Due to safety requirements and complex
dependencies, well-defined rules are
needed to manage all processes related to
the design and operation of nuclear power
plants. To support this goal, plant
documentation should be well-structured,
visible and easily accessible to all user
groups. Configuration management is a
structured discipline assuring that technical
documentation correctly reflects the actual
plant configuration. In general terms, its
main activities include:

• Configuration identification makes the
configuration visible at discrete points
of time. This means, for instance,
systematically naming and labelling the

different configuration items like
documents and subsystems, and their
versions.
Configuration auditing takes care of
quality control, verification, and vali-
dation of the different configuration
items and their versions.
Configuration control controls the other
activities. This includes, for instance,
approval of designs on the basis of audit
results, procedures and tools change
control etc.
Configuration status accounting records
the inputs and outputs of the other three
activities in order to make the design
traceable.
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The main purpose of configuration
management in nuclear power plants is to
support safe operation /10/. A
configuration management program applies
to plant design, construction, testing,
operation and modifications. Systematic
procedures are intended to support
documentation, continued maintenance or
updates and verification of plant systems,
technical documents, operating procedures,
etc. Some of the key issues are
documentation structure, coding systems
(such as KKS and EEC 61346-1), change
control, and document archival and
distribution.

Most nuclear power plants today rely on
documentation on paper. This makes the
documentation difficult to maintain. Plant
modifications, for instance, should always
be rapidly transferred to the documenta-
tion, but also quite simple modifications
may require changes in dozens of docu-
ments. It can be a very tedious task to
identify the documents which are in a need
of a change. Ideally, the plant documenta-
tion should be able to generate itself from a
plant database, which would enable
changes in all documentation by updating
data only in one place.

In considering the documentation on a
general level, there are several needs which
can be identified. Firstly, the documenta-
tion should be comprehensive enough to be
able to answer relevant questions on how
the plant is built and how it should be
operated. For example, relationships
between database entities and plant
systems, as well as design rationales
describing the plant on different
abstraction levels should be maintained.
Some of the documents consist of plain
text or contain drawings and various
schematics providing no support for
associative links. The final safety analysis
report (FSAR) is one large set of
documents which, among others, contain
the connections between requirements and
their technical solutions. One important

part of the FSAR is the deterministic and
probabilistic safety analyses, which need a
clear account of assumptions, models,
results and interpretations of the results.
The work practices of operation and
maintenance are covered in procedures and
instructions, which often refer to other
documentation. The documentation should
also reflect a historical record of plant
operation to make it possible to trace plant
modifications and exceptional loading
during operation. Finally, the
documentation should also be able to meet
various training needs within the whole
nuclear power plant.

Increased safety demands combined with
an increased burden of proof that the safety
is high enough, is placing higher
requirements on the accessibility of plant
information. The safety analyses rely to an
increasing extent on plant specific informa-
tion. Experience from older plants has
often shown that available documentation
is not accurate enough for defining a
baseline of safety.

Many nuclear power plants in the world
have initiated projects to re-establish the
original safety case for the plant. This
demand has sometimes been connected to
observed flaws in the safety case where
assumptions or models have not been
verified and validated to a necessary degree
of detail. In such a work it is possible at the
same time to utilise the features of
information technology to make the
documentation better suited for search and
easier to update.

Plant documentation is closely connected
to operations. A plant documentation
system, which is accessible in electronic
form, may be used in the control room
during different manoeuvres. The
manoeuvres should also leave a trace
which is accessible for later analysis. These
needs imply that there is a certain benefit
of implementing necessary interfaces
between the process computer and the
documentation. This means actually that
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document before presentation, and the
other part, which can relate formatting
instructions to elements of the (restruc-
tured) document. DSSSL can be used e.g.
to generate PostScript code for printout, to
generate different views of the same
information for different users or to
generate the layout and visual appearance
of the document (on screen or paper).

SGML can be used for publishing -
from conventional paper documents to on-
line multimedia databases. An SGML
document is seen as a container of struc-
tured information rather than as a docu-
ment file. SGML makes it possible to re-
use and share information. People working
at different sites, using different tools on
different computers download a copy of a
document and print it in their local layout
style. Elements stored in a database can be
re-used to produce different types of
documents having different structure and
content.

In its early history, SGML was mainly
used by defence contractors. Other indus-
tries are now moving to SGML, including
for example, pharmaceuticals, automotive,
and manufacturing. Many SGML tools 131
and applications are in commercial use.

optional description of its grammar (DTD)
for use by applications that need to perform
structural validation.

Just as an HTML file uses a web
browser to interpret the information, XML
needs a program that understands the XML
markup. XML-browsers are still being
developed, but there are already some pilot
browsers available 131. Like HTML, an
XML document holds text structured in
elements. It describes information as tree-
structured data objects, which can be
searched, used and manipulated by
appropriate application programs using a
standard interface for manipulation of data.

An example of what XML might look
like when used for structuring of a
bibliographical reference is the following:

<BIB>
<TITLE>XML, Java, and the Future

of the Web</TITLE>
<JOURNAL>World Wide Web

Journal</J0URNAL>
<AUTH0R>
<FIRSTNAME>Jon</FIRSTNAME>
<LASTNAME>Bosak</LASTNAME>

</AUTH0R>
<V0LUME>2</V0LUME>
<NUMBER>4</NUMBER>
<YEAR>1997</YEAR>
<PAGES>219-228</PAGES>

XML

The Extensible Markup Language (XML)
141 developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) is a new standard for
defining data and document formats. The
goal is to enable the delivery of self-
describing data structures of arbitrary depth
and complexity to applications that require
such structures. XML can also be used as a
document structuring language like SGML.
XML is a subset of SGML specially
designed for applications on the Web. As a
subset of SGML XML is a text-based
format, similar to HTML. XML describes
the rules for any information description
language that defines a data or document
format. An XML document can contain an

Related to XML, as a part of the W3C
effort, are powerful linking (XLL) and
style sheet (XSL) mechanisms that go
beyond current HTML-based methods,
being developed. The Extensible Linking
Language will include more advanced
linking mechanisms, such as bidirectional
links, n-way links, links to include content
in current document and attributes on links
(link types). This could in the future affect
the way documents are written and
retrieved. Elements of an XML-document
could be stored in a database and shared
between several documents. This together
with version management of the elements
opens up interesting possibilities.



The Extensible Stylesheet Language
(XSL) can add even greater power to this
process. An XSL style sheet will be a
collection of programming rules for how to
pull information out of an XML document
and transform it into another format, such
as HTML. With XSL, it is possible to
generate presentation structures that are
very different from the original XML data
structures.

To enable integration between
applications, the data structure in XML can
be self-describing with either Document
Type Definitions (DTD) or with XML-Data
Schemas. A schema is a formal
specification of the rules of an XML
document, namely the element names, that
indicates which elements are allowed in a
document and in what combinations.
Authors can create their own schemata, or
they can reuse existing ones. Any receiver
of this data can then decode the document.
Since the data is separate from the
presentation, XML data can be presented in
multiple ways.

The applications of XML can be divided
into four broad categories 151:

• Applications that require the web client
to mediate between heterogeneous
databases, e.g. collaborative CAD/
CAM efforts.

• Applications that attempt to distribute
processing load from the web server to
the client. Engineers can access a
manufacturer's web site and download
not only data on particular integrated
circuits but also a Java applet that
allows them to model those circuits in
various combinations.

• Applications that require the web client
to present different views of the same
data to different users.

• Applications in which intelligent web
agents attempt to tailor information
discovery to the needs of individual
users.

Product data management

Product data management (PDM) is a
technology for organising, accessing and
controlling data related to products
throughout their life cycle. Increasingly,
such systems need to provide global access
to information. Production facilities may
be globally distributed far away from
engineering locations. In large projects
with many simultaneous changes from
multiple sources there is the need to hold
multiple variations of a design.

In a limited sense, PDM is a means to
manage engineering documentation only.
Electronic document management systems
(DMS) can handle different document
types such as traditional text-based
information, CAD drawings, and even
audio and video files 111. The files are
indexed and stored in a database. Many
vendors simplify CAD drawings, or even
use just raster images of the files. This
unfortunately eliminates any 'intelligence'
that may be in the drawing or document.

There are many systems available on the
market. Some systems are based on web
technology. For example, the BSCW
(Basic Support for Co-operative Work,
http://bscw.gmd.de) enables collaboration
over the Web. It is a 'shared workspace'
system that supports document upload,
event notification, group management, etc.
This software can be downloaded free of
charge. A standard browser is used to
access a workspace. The Finnish MST
9000 is another example of document
management software. Its technical fea-
tures include (figure 1):

• product data model and product
database

• product configuration tools
• document management
• change control, workflow support
• hierarchical decomposition of the

process plant into 'positions' (for
maintenance purposes)
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• management of individual items of a
product

• automated delivery of documents
• web server (including (pure) Java and

security functions)

Its largest process industry application
has been running since 1995 at Metsa-
Serla's new paper mill in Kirkniemi,
Finland. During the design and
construction of the mill, 150 contractors
used the MST package to provide data
integration between different disciplines

Figure 1. MST 9000 (from
www.modultek.com)

Advanced PDM databases can manage
all data, not just documents, relevant to a
particular product or system. These
systems are able to store both graphic and
engineering data in a standard (relational)
database. Additionally, engineering data
can be integrated with enterprise data, a
combination that gives rise to new types of
applications. A product data model is a
representation of the structure and
relationships of all the data associated with
a product (covering cost, strength,
materials, properties etc. as well as the

geometry and assembly of its component
parts). Some of the key issues in PDM are:

• classification and definition of
attributes of "objects" such as parts
and part families

• defining product structure, i.e. the
physical and hierarchical assembly of
the product from its component parts

• management of documents associated
with the products

• configuration management, i.e.
maintaining consistency of product
data throughout its lifetime, using
disciplined change management

Many document management systems and
most CAD vendors allow users
to access the databases using a
standard web browser, cutting
the cost of new users 111.
Different platforms can be used,
and there is no need for users to
have the software installed in
their computers. Both 'fat' and
'thin' clients can be used to
access data in a data-warehouse.
Fat clients access directly the
modelling engine, while a Java-
based thin client uses a web
browser to work on the design
data. Some companies are also

supplying document management systems
as an add-on to control systems. This kind
of package can, for example, provide an
audit trail for all added, deleted or
modified tags in the control system.

PDM is tied to the evolution of
international standards and advanced
implementation techniques, often called
PDM systems. Among the many standards
used, STEP, SGML, XML and CALS are
perhaps the most important ones.

STEP

STEP (also called PDES in the USA)
is an unofficial name for ISO 10303
Product data representation and exchange.
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Figure 2. The role of a common data model and exchange format in enhancing
communication between companies and engineering disciplines.

It is a large series of standards being
developed by the International
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO),
within Technical Committee 184
"Industrial Automation Systems &
Integration" 191. The development was
initiated in the mid-1980s, with the aim of
developing a single international standard
to cover all aspects of CAD/CAM data
exchange. The 12 first parts of the standard
were published in 1994. The initial focus
was on the manufacturing industries, but
also other industries, like construction,
process and ship building industries, are
now working for complete integration
supporting different applications and
disciplines.

STEP is designed to provide a
mechanism for the description of product
data throughout the life cycle of a product,
independent of particular computer
systems. A shared data model improves
communication between companies and
engineering disciplines by providing
common concepts and neutral file
exchange capabilities between applica-
tions, figure 2. It also forms the basis for
implementing and sharing product data-
bases. The data in a database is accessed
by different applications through an
application programming interface (API).

The key components of STEP are the
EXPRESS data specification language,
implementation forms and standard data
models. EXPRESS is a data specification
language for the definition of entities,
attributes and relationships. STEP cur-
rently defines two implementation forms:
an ASCII file format for data encoding and
a Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI)
that allows access to data within a database
application. Product data models are
defined at two levels of abstraction: a
generic data model, that supports the
requirements of all product data applica-
tions, and several specific data models,
each fulfilling the requirements of a
particular industrial application area. The
generic model is published in several parts
of the STEP standard, known as Integrated
Resources. Specific data models are
standardised as Application Protocols (AP)
that are based on integrated resources.
About 30 application protocols are now
complete or advanced in their develop-
ment. Several of the APs under develop-
ment are related to process plants and their
control, for example:

• AP212: Electrotechnical design and
installation

• AP221: Plant functional data and
schematic representation



• AP227: Plant spatial configuration
• AP231: Process engineering data

In addition, protocols have been
proposed for plant operation, plant
maintenance and process control. Also
many other capabilities are being
developed within the framework of STEP.
Development of AP221 has been
conducted in the Netherlands and the UK
since 1991. Still, the standard is in draft
stage.

STEP has been a very large and long-
term international effort. The standards are
rather complicated and exhaustive. Many
are loosing patience and want a solution
now. Some groups are developing product
data models and reference class libraries
together with tools for converting data
from existing applications. The resulting
integrated data warehouse can then be
accessed from different applications like
CAD systems. This kind of short-cuts may
actually be the way STEP is put into
practice in many cases.

STEP includes a high degree of systems
orientation. It is not solely concerned with
physical properties (shape, material,
assembly structure), but also with
behavioural aspects of products. This
conceptual modelling provides an
anchoring point were invariants in the plant
structure can be brought to a level where
they can support both search procedures
and further version control within the
documentation. Application protocols are
being developed that focus on the
functional characteristics of products. For
example, AP 221, 227 and 231 above
include definitions for many basic concepts
needed in modelling the functions and
structure of process plants. Because of their
fundamental nature, many of these
concepts could be useful also for
structuring every-day engineering know-
ledge without computer systems.

A related large effort, Continuous
Acquisition & Life Cycle Support (CALS)
(Formerly Computer-aided Acquisition and
Logistic Support) is a U.S. Department of
Defence initiative which requires all
contractors to supply design data in digital
form. The goal of CALS is to migrate from
manual, paper-intensive defence system
design and operation to integrated, highly
automated acquisition and support pro-
cesses. It utilises a rather large number of
standards, including STEP and SGML.

Several industry groups exist to
standardise information exchange among
their members and between members and
their vendors and customers. There are
numerous national and international efforts
to foster the application STEP and other
standards in the process industries, as well.
Most of the suppliers of CAD systems
have committed to the use of STEP in their
software tools. Interworking of standards
and deployment of data over the Intranet
and Internet provide new opportunities.
Considering new plants based on new
designs this technology would, however,
provide interesting possibilities for using
design data in control systems, mainten-
ance information systems, process simu-
lators, virtual reality applications, etc.

Future documentation systems in
nuclear power plants

According to some experiences, an elec-
tronic warehouse of design data could save
10 % on the lifetime costs of a plant /8/.
The savings seem to be more evident
during plant operation than during con-
struction. The benefits of computer-based
product data management generally occur
through:

• enhanced quality and speed of intra-
and inter-company data exchanges

• easier communication between
engineering teams

• more efficient and timely execution of
plant design projects
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• improved flexibility in using software
applications

• easier transfer of design data to plant
operation and maintenance

• reduced engineering time
• reduced plant capital and operating

costs

In the consideration of future needs for
documentation at the nuclear power plants,
there are basically two different cases to be
considered. These are

• rewriting the documentation for an old
plant,

• creating the documentation for a new
plant.

For the rewriting of old documentation
there is obviously less possibilities for the
utilisation of new information technology
as compared with the possibilities when a
new plant is built.

There are several benefits if the
documentation can reflect the underlying
plant construction. By providing logical
links between various items within the
documentation it is possible to search the
chains of association. If the links (cf. figure
3) have been appropriately designed there
is a fair chance that all relevant parts of the
documentation can be traced to a necessary
level of detail.

functional
purpose

identification
name
code
drawing
manufacturer
etc.

physical
location

materials

physically
connected to

power
cooling
lubrication
cabling
etc.

operational
history

tests
incidents

procedures
operations
maintenance

Figure 3 Links associated with a database item.

If a new plant would be built today, it is
likely that the design and construction

would rely very heavily on computerised
systems. The plant design itself would to a
large extent be carried out using com-
puterised design tools which themselves
imply that many of the iterations of the
design would be done without any paper
document. If the complete design database
is electronically readable there are many
possibilities to do at least parts of the
verification and validation automatically.
This has a large benefit in reducing the
bulk of checking the validity of the design
to a few cases, which require a more
detailed consideration.

Conclusions

The rapid development in information
technology has brought new opportunities
for the creation of efficient documentation
systems for configuration management in
the design and operation of nuclear power
plants. The documentation can be made to
be more structured and easy to access and
modify. Ideally, all information should be
collected during the design and construc-
tion process and brought to a large date
base from which information is picked for
whatever needs in an intelligent way. On
the other hand the rapid development also
brings in new problems. Software systems
tend to become obsolete very rapidly and
this may introduce additional costs in
conversion and training. However, the
emerging international standards and new
open software architectures will make it
easier to implement intelligent and still
flexible information systems.

To take advantage of the development
going on in information technology and
other industrial areas, a few actions might
be taken by the nuclear community.
Firstly, the detailed needs of nuclear
power plant design, operation and
maintenance should be collected. As a
second step, this would allow the
formulation of a domain specific
information model for nuclear power
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plants. Finally, a review of standards and
information technology tools would lead to
realistic requirements and recommended
implementation architectures for new
documentation systems in nuclear power
plants.
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Abstract

A Digital Plant Protection System (DPPS) for Korean Next Generation Reactor
(KNGR) is being developed using the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) technology.
For the design verification, the development of the DPPS prototype is progressing at this time.
The prototype hardware equipment is installed and software coding is started. DPPS software
is being coded by strict software V&V activities and function block language that uses simple
graphical symbols. By adopting the PLC technology, the design of DPPS is possible to take
full advantages in areas such as automatic testing, simplified calibration, improved isolation
between redundant channels, reduced internal and external wiring and increased plant
availability.

I. Introduction

In recent, the application of analog technology for designing instrumentation and
control (I&C) systems in Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) is becoming more difficult because of
its increasing obsolescence. One of the nuclear power industry goals is the continual
modernization and improvement of plant equipment and systems to increase reliability and
maintain public safety. Recent developments in electrical control technology, specifically,
programmable logic controller (PLC) show promise in improving plant availability and
enhancing performance of I&C system.I} 5)

PLC, which is one of the alternative to resolve the obsolescence problem in
conventional I&C System, has been applied to Korean Next Generation Reactor Digital Plant
Protection System (KNGR DPPS). PLC has the potential for additional benefits such as ease
of maintenance, increased performance, and improvements in availability. Table 1 shows the
design differences between Yonggwang Nuclear Power Plant Units 5&6 PPS and KNGR
Prototype DPPS.

For designing a safety system, both conventional design criteria and newly issued
design criteria have to be considered. Basically, the functional design requirement of the
digital plant protection system is almost same as that of the conventional system. And the
applicable criteria are also same as the conventional design criteria except for the
digitalization. For the digitalization, new criteria for programmable digital computers in
safety systems of NPPs, and new codes and standards 7) which provide methods acceptable
for designing software, verifying software, implementing software and validation in safety
related system, should be considered. The defense in depth and diversity against Common
Mode Failures (CMFs) should be also considered in the DPPS design.
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The major licensing issue, to be considered seriously for the application of DPPS in
KNGR, are listed in the followings.

• Common Mode Failure Prevention
• Software V&V including Software Classification for the Digital Computer based Safety

System
• Commercial Dedication for off-the-self Hardware and Software
• EMI/RFI Qualification

Table 1. Comparison of Analog Type vs. Digital Type PPS

Item PJant
Type
Major Component

Function Implementation
Test Method

The Number of Channels
The Number of
Protection Processors
Operator Interface

Software V & V

Cabinet Structure

Yonggwang Units 5&6
Analog type PPS
Analog Card
Mechanical Relay
Hardware Based
Manual Function Test

4 Channels
1 Analog Card per
Trip Parameter
Lamps, Indicators,
Mechanical Switches
Not Applicable

1 Cabinet with 4 bays

KNGR Prototype
Digital type PPS
Programmable Logic
Controller
Software Based
Manual Initiated
Automatic Function Test
4 Channels
Programmable Logic
Controllers per Channel
Flat Panel Display with
Touch Screen Capability
IEEE 7-4.3.2, 1993
R.G 1.152, 1996
4 Separate Cabinets

II. DPPS Design Features

1. System Description

The DPPS consists of Reactor Protection System (RPS) and Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS). The functions of RPS are to protect the nuclear fuel
design limits and reactor coolant system pressure boundary by tripping the reactor when
certain plant conditions approach safety system setpoints. Reactor trip is provided through an
interface with the reactor trip switch gear system. The PPS also provides assistance in
mitigating the consequences of accidents through actuation of separate Engineered Safety
Features (ESF) System.

The DPPS is comprised of four redundant channels (A, B, C and D as depicted on
Figure 1. KNGR DPPS Basic Block Diagram) that perform the necessary bistable,
coincidence, initiation logic and associated maintenance/test function. Four redundant
channels are provided to satisfy single failure criteria and improve plant availability. The
system includes four redundant Remote Control Modules located on the Main Control Room
panels.

A Bistable Logic receives a separate measurement of the process variable in each
channel. There is a separate bistable function per process variable. The bistable function
determines the trip state by comparing me measured process variable to predefined limits.
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The trip outputs from the Bistable Logic are provided to the Local Coincidence Logic
(LCL) and the three Cross Channel Communication (CCC) processors within the channel.
The LCL provides RT and ESFAS logic for the individual channel. The three CCC processors
provide a channel bistable trip status to the other redundant channels of the DPPS.

The LCL algorithm determines the state of the coincidence output based on the status
of the four trip inputs and their respective trip channel bypass inputs. The LCL produces a
trip signal if two or more of four inputs indicate a trip state. If a trip bypass is present, the
LCL logic is converted from 2 out of 4 coincidence to 2 out of 3 coincidence. The trip
channel bypasses are manually initiated in each channel from the Maintenance & Test Panel
(MTP).

Each trip channel bypass initiated from the MTP is sent to the Integrated Test
Processor (ITP) in the respective channel. Each ITP sends all its trip channel bypass status to
the ITP in the other three redundant channels. The ITPs monitor initiated trip channel
bypasses and perform verification as appropriate to determine which channel is bypassed for
the same trip parameter. This algorithm is repeated in the LCL to ensure that an ITP failure
can not cause an erroneous bypass condition and prevents the respective LCL being reduced
to less than two out of three coincidence.

CHANNEL A CHANNELB CHANNELC CHANNEL

PTP : PROTECTION PROCESSOR
ITP : INTEGRATED TEST PROCESSOR
CCCP : CROSS CHANNEL COMMUNICATION PROCESSOR.
OM : OPERATOR'S MOOLE
MTP : MAINTANANCE AND TEST PANEL

Fig 1. KNGR DPPS Basic Block Diagram

HARDWIRED CABLE
FIBER OPTIC CABLE
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2. Functional Diversity Consideration

The "defense-in-depth" approach for functional diversity in the design of the overall
KNGR DPPS is applied to address the potential for common mode failures. The trip
parameters are typically assigned to different analog input cards, Core Protection Calculator
System (CPCS) and Alternate Protection System (APS) based on functional diversity as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Trip Parameter Assignments

Trip Parameters

Excore Neutron Flux Linear Power
Excore Neutron Flux Log Power
Pressurizer Pressure (NR)
Pressurizer Pressure (WR)
Steam Gen. 1 Level (WR)
Steam Gen. 1 Level (NR)
Steam Gen. 2 Level (WR)
Steam Gen. 2 Level (NR)
Steam Gen. 1 Pressure
Steam Gen. 2 Pressure
Hi Containment Pressure (NR)
Hi Hi Containment Pressure (WR)
Steam Gen. 1 Delta P RCS Flow
Steam Gen. 2 Delta P RCS Flow
Refueling Water Tank Level
CEA Positions
RCS Temperatures
RCP Speed

DPPS
(Protection Processor)

AI Card 1
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

AI Card 2

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

CPCS

X

X

X
X
X

APS

X
X

X

X

A. Protection Processor Functional Diversity

Each DPPS channel includes redundancy and diversity for assignment of plant
signals to Protection Processor. For example, diverse channelized analog input signals are
assigned to independent analog input cards in a DPPS channel. Thus, single failure of an
analog input card will only affect a limited number of analog input signals.

B. CPCS Functional Diversity

The CPCS calculates the following trip demand signals:

• Lo Departure From Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)
• Hi Local Power Density (LPD)
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The DNBR and LPD calculations in the CPCS are performed by industrial VME bus
computer (Xycom XVME-655). These computers are diverse from the Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs) used for the Protection Processors. Functional diversity exists between
the trip algorithms of the Protection Processor and the CPC. The CPC algorithms are
programmed in "C" language while the Protection Processor algorithms are programmed in
function block language.

C. Alternate Protection System (APS) Functional Diversity

The APS is a two-channel Non-Safety related system that augments the Plant
Protection System (PPS) function by providing alternate means to trip the reactor and to
initiate a turbine trip and Auxiliary Feedwater System actuation which are diverse from
DPPS. The APS is originally designed for ATWS event and also can perform its function by
DPPS postulated failure such as common mode failure. Therefore, APS is another protection
barrier.

3. Common Mode Failure Consideration

The potential for common mode failure has become an important issue as the
software component of protection systems. This potential was not present in earlier analog
type protection systems because it could be usually assumed that common mode failure, if it
did occur, was due to slow process such as corrosion or premature wear-out. This assumption
is no longer true for systems containing software in the protection system.

The KNGR DPPS is PLC-based system that share processing functions (software)
and process equipment (hardware). Therefore, a hardware design error, a software design
error, or a software programming error may cause redundant equipment to fail. The use of
digital computer technology could result in safety-significant common mode failure. The
common mode failure could defeat the redundancy achieved by the hardware architectural
structure and result in the loss of more than one echelon of defense in depth provided by the
I&C system.

In the current KNGR design, manual initiation switches are provided on the Main
Control Board. It is assumed that a common mode failure of PLC hardware and/or software
occurs in the ESF-CCS, the actuation of the ESF equipment may not occur. Therefore, an
additional set of manual actuation switches should be provided in the main control room to
interface directly with the downstream of ESF-CCS as shown in Figure 2. This will ensure
that manual actuation of ESF equipment is available even with a common mode failure of
the DPPS and/or ESF-CCS.

Based on above descriptions, KNGR DPPS can meet the SECY-93-087 8>

requirements which address the defense against common mode failure in digital I&C system.

4. Advantages

The advantage of DPPS is enhanced testability, rapid fault identification, easy
configuration, improved MMI, and expandability. These features will provide an
improvement in plant availability. Summary of advantages is listed in the followings.
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Easy Configuration
Simplified Calibration and Scaling
Simplified Testing
Improved MMI
Reduced Spare Part
Flexibility

SETPOINT

Sensor Slonal

P P S

RTSG TRIP

System Level
Actuation

Component
Level

Actuation
Slonal

System Level
Manual S/W

ESFAS
Initiation
Signals
MSIS. CSAS
CIAS. SIAS
AFAS-1
AFAS-2

Manual
Initiation
Switch

LA.

System Level
Diverse

Manual S/W

Remote Manual
Actuation

Switch

MCR

Interposing
Relay

Component Level
Manual Switch

Figure 2. Diverse Manual ESF Control Function Block Diagram

III. PLC based DPPS Prototype

To demonstrate the design function of DPPS, single channel of DPPS prototype is
being developed as shown in Figure 3. And the development staging area and coding
example are shown in Figure 4. The DPPS prototype uses the ABB Master Advant
Controller 110 product line of PLC equipment.6) A detailed description of this equipment is
in reference 6.

1. Hardware Description

One channel of DPPS prototype includes Protection Processor, LCL processor, CCC
processor, Integrated Test Processor, Maintenance and Test Panel and Operator's Module
with Flat Panel Display.

• Backplane Chassis
PLC equipment chassis is designed to be panel mounted inside cabinet. It has
provisions for distribution of power and data bus signal transmission to and from its
installed modules. It contains slots for up to 10 modules.
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Central Processing Unit Module (PM)
This Module includes controller using 32bit Motorola Processor, with built in RAM and
flash PROM. The application program is stored in PROM. A battery is provided for
RAM backup power. Two front mounted serial port interfaces (9600 baud) are provided
to connect a programming workstation and exchanging data with personal computer.

Communication Interface Module (CI)
It is designed to interface with the other PLC controller processors using a proprietary
bus mastering, serial and high performance data transmission network with a speed of
1.5Mbit/s.

Analog Input Modules (AI)
This accepts up to 16 analog differential inputs per module, with 12 bit resolution.
Ranges from 0 - 2 0 mA and +/- 10 V.

Digital Input Modules (DI)
This accepts up to 32 digital inputs (24Vdc) per module. It includes input opto isolation,
contact bounce filtering, front module input status indicators.

Digital Output Modules (DO)
It provides up to 32 digital outputs (24Vdc) per module. It includes output opto
isolation, front module output status indicators.

Analog Output Modules (AO)
It provides up to 16 analog outputs per modules, with 12 bit resolution. Ranges from
0 - 20mA and 0 -10 V. It includes output opto isolation.

ESFACS CPC OIASJPS

i i i i
i i i i MAINTENANCE TEST PANEL OPERATORS MODULE REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL

PPS CHANNEL A

INTEGRATED TEST PROCESSOR

3 O O 5
a.

§
D

8 8 8 8

ecu—a

s O a o

Dam—-J -:

D-D

CCCPB CCCPC

a

PROTECTION B PROTECTION C PROTECTION 0

TO HTSS TO ESF-CCS

Fig 3. Prototype Configuration of KNGR DPPS
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The local DPPS man-machine interface is MTP and OM. It used to monitor DPPS
status, perform DPPS control functions. The MMI display equipment is typically composed
of the following equipment.

• Flat Panel Display (FPD)
It has color VGA, 11.6 " TFT, with touch screen. Serial Port, RS-232 and parallel port
are provided for the FPD interfaces.

• Industrial PC chassis
PC equipment chassis is designed to be panel mounted in the cabinet.

2. Software Description

Software is divided into two major categories: operating system software and
application software. Operating system software consists of PLC processor operating system,
input/output (I/O) handling, communications, and equipment self-test software.

Application software is programmed in ABB Master Programming Language
(AMPL). AMPL is based on software implemented by function blocks which are combined
with each other into programs which form a complete control function.

Fig 4. The View of Development Staging Area and Coding Example
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3. Communication Networks

The data communication in DPPS prototype consists of PLC network, CCC network
and ITP network.

• CCC Network
There is one CCC network per redundant DPPS channel. The network employs coaxial
cable, three fiber optic transmitters, and associated fiber optic cables to each of three
CCC processors. Fiber optic communications is used for the CCC network as shown on
Figure 3. It is a PLC proprietary high performance, 1.5 Mbit/s, serial data transmission
network with bus mastering called AF 100 Field Bus.

• PLC Internal Network
The PLC internal network connects all of the PLC stations in one channel. It allows
status and testing information to be provided from each station. Failure of this internal
network does not prevent the operation of the safety channel from performing its
intended safety function. The PLC internal network has no interconnection to any of the
other three redundant safety channels.

• ITP Network
The Integrated Test Processor (ITP) network is another network employing an
independent communication interface card which is capable of supporting 80 stations.
The ITP network is connected to the other DPPS channels through the use of dual
redundant fiber optics cables. ITP network provides the communication interface for
exchange of non-safety information between the PLC stations.

IV. Software Design

1. Software Program Manual

Reliable computer software is essential to the design and operation of the DPPS
equipment. The KNGR DPPS software is being designed, developed, tested and qualified in
accordance with Software Program Manual (SPM) for KNGR DPPS. The SPM is based on a
Software Life Cycle model consistent with industry standards, that includes the following
phases:

Requirements Analysis/Definition
Design
Implementation/Coding
Testing
Site Installation and Check out
Operations and Maintenance
Retirement

The SPM includes and describes the following basic elements:

A. Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP), which describes the process and practice
of developing and using software. The SQAP addresses standards, conventions, reviews,
problem reporting and other software quality issues.
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B. Software Verification and Validation Plan (SV&VP), which describes the method of
assuring correctness of the software.

C. Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP), which describes the method of
maintaining the software in and identifiable state during its generation and implementation.

D. Software Operations and Maintenance Plan (SO&MP), which describes recommend
software practices after delivery to the user organization.

2. Commercial Dedication

The PLC operating system and application programming tool software are procured
from the PLC hardware vendor. 1'he quality of this existing software is assured via a
commercial dedication process and the V&V program established by the SPM. The
commercial dedication process is composed of three phases:

A. A technical evaluation of the commercial grade component's ability to meet DPPS
functional and performance requirements.

B. Following procurement, an acceptance process is conducted, verifying that the
received components meet the requirements developed specifically for the component to be
dedicated.

C. Additional modifications, testing, analysis and controls may be performed as needed
for the DPPS Application.

3. Software Classification

For the purpose of describing software generation processes and methods, KNGR
SPM identifies systems and subsystems as one of the following classes:

• Protection (Safety Critical)
Software whose function is necessary to directly perform RPS functions, ESFAS
functions and/or safe shutdown functions

• Important to Safety
Software whose function is necessary to monitor or test protective functions

• Important to Availability
Software whose function is necessary to maintain plant operation

• General Purpose
Software that performs other than that described above previous classifications. This
class include tools that are used to develop/generate software in the other classifications,
but is not installed in the on-line plant system.

Throughout the SPM, distinctions are made based on the methods applied to each of
the above classes. Specific parts of the software in a system may be assigned to different
classes. DPPS software is classified as Table 3.
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Table 3. Software Classification

DPPS

Protection Processor
CCC Processor
MTP
ITP
Portable Engineering Work Station

Software Class

Protection
Protection
Protection/Important to Safety
Important to Safety
General Purpose

V. Summary

The PLC based KNGR DPPS is being developed and hardware prototype is installed
and software coding is started at this time. To increase the system reliability, hardware
functional diversity and strict software V&V activities are considered during the
development phase. For the common mode failure prevention, system level manual
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) initiation switch will be provided in the main control
board, and Alternate Protection System (APS) function may be expanded after completion of
defense in depth and diversity analysis. For the software classification, technical discussions
are continuing with Korean Regulatory Body.

The prototype development will be completed in the first half of 1999, and then detail
technical discussions will be conducted with Korean Regulatory Body, but a lot of
difficulties are expected in the software V&V activities.

After completion, KNGR DPPS will offer the enhanced surveillance test capability,
rapid fault identification, easy configuration, improved MMI and easy expandability.
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APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES TO LONG-TERM
MAINTENANCE OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Y. NOZAKI
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Kobe, Japan

Abstract

In the modem Japanese PWR nuclear power plants, it is necessary to take actions in a

long perspective toward a target of 60 years lifetime of power plant while performing

efficient upgrade and preventive maintenance of C & I systems as well as the whole plant

systems.

The first PWR Plant, Mihama Unit 1, started operation in 1970 and applied box type C

& I system (FOXBORO) which is in the first generation. The C & I system was already

replaced two times and at present the card type system is adopted. In other plants also their C

& I systems were renewed about 10 to 15 years after their operation starting.

At first, our design lifetime was 40 years, but now we have to consider that it will be

required 60 years. Then, systems should be renewed further two or three times respectively.

Therefore, for the system renewal in the existing plant, we must investigate its existing

system configuration and conditions in the plant fully and adopt and carry out advanced

technologies over a long period of time so as to shorten the manual inspection period.

1. Introduction

In Japan 23 PWR plants are currently under operation and three PWR plants are now

being planned for construction. However, it becomes difficult to construct a new nuclear

power plant year by year, and so it becomes important to maintain the PWR plants now under

operation properly and use them long. Therefore, at present some domestic users and MHI are

jointly planning the optimum maintenance plan of the instrumentation & control system that

considers the plant lifetime of 60 years.

Considering the lifetime of 60 years, it will be necessary to upgrade the system twice or

three times more.

However, the current way of updating leaves the following problems unsolved:

1) Lack of wiring facilities (for example cable tray, box out)

2) Degraded reliability due to deterioration of instrumentation & control system and
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cables.

3) It will be difficult to maintain a stable supply of parts.

4) Degraded maintainability and increased maintenance cost.

Therefore, the following advanced technologies should be introduced:

1) Digital control technique.

2) Intelligent field instrumentation & control technique.

3) Multiplex signal transmission technique.

These technologies should be utilized in the plant systems according to the following

steps:

Step 1 : Separation between Main and Local Area

(Terminal box should be installed outside of C & I cabinet room)

Step 2 : Upgrading of main control board and C&l cabinets.

Step 3 : Local level upgrading.

By these actions, it is possible to provide a surplus capability in attaining a plant

lifetime of 60 years, and upgrade the whole C & I system up to the field instruments.

2. Current Status of Domestic PWR Plants

2.1 Current Status of Domestic PWR Plants

23 PWR plants are classified into the following 4 generations according to their

ages: (See Fig. 1.)

(1) 1st Generation(1970 - 1979)

The reactor control & Protection system and turbine control system are both

configured in the analog and relay logic.

(2) 2nd Generation(1980 - 1989)

The reactor control & protection system and turbine control system are both

configured in the analog and relay logic. In some plants, however, the reactor

protection system applies the solid state logic, and auxiliary system applies the

digital control technology.

(3) 3rd Generation(1990- 1997)

As the digital control technology is developed, the reactor control system and
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turbine control system apply the digital control system in order to improve

reliability, operability and maintainability, while the reactor protection system

applies the analog and solid state logic.

(4) 4th Generation(Future)

For further improvement, digital systems are applied to the reactor protection

system. In addition, concerning the operations on the main control board,

conventional hard switches are replaced with the touch operation by CRT.

This realizes the integrated digital C & I system.

2.2 Experience of Replacing C & I Systems in Japan

(1) In all the plants of the 1st generation and some plants of the 2nd generation,

FOXBORD H-Line instruments, equivalent domestic box type instruments or

WH7300 Series card type instruments were introduced for analog protection

and control system. Due to the problems including increased product failure

and product supply, the domestic card type analog control system replaced the

older models having 10-15 years of operation record. 10 years have already

passed since earlier replacement. Some plants not replaced since start of

operation operate original systems for 13 years.

(2) In order to improve the availability of the Feed water control system, some

plants began to apply the digital control system having fault diagnosis function

for the backup of the analog control system since 1990.
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3. Current Problems

Especially in 11 plants having operated for about 20 years, the following problems have

already occurred, and so rapid planning of medium-and long-term maintenance plans should

be established:(See Fig. 2.)

CD Due to repeated improvement the central control boards, instrumentation and

wiring arrangement spaces have no margin to spare at all. It is impossible to cope

with any improvement of systems in future.

(D In comparison with the recent plants they have also problems in operation

operability of their central control board.

(3) Various systems have deteriorated and decrease of their reliability is feared.

® Deterioration is also feared for cables, especially those in harmful circumstances.

(5) Many products have already become impossible to be procured in the market, and it

is becoming difficult to obtain parts for replacement.

(6) Many components require much time for their maintenance and maintenance costs

are increasing year by year.

The lifetime of the instrumentation control system is normally considered to be 15 to 20

years. In the plants having operation careers of about 20 years, old instruments of the

FOXBORO type and consumables such as electromagnetic relays have already been replaced

fully. However, in consideration of their operation for remaining 40 years, their systems

should be renewed at least two times further in future. It is also considered that cables should

be replaced, depending on their working environment conditions.



Figure-2: Plant Condition after 20 Years Operation
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4. Advanced Technologies

In renewing the plant systems it is important to apply the advanced technologies and to

strive for improvement of reliability, long-term supply of maintenance parts, etc.

The advanced technologies that MHI is considering to apply to our PWR plants are as

follows :

(D Digital control technique (See Fig. 3)

a) Early failure detection through self-diagnosis

b) Reliability improvement through multiplex configuration

c) High computing placating capacity

d) Multiplex transmission capacity

e) Full automation of testing and calibration

f) On-line maintenance, etc.

(D Intelligent field local control technique

a) Multiplex transmission of signals

b) Improvement of controllability

c) Improvement of expandability

(3) Multiplex transmission technique

a) Technique applicable also to containment vessel inside

b) Simplification of cable renewal, etc.

(D Electric seismic accelerometer

a) Wide range measurement (max.2000gal)

b) 3 Dimensional measurement per 1 accelerometer

c) Easy alarm set-point setting by digital switch

d) Easy calibration by accessory tool

(D New differential pressure indicator with high reliability with micro sensor

a) Small size, light weight, and high stability

b) Low power consumption

c) Environment resistance

© Manual operated valve remote monitoring system

a) Non-contact detector eliminates mechanical troubles

b) High accuracy valve lift detection
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5. Apply to Existing Plants

It requires huge cost and time to renew the systems in the whole plant, and it is difficult

to renew all systems at a time. Therefore, it is realistic to renew them successively,

distributing their renewal works several periodical inspections.

In order to minimize the cost and period, it is the most important to optimize the

renewal order, considering the importance degrees of the systems and interface between the

systems.

MHI is now carrying out the concrete study in the direction to apply the above-

mentioned technologies and renew the electric instrumentation systems of the whole plant in

the following steps.

CD Step.l Separation between main and local areas (See Fig. 4.)

Before renewing the control hoards in the relay room, cables in the relay

room should be put in order at first. Then, cable for the new control boards

can be laid.

1) Identification of cables

2) The termination cabinet is installed outside the relay room.

3) The cables are cut at the outside of the relay room and connected to the

termination cabinet.

As an addition plus, we are planing following step in some plants for

rearrange trays and cables in C&I cabinets room.

4) All cables in the relay room are removed, (all cable trays are also

removed and new trays are installed.)

5) Multiconductor cables are laid from the termination cabinet to respective

control boards.

(2) Step 2 Upgrading of main control board and C & I cabinets (See fig.5.)

The C&I cabinets and central control boards are replaced with the digital

systems that the advanced technologies are applied to.

Renewal of the systems is to be planned so that interfacing between the

renewal systems will be easy and waste-free as much as possible.

a) Replacement of central control board (Touch operation type )

b) Application of integrated digital systems

c) Application of multiplex transmission systems
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Figure-5! Step2 (Upgrading of Main Contol Board and C&l Cabinets)
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Step 3 Local level upgrading

Local control cabinets and transmitters are replaced with the upgraded ones,

and also local instruments are replaced.

a) Digital intelligent local control cabinets

b) Intelligent sensors and actuators

c) Local level multiplexing

6. Conclusion

At present, for the domestic PWR plants, such point in time has come that the renewal

plan considering the plant lifetime of 60 years is to be planned and carried out instead of the

conventional replace plan for each control cabinet.

From a study of renewal procedure of instrumentation & control system , it is necessary

to step by step field work at each manual inspection period as follows:

Step.l Separation between main and local areas

Step 2 Upgrading of main control board and C & I cabinets

Step 3 Local level upgrading

By these actions, it is possible to provide a surplus capability in attaining a plant

lifetime of 60 years, and upgrade the whole C & I system up to the field instruments. It is also

possible to reduce the field work cost, maintenance cost and to short each inspection period.
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RETRANS - A TOOL TO VERIFY THE FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE
OF AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED SOURCE CODE WITH ITS
SPECIFICATION

H. MIEDL
Institut fur Sicherheitstechnologie (ISTec) GmbH
Garching, Germany

Abstract

Following the competent technical standards (e. g. IEC 880) it is necessary to verify each step
in the development process of safety critical software. This holds also for the verification of
automatically generated source code. To avoid human errors during this verification step and
to limit the cost effort a tool should be used which is developed independently from the
development of the code generator. For this purpose ISTec has developed the tool RETRANS
which demonstrates the functional equivalence of automatically generated source code with its
underlying specification.

Introduction

Along with the technological change in instrumentation and control technique in all
industries, analogous (hardwired) systems are presently more and more replaced by digital,
mostly computer based systems. This concerns increasingly also I&C functions important to
safety in nuclear power plants.

An important feature of the computer based instrumenation and control technique is the
realisation of functionality by software. The software development process is often
characterised by the automatic generation of source code from a formal specification which
is stored in a database. Therefore, an important part within the software life cycle is taken
over by a code generator (see fig. 1).

Within ISTec a method was developed to demonstrate the correct transformation of a formal
specification into source code (i. e. the correct performance of the code generator). The
basic concept is the analysis of the generated source code to reconstruct its inherent
functionality and to compare it with its underlying specification to demonstrate functional
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equivalence between both. During the analysis of the source code no transformation rules of
a specific code generator are considered, rather the analysis is based on the structure of the
generated source code only. The information gathered during analysis of the generated
source code about its inherent functionality can be used in addition for plausibility controls
with regard to redundancies. This supports the discovery of possible specification errors.
Furthermore, the tool reveals inconsistencies, both in the source code and the database of
the specification. In the database redundant information is checked for conformance. The
source code is examined with regard to the conformance of the code with the syntactical
requirements of its program structure.

technical process specification

software specification

code generator

software design

software implementation

source code

object code

Fig. 1: Software development process (code generation skips several steps of a conventional
software development process)

Digital I&C system TELEPERM XS

The digital I&C system TELEPERM XS of Siemens/KWU uses for the specification and
implementation of the software for the processing of I&C functions on computers an inhouse
developed tool, SPACE (specification and coding environment). With the assistance of a
graphical interface (SPACE editor), I&C functions (functional diagrams FD) -.re constructed
from prefabricated, normed basic elements (function blocks FB) and are organised as groups
(functional diagram groups FDG) which are executed cyclically on single processing units
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(see fig. 2). These graphical specifications are stored in the form of database tables (SPACE
database), that contain - in the sense of a formal specification - already the complete
information for the functionality of the computer programs. The associated code generation is
based only on the database tables, and uses and includes only prefabricated FB modules
and declaration files. Following predefined rules the code generator creates automatically the
C programs (FD and FDG modules).
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Fig. 2: Pseudo functional diagram

Therefore an important part of the application software development within the software life
cycle is performe-:' by a specific tool (FDG code generator). Besides the adequate
specification of the FD and FDG (reproducing the requirements of the technical process) and
the correct implementation of the basic elements (FB), the proper operation of the application
programs (FD and FDG modules ) depends additionally on the reliable operation of the FDG
code generator. Therefore, qualifying the I&C application program as a primary aim has to be
done by the verification of the transformation procedure of the code generator.

This task is taken over by the tool RETRANS.

Concept of RETRANS

The basic concept of the tool RETRANS is the reverse transformation of the functions
contained the generated C source codes (FD and FDG modules) into a form which enables
an automatic analysis of the equivalence with the original specification presented in the form
of database tables. That means, RETRANS does not rely on the rules of the FDG code
generator, rather it relies on the program structure of the FD and FDG modules and on the
data model of the SPACE database (see fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Concept of the tool RETRANS
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As a result of the reverse transformation step a file is created from every FDG module and
FD module which contains a complete description of its function (see fig. 3). The form of
these files is already processed for the following comparison with the database tables of the
specification and is structured according to analysis items which are character strings of C
source code. The comparison of the analysis items with the SPACE database is performed
with respect to consistency and completeness. RETRANS generates analysis protocols, both
on screen and in paper form.

The following analysis items are investigated:

- internal FDG identification string

- external FDG identification string

- input function of the FDG module

- route function of the FDG module

- output function of the FDG module

- period of the FDG

- compute function of the FDG module

- internal FD identification string

- external FD identification string

- not connected FB input ports of the FD modules

- not connected FB output ports of the FD modules

- unchangeable FB parameters of the FD modules

- changeable FB parameters of the FD modules

- compute function of the FD module

The functional diversity of the tool RETRANS from the FDG code generator, i. e the
independence from its transformation rules for code generation, enables the tool to reveal
errors in these rules which could not be detected by a tool using the inverted generation rules
for the reverse transformation.

Furthermore RETRANS creates during the reverse transformation among other findings
intermediate result files which represent in a compact form the FD and their functionality.
These intermediate results can be used to apply tool based plausibility controls on redundant
FD to detect potential specification errors as for example deviations in parameter values.

Summarising the essential performances of the software analysis tool RETRANS can be
described as follows:
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- automatic comparison of the specification of the application programs stored in a
database with the functionality of the automatically generated C source code.

- hints for the analyser with respect to the plausibility of FB parameters in redundant
channels.

- hints concerning inconsistencies in the database.

- hints concerning inconsistencies in the C source code.

Example

An example demonstrates the use of RETRANS. It is taken from the TELEPERM XS
laboratory system of GRS/ISTec. The error detected by RETRANS was forced on purpose.

Fig. 4 shows a part of a functional diagram. It is a test function to switch a lamp on and off.
After code generation it was decided to change the parameter f i_ i_ i to the value of 2
seconds. This change was done with the SPACE editor but without new generation of the
software. Therefore, the old source code (see fig. 5) and the database entries are different in
the parameter f i _ i _ i .
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Figure 4: Example functional diagram with changed parameter
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* file
* function

*.FD fd_id
* FD KKS
* FD version
* FD changed

fd_3.c
i_fd 3 Compute

GRS01SW201
01.00
07.05.97 11:03:37

* FDG generator version: 02.20
* FDG generator changed: 09.01.97
* File generation date : 12.05.97 16:59:21

*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Initialisation of internal FD identification string */
tatic const fdIdString_t fd_3_lntldent_p =
/* "FD<fd_id>/<fd_version>/<fd_changded>/ */
/* <fd_generator_version>/<fd_generatcr_changed>" */
"FD00003/01.00/07.05.97/02.20/09.01.97";

/* Initialisation of changeable FB parameters */
tatic const fd_3_CParams_t fd_3_CFaramsConst = {
/* <param_value> , <type>_<fb_seq>_<param_nr> */
1.0, /* fl_0_l */
1.0, /* fl 1 1 */

* Function implementing the FD module */

oid i_fd_3_Compute()

static const fb_353_t locFb_l = ( /* Name "OFFDELAY", loc_id 6, Page 1 */

&fd3CParams.f111,

/* Call FB modules: */

r = g_fb_353 ( &locFb_l ) ; /* OFFDELAY , 1, 4A */
if (r != OK) i_fdgAppendFbRetCcde( 3, 1, r );

} /* i fd 3 Compute() */

Figure 5: Source code of the functional diagram before changing the parameter (partly)
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( fdg_id):
(fdgversion)
(fdgchanged):
(cg_version)
(eg changed)
(fdidstring)

Funktionsplangruppe: 14
Fehlerccde 11 mit 07.05.97 und

( fdginput):

0014
01.01

07.05.97
02.20

09.01.97
FD00003/01.00/07.05.97/02.20/0 9.01.97

14.10.97

3 CSignals.bsZ 4/bsInitError
( fdginput): 3_CSignals.bsZ 4/t 101 bsZ I.s/bsInitError/t_101_bsZ_4
( fdginput):
( fdginput): 3 CSignals.bsZ

( fdgoutput):
( fdgoutput)
( fdgoutput)
( fdgoutput)
(fltastring)
( fdpartO)

( plan id):
(fd version):
(fd_changed):

Funktionsplan: 3
Fehlercode 1 mit 07.05.97 und

(eg version):
(eg changed)
(fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
( usignals)
( usignals)
( ysignals)
( cparams)
( cparams)

Funktionsplan: 3
Fehlercode 50 mit 1.0 und 2.0

( compute):
( compute)
( compute)
( compute)
( compute)
( compute)

( assign4):
( assign4):
( assign4):

Uialyse erfolgreich beendet! Es

3 CSignals.bsZ 16/bsInitError
_16/t_101_bsZ_16.s/bsInitError/t_101_bsZ_16

d 20046->bs 2/3 CSignals.bsZ_ll
d 20046->bs_3/3 CSignals.bsZ_6
d_2004 6->bs_4/3_CSignals.bsZ_19
d 20046->bs 5/3 CSignals.bsZ 20

flta/0.025
3 Compute

00003
01.00

07.05.97

L4.10.97

02.20
09.01.97

302/01.00/30.03.93
351/01.00/16.08.93
353/01.00/18.01.94
354/01.00/18.01.94
356/01.00/18.01.94

bs 302 1/0/0
bs 302 2/0/0

ms 2 5
fl 0 1/1.0
fl_l_l/1.0

fb_354
CSignalse.bsL_13_2
CSignalsa.bsL 0_2

CParams.fl_0_l
DParams.ui 0 1

fb_302

302/11
302/12

351_w/13

wurden 3 Unstimmigkeiten entdeckt

Figure 6: RETRANS analysis protocol (partly)
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The RETRANS analysis protocol (Fig. 6) shows three anomalies. The first one was found in
the functional diagram group 14 and shows different dates of changing the functional
diagram 3 (Fehlercode 11). The second one was found in the functional diagram 3 and
shows also the different dates of changing the functional diagram 3 (Fehlercode 1). It is the
same detected cause of the first anomaly. The third one (Fehlercode 50) shows the
difference of the value of "fl_1_1" 1.0 in the program and 2.0 in the database (and that
means in the graphical representation).

In this example the failure is corrected by a new code generation.

Another example shall demonstrate the operation of the plausibility control with regard to
redundancies.

Vergleich von Plan 1 (KKS 1) und Plan 2 (KKS 2) beginnt
FPG-Id zu Plan 1: 1 und Name zu Plan 1: HKMP 1
FPG-Id zu Plan 2: 2 und Name zu Plan 2: HKMP 1

txArray_fbseq_l/ (fbseq 0)
fl_fbseq_2/0.0 (fbseq 0)
fl_fbseq_3/50 (fbseq 0)

fl_fbseq_4/0.0 (fbseq 0)
fl_fbseq_5/500 (fbseq 0)

txArray_fbseq_l/FB5 (fbseq 1)
fl fbseq_2/220 (fbseq 1)

WARNING ********** (fbseq 1):

Vergleich von Datei 1 und Datei 2 beendet

(fbseq
', fbseq
[ fbseq
(fbseq
[fbseq
(fbseq
(fbseq

0) :
0) :
0) :
0) :
0) :
1) :
1) :

txArray_fbseq_l/
fl_fbseq_2/0.0
fl_fbseq_3/50

fl_fbseq_4/0.0
fl_fbseq_5/500

txArray_fbseq_l/FB5
fl_fbseq_2/220

fl_fbseq_3/25.5 no match

Vergleich von Plan 2 (KKS 2) und Plan 1 (KKS 1) beginnt
FPG-Id zu Plan 2: 2 und Name zu Plan 2: HKMP 1
FPG-Id zu Plan 1: 1 und Name zu Plan 1: 4 HKMP 1

(fbseq
(fbseq
(fbseq
(fbseq
(fbseq
(fbseq
(fbseq

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
1)
1)

txArray_fbseq_l/
fl_fbseq_2/0.0
fl_fbseq_3/50

fl_fbseq_4/0.0
fl_fbseq_5/500

txArray_fbseq_l/FB5
fl_fbseq_2/220

********** WARNING

(fbseq 0)
(fbseq 0)
(fbseq 0)
(fbseq 0)
(fbseq 0)
(fbseq 1)
(fbseq 1)

(fbseq 1):

txArray _fbseq_l/
fl_fbssq_2/0.0
fl_fbseq_3/50

fl_fbseq_4/0.0
fl_fbseq_5/500

txArray_fbseq_l/FB5
fl_fbseq_2/220

fl_fbseq_3/5.5 no match

Fig. 7: Comparison protocol of the plausibility control

In fig. 7 an example comparison protocol of the plausibility control with regard to two
redundant FD, FD 1 and FD 2, is presented. There are appropriate tools for the automatic
creation of such a comparison protocol. At first the parameter values of FD 1 are compared
with FD 2 and finally the parameter values of FD 2 with FD 1. Both comparisons yield two
warnings. Evidently both FD differ in one parameter value (see "Warnings": parameter 25.5 *
5.5). Whether this is an error or an intentional deviation has to be clarified with the developer
of the FD, of course. Thus the plausibility control generates hints at potential specification
errors in redundant FD.
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Summary

RETRANS was developed on a HP workstation under HP-UX Release 9.05. At the moment
the tool runs under HP-UX 10.20. The source code of the RETRANS consists of about 9000
lines of code. The amount of run-time for the analysis already conducted has been between
45 h and 75 h.

The tool RETRANS distinguishes 129 inconsistencies during the analysis of the FDG
modules and 100 inconsistencies during the analysis of the FD modules.

RETRANS has been tested in detail with extensive data including such from real applications
in nuclear power plants.

According to the state of the art, national and international standards require the verification
of each step in the software development process (see fig. 1). Of course the development
step of automatic code generation has to be verified too. RETRANS assists in performing the
required verification step of the application software that is used for the realisation of I&C
functions in TELEPERM XS systems for safety relevant applications completely and reliable.
On the contrary to alternative assessment techniques as the manual code
analysis/inspection the tool-based assessment offers - with complete verification of the
source code against the underlying specification - not only a considerable reduction of effort
(cost advantage) but also avoids human factor problems which will appear during manual
verification of extensive source codes.

The application of RETRANS is foreseen for the new digital I&C systems of the nuclear
power plants FRM-II, Paks and Bohunice. Further, its usage for the new digital I&C technique
system of Beznau is planned.
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REVEAL - A TOOL FOR RULE DRIVEN ANALYSIS
OF SAFETY CRITICAL SOFTWARE

H. MIEDL, M. KERSKEN
Institut fur Sicherheitstechnologie (ISTec) GmbH
Garching, Germany

Abstract

As the determination of ultrahigh reliability figures for safety critical software is hardly
possible, national and international guidelines and standards give mainly requirements for the
qualitative evaluation of software. An analysis whether all these requirements are fulfilled is
time and effort consuming and prone to errors, if performed manually by analysts, and should
be dedicated to tools as far as possible instead. There are many "general-purpose" software
analysis tools, both static and dynamic, which help analyzing the source code. However, they
are not designed to assess the adherence to specific requirements of guidelines and standards in
the nuclear field. Against the background of the development of I&C systems in the nuclear
field which are based on digital techniques and implemented in high level language, it is
essential that the assessor or licenser has a tool with which he can automatically and uniformly
qualify as many aspects as possible of the high level language software. For this purpose the
software analysis tool REVEAL has been developed at ISTec and the Halden Reactor Project.

Introduction

Following the technological development in the I&C field, analogous techniques are
more and more replaced by digital systems in almost every industry. Surveillance and
recording tasks are already taken over by computerised systems in nuclear power
plants. Digital systems are even used in safety relevant applications, where the effort
for qualification is very high. An essential feature of digital systems is the
implementation of the required functionality by software. (The process of software
development is often characterised by the automatic generation of high level language
source code from formal application-oriented specification techniques.)

As the determination of ultrahigh reliability figures for safety critical software is hardly
possible, national and international guidelines and standards give mainly requirements
for the qualitative evaluation of software. This means that these guidelines and
standards present plenty of requirements on properties which should be inherent in
software and others that should not. An analysis whether all these requirements are
fulfilled is time and effort consuming and prone to errors, if performed manually by
analysts, and should be dedicated to tools as far as possible instead. Some of those
requirements are based on syntactical or notational properties that can be measured
and collected automatically by a software analysis tool. There are many "general-
purpose" software analysis tools, both static and dynamic, which help analyzing the
source code, e.g., by presenting the control flow graph or by performing data flow
analysis. However, they are not designed to assess the adherence to specific
req':rements of guidelines and standards in the nuclear field. Against the background
of the development of I&C systems in the nuclear field which are based on digital
techniques and implemented in high level language, it is essential that the assessor or
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licensor has a tool with which he can automatically and uniformly qualify as many

aspects as possible of the high level language software.

For this purpose the software analysis tool REVEAL has been developed at ISTec and

the Halden Reactor Project.

System Overview

REVEAL is based on static analysis of the control flow and data flow of high level

language source code.

Its principal aim is the automatic check of conformance of the source code with given

recommendations and requirements as stated in specific guidelines and standards.

This will relieve the assessor or licensor from tedious and error prone work and

guarantee the assessment to be objective and uniformly performed with acceptable

effort.

To make REVEAL applicable to high level languages in general, the analysis kernel

works on the control flow, data flow and software metric's information, firstly extracted

from the high level language source code. The following diagram sketches the

structure of REVEAL:

high level
language
source code

data flow
information

/ control flow
1 information

software
metrics

analysis kernel
guidelines
and
standards
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On the right hand side of the diagram the collection of specific requirements as stated

in the guidelines and standards are to be seen. These input components have to be

designed flexibly allowing the user to select project specific standards from the whole

set of standards. In addition, the integration of new standards into the whole set of

standards or the removal of obsolete ones requires the flexibility of this component.

The analysis kernel consists of the following main modules:

- control flow analysis

~ call graph analysis

- data flow analysis

- rule-driven analysis (i. e., conformance with guidelines and standards)

- software metrics analysis

These analysis will support an assessor of safety critical software in:

understanding of the high level source code,

comparison of the functionality represented by the source code against the

specification,

detecting violations of standards and guidelines for coding,

definition of test strategies and test cases,

identification of source code metrics for software attributes that may serve as

acceptance or non-acceptance criteria.

Development of Front-ends

REVEAL is designed in a way that a common processing and analysis kernel can be

used for different programming languages. At the moment there is a front-end for C

source codes.

The front-ends take over the language-dependent part of the analysis, that means they

process the source code following a certain set of rules and they pass it to the analysis

kernel using a common interface. Furthermore, they have to recognize, to collect and

store basic metrics in a common database. To minimize the effort for the front-end

tools for lexical analysis and parser generation, PC based versions of the standard

UNIX tools LEX and YACC were used.
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Definition of the Interface between the Front-ends and the Analysis Kernel

The output of the front-ends is stored in a common format which is also defined

according to the necessities of the analysis kernel.

The output includes:

a) an extended cross-reference list to enable the data flow analysis, i. e. a description

of all identifiers of the source code, together with their appearance of declaration

(line number), the type of identifiers (pointer, function, "simple variable", ...), the

data type information, its nesting level, the module name it belongs to, and its

dimension, if it is an identifier of a compound data type like an array or pointer.

Moreover, the definition and reference of each identifier is captured by the front-end of

REVEAL collecting the following information:

- the line number,

the type of operation (e. g. initialization, function call, assignment, logical

operation, ...), and

the nesting level.

The nesting level of struct or union components is also taken into consideration.

e.g.

struct s {

}

is mapped into

s

U
s1

name_2

address_2

str1_1

str

int i;

struct s1 {char *name, *address;} str1;

str;

struct

int

struct

char pointer

char pointer

struct s1

struct s

b) a graphical description of the source code for the control flow and call graph

analysis, the call graph information consists of the module names (i. e. functions

and procedures of the source code program), their number of nodes (i. e. number
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of statements) and their sequence within the source code file. The hierarchy of the

modules, i. e. the connections between modules, is represented by the following

relation:

< calling module > <called module>

e. g.:

main f1

main f2

f1 f2

That means, that the module "main" calls the modules " f1" and "f2" and "f2" is also

called by "f1".

The flow graph information consists of the node list (i. e. a list of the line numbers of the

statements of a module) and a relation between these nodes, which represents the

edges of the control flow graph. If there is more than one statement per line, the line

number is extended by a character suffix to differentiate between the statements.

e.g.:

Node list

1

2a, 2b

3

4

Edges

1, 2a

2a, 2b

2b, 3

3,4

The example shows a simple linear sequence of statements whereby two statements

exist in line 2.

A large number of competent guidelines and standards were reviewed to identify those

which contain recommendations or requirements on coding. The next step was to

extract these recommendations or requirements which can be checked automatically
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and to structure them accordingly. They were put into a hierarchical structure of topics.

The top level of this structure is the following:

Topic 1: readability aspects

Topic 2: data structure

Topic 3: program structure

Topic 4: interaction with other systems

These topics are structured into subtopics, as e. g.

Topic 1.1 program lay-out

Topic 1.2 modularity

Topic 1.3 module size

Topic 1.4 line structure

etc.

The recommendations or requirements on coding are appointed to these subtopics, as

e.g.

Topic 1.3 module size

R1 No module should exceed a limited specified size.

R2 A program or a program part should be broken down into smaller

units when it contains more than 100 executable statements.

R3 A program with more than 200 lines of code should be divided into

smaller units.

R4 Each module should occupy at most two pages.

R5 Keep procedure length small (e. g. < 50 lines of executable code).

The requirements R1 to R5 are taken from different guidelines and standards. Of

course REVEAL keeps a record about that. For each subtopic the recommendations or

requirements have been analyzed and processed to identify their goal, the procedure

how to analyze them and the output of their analysis.
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In the following this is shown for topic 1.3 module size:

a) No module should exceed a limited specified size

Goal:

Function size shouldn't exceed a certain limit (e. g. 100 lines)

Proceeding:

Extract from each flow graph file the name of the function and the line numbers of

the startnode and endnode respectively.

Output:

List of functions with their sizes (in terms of number of lines), and the line

numbers of the startnode and endnode of the function; functions which exceed

the default limit should be highlighted.

b) A program or a program part should be broken down into smaller units if it

contains more than 100 executable statements.

Goal:

The number of statements of each function should be less or equal 100.

Proceeding:

Determine for each function the number of statements (the number of statements

correspond to the number of flow graph nodes).

Output:

"yes" resp. "fulfilled" for each function of less or equal 100 statements, otherwise,

a list of those functions which have more than 100 statements with the actual

number of statements, the line number of the startnode and the endnode.

Such an algorithmic description has been given for all recommendations or

requirements of the four topics. Each recommendation or requirement corresponds to a

module of the analysis kernel. The following figure shows a screen dump of the

graphical user interface of the tool REVEAL.
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A HULA Center

return(svar.sll.d):

Hem Z^~-'-'~"-<~ -JWoimaUon
char h[50],
inc i = 0,
int j;

lame (ID)
Function (FK)
Jesting level (BS)
Line number (NR|
Type qualifier (TQO)
Storage class (SSP)
Type specifier (TSP)

XExceect ' " 7 " " ' **"[ feineN^ie-PopUp-Na. | S] Explorer-Hlla ||^Center 1601

Concluding Remarks:

During analysis of the coding requirements from different guidelines and standards no

explicit contradictions were found, but there are sometimes differences in their rigour

(e. g. prohibited, avoided, limited,...).

To make REVEAL more flexible it is foreseen that the user can incorporate his "own"

guidelines and standards. That also implies the possibility to select certain set of

standards and even single requirements from the whole set of standards to be applied

to the source code.

Summarizing, it can be said, that REVEAL assists in the qualification of digital system

to be used in safety relevant applications where the qualification of software is of

special importance. Especially the adherence to implementation requirements is

assessed in a completeness and depth which can hardly be achieved by manual

assessment.
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SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION

Prepared by the session Chairperson Prof. B. Wahlstrom

The IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Design and Assessment of Instrumentation and Control
Systems in NPP Coping with Rapid Technological Change arranged in Garching, Germany 6-
8 October was a success. At the meeting a total of 16 papers were presented and discussed. A
total of 41 experts from 16 countries and from one international organisation attended the
meeting. The meeting once again demonstrated the value of an open exchange of information
between experts from different countries and different organisations. The presentations
covered a wide range of subjects from very specific solutions, licensing principles, regulatory
approaches, methods and tools to be used in various stages of a concrete project and research
needs to be addressed in a medium time frame. The presentations clearly showed that the
digital I&C systems have made further progress from a point only few years back when some
hesitation was expressed towards an application of the new technology. The presentations
showed clearly that digital programmable systems are used both for safety related and safety
systems. Many of the speakers pointed out several benefits of the new systems as compared
with old analogue technology. Some of the earlier concerns, which have been connected to
system complexity and the presentation of convincing safety evidence in a licensing process,
were shown to be possible to tackle with a combination of new methods and tools. One of the
specific subjects of the meeting, the possibilities to cope with rapid technological change was
addressed only implicitly in the presentations. Some attempts to find invariants such as the
functional specifications were mentioned at the final discussions as successful solutions of
this difficult issue.

The year 2000 (y2k) issue in computer based systems was discussed at some length at the
meeting. It is a very clear consensus among all experts in the I&C field that this issue does not
represent a direct safety concern on the operating NPPs in the world. There are however due
to various interactions between non safety systems some indirect concerns to be raised. For
instance there are a large amount of non-safety systems that are relying on computers and a
simultaneous break down of all these systems may influence the operation of nuclear power
plants which are connected to the grid at the moment of discontinuity. All nuclear regulators
in the OECD countries have brought this issue to the attention of their licensees. The licensees
are also supposed to report back on their actions in response to this issue. The meeting gave
an assurance from several IAEA member states that the y2k-issue is tackled in a systematic
way. There is a considerable amount of information on how to address this issue which has
been made available through various public channels. Two upcoming experts meetings one
arranged by IAEA in Vienna November 1998 and the second by OECD/NEA in Canada 8-10
February 1999 will also address the y2k-issue. The issue is however a good example of the
complexity of computerised systems and it can serve as an event of caution for the computer
community which is involved in safety concerns.

In the final discussion a few more issues of concern within the I&C area were lifted up. One
issue is connected to the more general problem of maintaining competency in the nuclear
industry. Many organisations have been downsizing and in that process quite a lot of skills can
be lost. There 's a continuous challenge to attract young and bright engineers to the nuclear
field and to properly utilise the corporate memory in their training.
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There have been various problems in licensing safety related systems in some of the IAEA
member countries. The meeting did not discuss these problems in detail, but some of the
presentations gave reference to solutions with which some problems may have been abated, hi
the discussions some views on the possibility to give believable estimates of the reliability of
software based systems were exchanged. One view was that it is necessary to create some
method to give these estimates and another view was that it hardly will be possible. There was
however a consensus that this issue has to be researched and one possibility is that IAEA
would initiate a co-ordinated research programme on this issue. A large consensus was also
found that this issue would be necessary to address in a high level specialists meeting within a
few years time.

The nuclear I&C cannot diverge from the main stream development of I&C in the
conventional industry. Unfortunately the nuclear industry is sometimes seen to be too special
and too small to be interesting for the major I&C vendors. If it would be possible to convey an
understanding that the needs of the nuclear industry to some extent can be shared by the
conventional industry, there might be a better possibility to reflect them in the design of the
new systems. If this view can be anchored among the developers of the I&C systems it would
be far easier to carry out the licensing process which to a large part relies on evidence
collected during the systems design process. There are however prospects that a better
understanding may develop for the safety issues within the conventional industry.

A very urgent problem connected to modernization were brought up. There is always a
problem of modifications in a plant built to an earlier standard. In these plants the cabling
represent a special problem. Sometimes the cabling drawings are not detailed enough and
sometimes there are even inaccuracies in the plant documentation. There are often couplings
between functions and systems in the cabling dispatching areas which are dissolving the
requirement on separation and defence in depth. These problems have been recognised in
some of the IAEA Member States and remedies have been created. There might be a benefit
on an exchange of those relatively straightforward ideas for system improvements in. One
specific problem in modernization is that the plant design base may not be documented
explicitly enough. In these case there may be a considerable effort to regenerate the design
basis.
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YEAR 2000 PROBLEM IMPACT ON
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Jerry L. Mauck, Section Chief
Instrumentation & Controls Branch
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Slide 2
• NRC consideration of Year 2000 problem in nuclear power plants began in

1996

- Discussions with licensees and vendors of safety related computer
systems and review of available information

- Resulted in issuance of NRC Information Notice 96-70, "Year
2000 Effect on Computer System Software," December 24, 1996

Slide 3
• NRC understanding of Year 2000 problem impact on nuclear power plants

- No Year 2000 problem in safety-related (reactor protection)
instrumentation and control systems

• Majority are hard-wired analog systems - no software

• No date-related problem in those few digital safety-related
systems

• No reports of defects or failures under 10 CFR Part 21 or 10 CFR
50.72 and 50.73

Slide 4
- Other important but not safety-related systems needed for continued

safe operation are impacted

• Security

• Emergency response data collection
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Radiation monitoring/control

Surveillance tracking

Control for normal operations - feedwater, control rods, turbine

External (communication, parts supply)

Slide 5

• NRC regulatory responsibility

- Nuclear reactor safety

• Ability to safely shutdown and maintain shutdown

• Year 2000 problem has extended NRC concern to safe operation
availability of electric grid

• External influences

- Congress
- President's Council on Year 2000 Conversion

Slide 6
• Agreement by Nuclear Energy Institute (NIFI) to undertake Year 2000

problem initiative - Early 1997

- Joint task group with Nuclear Utilities Software Management Group
(NUSMG)

• Issuance of NEI/NUSMG 97-07 "Nuclear Utility Year 2000
Readiness," October 1997, which provides guidance on
implementation of a program to address the Year 2000 problem

• No feedback of licensee plans

Slide 7
• Generic Letter 98-01, "Year 2000 Readiness of Computer Systems at

Nuclear Power Plants," May 11, 1998 - requires two licensee responses
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Licensee confirmation of Year 2000 program such as NEI/NUSMG
97-07 - 90 days from date of GL 98-01

• Inventory (scoping) and prioritization
• Assessment
• Remediation
• Validation testing
• Notification

Slide 8
- Additional considerations

• Contingency planning
• Risk management
• Business continuity

- Licensee confirmation of Year 2000 readiness of facility - July 1, 1999

• Compliance with license and NRC regulations with respect to Year
2000 problem

• Schedule of any remaining readiness actions
• Assurance of reactor safety - safe shutdown capability

Slide 9
- Licensee response to first GL 98-01 required submittal - August 1998

• All licensees are implementing the industry Year 2000 program
guidance in NEI/NUSMG 97-07

• Licensee Year 2000 programs address key areas (e.g. inventory,
assessment and remediation) and additional considerations (e.g.
contingency planning, risk management and business continuity)

- NEI/NUSMG 98mO7 "Nuclear Utility Year 2000 Readiness Contingency
Planning" issued August 1998

Slide 10
- NRC followup of licensee actions via sample audits beginning in September

1998

• 12 sites in various regions
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• Selection based on response to GL 98-01, input from resident inspectors,
other information

• Conducted by instrumentation and controls staff from NRC headquarters

• Audit findings will determine need for further NRC action

• Results shared with industry at workshop Fall 1998

Slide 11
- Audit focus

• Implementation of program elements -inventory (including embedded
systems), assessments and corrective actions (including validation testing)

• Program status, progress and schedules

• Temporary and compensatory measures, "work arounds," and contingency
plans

• Actions needed to reestablish current plant licensing basis

Slide 12
• Subsequent actions

- NRC action on an individual plant basis as necessary based on second
GL 98-01 response and other input

• Decision by September 30, 1999 to allow time for any needed
licensee contingencies

• Licensees needing license amendments for technical specification
changes or where unreviewed safety questions arise should allow
sufficient time for NRC review and approval

Slide 13

• Summary of NRC Year 2000 problem efforts

- Reactor licensee responses to GL 98-01

• Confirmation of program has been provided August 1998
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• Confirmation of facility readiness - July 1999

- Followup sample audits - September 1998 thru February 1999

- Determination of plant specific action as necessary M September 1999
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TEST PROCEDURES ON THE OBJECT CODE OF I&C
SAFETY SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

E-U. MAINKA, D. HAAKE
TUV Nord, Hamburg
Germany
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Test procedures on the object code of I&C safety systems software

• I&C system TELEPERM XS

• Assessment procedure and assessors

• V&V steps

• Static analyzer toolset CATS

• Assessment steps based on static object code analysis

• Configuration test tool

• Object code based configuration check

• Summary

Gruppe Rechnergestiitzte Systeme 04.10.98 / Dr.Haa, Mai
Vorirag zum IAEA specialists meeting 6.-8.10.98,
Folie 1
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I&C system TELEPERM XS (TXS). Siemens AG

TXS is a distributed I&C system designed for applications important to safety in NPP
TXS consists of
• about 20 different hardware modules, among them

1 microprocessor based processing module and
2 different microprocessor based communication modules

• about 15 software components, among them •
the application independent system software components «•
the application dependent software components

Most of system software components run on processing modules and communication
modules, some of them only on processing modules or communication modules

Application independent system software is mainly specified and implemented
manually.

Application software (plant specific functionality) is graphically specified and
automatically generated by code generators.

Gruppe Rechnergestutzte Systeme 04.10.98 / Dr.Haa, Mai
Vortrag zum IAEA specialists meeting 6.-8.10.98,
Folie 2
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Assessment procedure and assessors

In addition to Software quality management and V&V activities to be performed and
documented by the developer the qualification for safety applications in NPP according
to the German law includes a two-step assessment by an independent test organisation:

• Application independent module type test + application independent system
(integration) test and

• Plant specific checks and tests

These assessment activities were ordered by ,,Bayrisches Staatsministerium fur
Landesentwicklung und Umweltfragen" as licensing authority in Bavaria.
Assessor organisations were

GRS (main contractor)
ISTec (project leader software)
TUV Nord e.V. (software, project leader hardware)
TUV Rheinland (hardware)
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II

Static analyzer toolset CATS
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Application fields of CATS

• Analysing of program code written in assembler

• Verification of consistency between code documentation and executable code

• Verification of global code features like

• Usage of resources (memory, I/O ports)

• Function/procedure nesting (code sharing, calling depth)

• Evaluation of runtime behavior

• Verification of compilation and linking procedures

• Evaluation of program metrics
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Objectcode based assessment activities

Analysis of self test code (system software, manually implemented, partly in assembler)
Aim: Formal check of code quality, functional check on complete configuration
Tools used: Disassembler, Program Analyser, Controlflow Analyser
Results: Self test was correct configured (all tests activated)

Disassembler hinted on error of the C-compiler used
Program Analyser overview results showed a wrong code nesting

Analysis of function plan group (FPG) operation code
Aim: Check on correct calling sequence of function blocks (FB) in the function

plans (FP) involved
Tools used: Disassembler, Program Analyser
Results: The manual interpretation of calling hierarchy and sequence of FP and FB

calls as delivered by the tools enabled the assessor to verify and confirm
correct FPG and FP composition from FP and FB. The calling sequence of
FB as generated by code generators has been verified.
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Configuration test tool

object file
(executable code)

map file
(program relocation

map)

f

configuration test
tool

Segment CRC
Versions and dates of

system software
components

function plan groups
function plans
function blocks

I/O drivers

Motivation:
Getting able to verify the software
configuration in the final product -
the code running in the I&C system
Test method:
Identification and interpretation of SW ID
strings in the object code
Verification of segment CRC calculated
from code interpreted against segment
CRC's as they are calculated in I&C
system while downloading code
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Objectcode based configuration
check

' verification

optical disk with
SW documentation

including
all sources and

executables

executable code

configuration test
tool

Segment CRC

Revisions and dates of
system software

function plan groups
function plans

function blocks
I/O drivers

TXS I&C system

I
verification |

I

Aim: Check of versions of system and
application software executed in the
I&C system against the type tested
system software versions as
documented on optical disk (copy of
the development environment) and in
the type test documentation.

Results: The object code based
check offers a simple and efficient
way to verify the consistency of SW
configuration of executed I&C
software in the plant.
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Summary
Object code based software analysis offers additional possibilities to perform some
verification tasks on I&C software:

• It closes gaps in the area of code verification for low level assembler code

• It enables the assessor to get additional informations about the integrated (linked)
executable code like:
• Complexity of the integrated product
• Concurrent usage of memory and I/O resources
• Correctness of compilation and linking processes
• Informations about the runtime consumption

The parsing of executable code for software components identification offers an
efficient way to perform a configuration check of the software really executed.

oo
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